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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the design of linear precoding schemes for downlink multiple-

input multiple-output (MIMO) networks. These schemes are designed to be amenable

to implementation in wireless networks that allow rate-limited feedback of channel

state information (CSI). In the first half of this thesis, memoryless quantization code-

books are designed and incremental vector quantization techniques are developed

for the representation of CSI in MIMO point-to-point links and isolated (single-cell)

downlink networks. The second half of the thesis seeks to design linear precoding

schemes for the multi-cell downlink networks that can achieve improved performance

without requiring significantly more communication resources for CSI feedback than

those required in the case of an isolated single-cell.

For the quantization problem, smooth optimization algorithms are developed for

the design of codebooks that possess attractive features that facilitate their imple-

mentation in practice in the addition to having good quantization properties. As

one example, the proposed approach is used to design rank-2 codebooks that have

a nested structure and elements from a phase-shift keying (PSK) alphabet. The de-

signed codebooks have larger minimum distances than some existing codebooks, and

provide tangible performance gains.

To take advantage of temporal correlation that may exist in the wireless channel,
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an incremental approach to the Grassmannian quantization problem is proposed.

This approach leverages existing codebooks for memoryless quantization schemes and

employs a quantized form of geodesic interpolation. Two schemes that implement

the principles of the proposed approach are presented. A distinguishing feature of

the proposed approach is that the direction of the geodesic interpolation is specified

implicitly using a point in a conventional codebook. As a result, the approach has an

inherent ability to recover autonomously from errors in the feedback path.

In addition to the development of the Grassmannian quantization techniques and

codebooks, this thesis studies linear precoder design for the downlink MIMO networks

in the cases of small networks of arbitrary topology and unbounded networks that

have typical architectures. In particular, a linear precoding scheme for the isolated

2-cell network that achieves the optimal spatial degrees of freedom of the network is

proposed. The implementation of a limited feedback model for the proposed linear

precoding scheme is developed as well. Based on insight from that model, other linear

precoding schemes that can be implemented in larger networks, but with finite size,

are developed. For unbounded networks of typical architecture, such as the hexagonal

arrangement of cells, linear precoding schemes that exploit the partial connectivity

of the network are presented under a class of precoding schemes that is referred to

as spatial reuse precoding. These precoding schemes provide substantial gains in the

achievable rates of users in the network, and require only local feedback.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The focus of this thesis is on the design and implementation of linear precoding

schemes for downlink multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless networks. These

networks enable communication from a base station, or base stations, to wireless de-

vices. In these systems, the base station is assumed to have more than one antenna,

and the mobile device may have more than one antenna, too. The rate at which a

base station can communicate, reliably, to the wireless devices that are assigned to it

is fundamentally dependent on the accuracy of the information regarding the current

channel state of the channel (the channel state information, CSI) that is available to

the transmitter (Caire and Shamai, 2003; Jindal, 2006). For instance, for commu-

nication at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) from a base station with M antennas

to K single antenna receivers in a richly-scattered environment, the sum of the (er-

godic) achievable rates in a system with perfect CSI at the base station grows as

min{M,K} log(SNR), whereas in the absence of any CSI at the base station it grows

as log(SNR) (Caire and Shamai, 2003).

In time division duplex (TDD) systems, if the channel changes sufficiently slowly,
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and if appropriate compensation for analog front end components is performed (e.g.,

Kaltenberger et al., 2010), then the base station can estimate the CSI during the train-

ing phase of uplink communication. However, in frequency domain duplex (FDD)

systems, the channel is not reciprocal, and the channel state must be estimated at

the receiver and then fed back to the base station. This feedback requires the alloca-

tion of resources (e.g., time, bandwidth and energy) that would otherwise allocated

to direct communication. To ensure that the benefits of making CSI available to the

base station outweigh the cost of getting it there, the feedback mechanism must be

designed so that the feedback is limited in an appropriate sense (Love et al., 2008).

Fundamentally, this is a source-channel coding problem in which the “source” is the

CSI that is to be communicated to the base station. Typically, the source and channel

coding schemes for the CSI are separated. That separation will be made in this thesis,

and the focus will be on the source coding problem. The first half of this thesis con-

siders MIMO point-to-point links and isolated (single-cell) MIMO downlink networks

and designs memoryless and incremental vector quantization schemes for representing

the CSI. In the second half of the thesis, multi-cell downlink networks are considered.

In these more complex networks, the question of limited feedback addresses not only

how information is quantized or compressed, but also which information is provided

to which node in the network (de Kerret and Gesbert, 2013).

In this chapter, the basic principles of CSI feedback are discussed, first in the

context of single-user (SU) and single-cell schemes, and then in the context of a

multi-cell MIMO downlink network. An overview of the underlying concepts for the

proposed linear precoding schemes is also provided. Based on insight from these

models, the main challenges that arise in the design and implementation of limited

2
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Figure 1.1: Limited feedback SU-MIMO system

feedback schemes are outlined. The resolution of some of these challenges is the main

goal of this thesis.

1.1 Principles of Limited Feedback in Single-User

MIMO Systems

To set the stage for the developments in this thesis, let us first consider a narrow-

band single-user (SU)-MIMO system, as shown in Figure 1.1. In this system, the

transmitter hasMt transmit antennas and communicates to a receiver withMr receive

antennas using a linear precoder. The received signal can be modelled as:

y =

√
Es

Q
HTs+ n, (1.1)

where H ∈ CMr×Mt is the matrix of channel gains from the transmit antennas to the

receive antennas, and is assumed to be constant within the communication interval.

The matrix T ∈ CMt×Q is the transmit precoding matrix, where Q ≤ min {Mt,Mr} is

3
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the number of transmitted data streams, and T is normalized so that trace(THT) =

Q. The data symbols form a vector s that is scaled so that E{ssH} = IQ. This vector

is then multiplied by
√

Es

Q
T to generate the transmitted signal x =

√
Es

Q
Ts with Es

being the total transmit energy. The additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the

receiver, denoted by n, is modelled as being a zero-mean circular complex Gaussian

with E{nnH} = I.

Under the assumption that the receiver obtains perfect knowledge of the channel

H, the achievable rate of this scheme is given by (Telatar, 1999)

R = log det
(
IQ +

Es

Q
THHHHT

)
. (1.2)

A precoder structure that maximizes the achievable rate under an average transmitted

power constraint is
√

Es

Q
T = VΦ, where H = UΣVH is the singular value decom-

position of the channel matrix H and Φ is a positive semidefinite diagonal matrix

whose elements are obtained by applying the “water-filling” precodure to the singular

values of H (Telatar, 1999). At higher SNRs, this scheme can be approximated by

performing uniform power allocation over the subchannels with significant gains (e.g.,

Tse and Viswanath, 2005). That is T = VQ, where VQ is the first Q columns of V.

The resulting rate gap of such a scheme is small (Yu and Cioffi, 2006). Furthermore,

in a limited feedback setting, this scheme has the advantage that the receiver need

only inform the transmitter of VQ and does not need to send Φ as well. This reduces

the amount of feedback that is required. (Actually, as will be discussed in Chapter

2, the transmitter only needs to know the subspace spanned by VQ, and this further

reduces the feedback requirements.)

A natural approach to quantizing VQ so that it can be fed back to the transmitter

4
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is to employ memoryless vector quantization (e.g., Gersho and Gray, 1991). In that

scheme, a codebook F = {Fi} of “tall” candidate matrices with orthonormal columns

is designed offline and made available to both the transmitter and the receiver (Love

and Heath, Jr., 2005b). Having identified the channel matrix H, the receiver solves

the problem

i∗ = argmax
Fi∈F

log det
(
IQ +

Es

Q
FH

i H
HHFi

)
(1.3)

and sends back the index i∗ via a feedback channel to the transmitter, as depicted

in Figure 1.1. At the transmitter side, the index i∗ is used to select Fi∗ from the

transmitter’s copy of the codebook and the transmit precoder is chosen to be T = Fi∗ .

1.2 Isolated Single-Cell MU-MIMODownlink Net-

work

The basic principles of the above CSI feedback scheme extend naturally to the case

of an isolated single-cell multi-user (MU) MIMO downlink network, as depicted in

Figure 1.2. In this network, a base station of Mt transmit antennas communicates to

K users, each of which has Mr receive antennas. As in the SU-MIMO case, the base

station employs linear precoding, in which the transmitted signal takes the form of

x =

√
Es

Q
Ts =

√
Es

Q

K∑
k=1

Tksk, (1.4)

where T = [T1,T2, . . . ,TK ] is the transmit precoder used at the base station, sk ∈

Cdk is the vector of data symbols for user k and sT = [s1
T
, s2

T
, . . . , sK

T
]. The received

5
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Figure 1.2: An isolated single-cell downlink network

signal at the kth user yk ∈ CMr , can be modelled as

yk = Hkx+ nk =

√
Es

Q
HkTksk +

√
Es

Q
Hk

K∑
ℓ ̸=k

Tℓsℓ + nk, (1.5)

where Hk ∈ CMr×Mt is the channel matrix between the base station and the kth user,

x is the transmitted signal from the base station, and nk is the zero-mean additive

white circular Gaussian noise with unit variance. Comparing (1.1) and (1.5), it can

be seen that the received signal contains an additional component besides the desired

signal, namely the “intra-cell interference” due to the transmissions of the base station

to other users in the same cell. This appears as the second term on the right hand

side of (1.5). For the base station to be able to design the precoder T to suppress the

intra-cell interference at non-intended receivers, the presence of sufficiently accurate

6
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CSI is required (Jindal, 2006). In particular, each user feeds back a quantized version

of a measure of its channel matrix Hk to the base station. The base station collects

this information and designs the linear precoder T using the quantized CSI according

to one of a variety of design strategies, such as transmit matched filtering (Hanly,

1996), zero-forcing beamforming (Spencer et al., 2004b), regularized channel inversion

(Spencer et al., 2004a), or robust downlink precoding (e.g., Shenouda and Davidson,

2007).

1.3 Multi-cell MIMO Downlink Network

The extension of the basic principles of CSI feedback to the case of a multi-cell

downlink network is now considered. An example of a multi-cell network is the

network presented in Figure 1.3. In this example, the network consists of 3 cells, and

each base station (BS) communicates to 2 users in its cell. The signals transmitted

by any base station cause inter-cell interference to users in the other two cells.

Let us consider the general case of a multi-cell MIMO downlink network that

consists of G-cells, where each base station communicates to K users in its cell. The

base stations are equipped with Mt transmit antennas and each receiver has Mr

receive antennas. As in the MU-MIMO case, attention is focused on linear precoding

schemes, in which the signal transmitted from base station j takes the form

xj = Tjsj =
K∑
k=1

Tk
j s

k
j , (1.6)

whereTj = [T1
j ,T

2
j , . . . ,T

K
j ] is the transmit precoder used at base station j, skj ∈ Cdj,k

is the vector of data symbols for user (j, k), and sTj = [s1j
T
, s2j

T
, . . . , sKj

T
]. (Here, the
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Figure 1.3: A 3-cell 2-user-per-cell MIMO downlink network
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power allocation has been absorbed into the columns of T.) Accordingly, the received

signal at user k in cell i, i.e., user (i, k), is

yi,k =
G∑

j=1

Hi,k
j xj + ni,k (1.7a)

= Hi,k
i Tk

i s
k
i +Hi,k

i

K∑
ℓ ̸=k

Tℓ
is

ℓ
i +

G∑
j ̸=i

Hi,k
j Tjsj + ni,k, (1.7b)

where yi,k ∈ CMr , Hi,k
j ∈ CMr×Mt is the channel matrix between BS j and user

(i, k), xj is the transmitted signal from BS j, and ni,k is the zero-mean additive white

circular Gaussian noise with unit variance. The first term on the right hand side

of (1.7b) is the desired signal term, the second term is the “intra-cell interference”

from transmissions that the ith base station makes to other users in its cell, and

the third term is the “inter-cell interference” from transmissions made by other base

stations. The expression in (1.7b) implicitly outlines the significant expansion in

the channel state information that is to be communicated amongst the nodes of the

network. Not only should base station i be informed of the channels to each user in

its own cell, as was the case in the isolated single-cell downlink, but it appears that it

should be also be informed of the channels through which interference will “leak” to

users in the other cells, {Hi,k
j }

G,K
j=1,j ̸=i. This is a substantial increase in the number of

channels about which each base station has to acquire information. For this reason, in

multi-cell networks, the CSI quantization and feedback scheme should first identify

which CSI is really required by each base station (de Kerret and Gesbert, 2013).

Otherwise the resources dedicated for feedback may not suffice. In particular, it

would be preferable if one could design precoding schemes that can achieve improved

performance without requiring a significant increase in the resources dedicated for
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feedback over the resources required in the single cell case. Another challenge in the

design of the linear precoding scheme is whether it requires a central processing unit

or not. It may be desirable if each base station is able to design its linear transmit

precoder Tj without cooperation with the other base stations.

1.4 Key Challenges of Limited Feedback in Down-

link Networks

The system models for the SU-MIMO case, the single-cell downlink, and the general

G-cell downlink network described in previous sections generate key insights into the

main components of limited feedback schemes and the main challenges that need to

be resolved. These challenges can be summarized as:

1. The quantization process:

Following the estimation of the channel by the receiver, typically through the use

of a training sequence of known symbols sent by the transmitter, the receivers

quantize the information regarding the physical channel. This process involves

the following:

• Which information to be quantized?

Since the resources dedicated for the feedback process are limited, the

design of the quantization process and the precoding scheme that is sub-

sequently implemented at the transmitter should address the problem of

identifying which information needs to be compressed in order to achieve

improved performance for the network using the limited available resources.

10
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• The quantization scheme:

The quantization scheme should exploit the structure of the evolution of

the channel. In the case of temporally uncorrelated channels, memoryless

vector quantization schemes have shown to be effective techniques for chan-

nel quantization. On the other hand, in temporally correlated channels,

the implementation of quantization schemes that exploit the memory in the

wireless channel have the potential to provide improved performance when

compared to the single shot memoryless quantization schemes assuming

the same feedback budget.

• The quantization codebook:

A key component in the design of any vector quantization system is the

design of the quantization codebook that will be used at the receiver to

convey useful information about the channel to the transmitter. This code-

book should reflect the properties of the channel, and, at the same time,

should possess other features that facilitate its implementation and stor-

age.

2. The linear precoding scheme:

In the SU-MIMO system and the isolated single-cell MIMO downlink, the core

issues that arise in the design of the linear precoder are reasonably well estab-

lished. This is due, in part, to the fact that the architecture of the CSI feedback

system is well developed, and to the fact that analysis of the rates that can be

achieved within that architecture has generated considerable design insights.

The design of linear precoding schemes for the multi-cell downlink networks

is rather more intricate task. This intricacy arises from several facts, some of
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which are as follows:

• The system architecture is still being developed, and is not well established,

even for the perfect CSI case.

• It would be desirable if the designed precoding schemes could achieve im-

proved performance without requiring a significant increase in the commu-

nication resources dedicated for the feedback process.

• It would be desirable if the design of a linear precoding scheme were generic,

in the sense that it could be implemented in an arbitrary network under

different configurations for the number of cells, the number of users, and

other network parameters. This complicates the design problem substan-

tially.

• Even though the capacities of most wireless network architectures are still

unknown, significant steps have been taken in the characterization of the

high signal-to-noise (SNR) regime for several networks, or what is known

as “Degrees of Freedom” (DoF). The study of the DoF of networks has gen-

erated key insights for the development of linear precoding schemes that

can provide improved performance against conventional interference tech-

niques, (e.g., the interference alignment linear precoding scheme, Maddah-

Ali et al., 2008; Jafar, 2011). This analysis suggests that one approach

to the design of linear precoding schemes for these networks would be to

enable the scheme to achieve a large fraction of the DoF of the network,

while being amenable to implementation with limited feedback.
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The above challenges have provided much of the motivation for the topics that

will be investigated in this thesis. These topics are outlined in the next section.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The focus of this thesis is on developing the key components of limited feedback

schemes for a variety of downlink MIMO networks. Networks in which a single base

station communicates to a single node, as in point-to-point MIMO links, or, com-

municates to multiple-nodes, as in the isolated single-cell MIMO network, have es-

tablished architectures that provide insights on how limited feedback models can be

designed and implemented (Love et al., 2008). For these networks, the focus will be

on the design of the quantization scheme, and the underlying codebook. For multi-

cell downlink networks, the problem becomes more involved as it involves the design

of the system architecture, in addition to the quantization scheme and the underlying

codebook.

Accordingly, this thesis begins with the development of quantization schemes for

the SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO systems. In those systems, linear precoding schemes

designed for the case of perfect CSI can be adapted to be implemented in a lim-

ited feedback version of the system. In Chapter 2, design techniques are developed

for Grassmannian quantization codebooks that are flexible enough to be able to de-

sign codebooks with particular features that simplify their practical implementation.

These features include codebooks of constant modulus elements, codebooks with el-

ements chosen from defined alphabets such as 4-QAM, and codebooks with nested

structure. In order to design these codebooks, the use of optimization techniques

based on smooth objective functions of matrix variables that lie on the Grassmanian
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manifold is proposed. In some cases, reduced dimensional exhaustive search is used

as well. The codebooks produced by these optimization methods are compared with

existing codebooks, and it is shown that they generate codebooks with significantly

improved distance properties. In certain scenarios, the designed codebooks are opti-

mal in the sense that they achieve a known bound on the minimum distances between

codewords.

While memoryless quantization schemes have been shown to be effective for un-

correlated channels, in the case of temporally-correlated channels under the same

feedback budget, incremental/differential quantization schemes provide the possibil-

ity of improved performance. Accordingly, in Chapter 3 an incremental feedback

scheme on the Grassmannian manifold is developed that exploits the temporal cor-

relation that exists in the wireless channel. The scheme has many attractive features

as it needs only one codebook for initialization and updates, and that codebook can

be designed using the techniques in Chapter 2. Another feature for the proposed

scheme is that it can recover autonomously from feedback errors. Using statistical

analysis, the key elements of the proposed incremental schemes are characterized and

through extensive simulations, their superiority when compared to existing schemes

under different channel environments and conditions is illustrated.

In Chapter 4, the case of multi-cell downlink MIMO networks is considered, with

a focus on small scale networks. A review of the concept of interference alignment

(IA) precoding along with the definition of the degrees of freedom (DoF) is presented.

Then linear IA precoding schemes for the isolated 2-cell MIMO downlink network are

proposed in case of perfect CSI and their corresponding implementations for limited

feedback systems. The main conclusion is that designing precoding schemes that
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require only local “in-cell” feedback leads to a significant reduction in the feedback

budget without a dramatic reduction in performance. With appropriate scaling of

the feedback budget with the operating SNR, these schemes remain optimal in the

DoF sense. Hence, these schemes are very attractive for limited feedback systems.

For the remainder of the thesis, the focus is on designing precoding scheme that can

be implemented without cooperation between transmitters.

The precoding schemes presented in Chapter 4 provide good insights and guide-

lines for designing linear precoding schemes that can be implemented in a larger

network of G > 2 cells. In Chapter 5 precoding schemes are designed that achieve

more DoF than conventional interference avoidance schemes, such as time division

multiple access (TDMA), without requiring a significant increase in the resources re-

quired for CSI feedback. These schemes exploit the inherent partial connectivity in a

cellular network due to path loss. An application for such precoders in heterogeneous

networks is also presented.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and presents directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Flexible Codebook Design for

Limited Feedback Systems via

Sequential Smooth Optimization

on the Grassmannian Manifold

As discussed in Chapter 1 and explained in more detail in this chapter, the presence of

the CSI at the transmitter plays an important role in increasing the achievable rate of

SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO systems with slowly fading channels. For such schemes,

the architecture of limited feedback has been well established, and in this chapter

one seeks to optimize aspects of the quantization scheme within that architecture.

More specifically, smooth optimization problems are formulated with variables lying

on the Grassmannian manifold. These formulations generate quantization codebooks

with excellent distance properties and special features that facilitate their practical
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implementation.

2.1 Introduction

The structure of effective schemes for communicating wirelessly between nodes with

multiple antennas is dependent on the extent to which the transmitter can adapt its

transmission to the current state of the communication environment. As an example,

in MIMO systems, CSI can be used by the transmitter to expand the achievable rate

region through prudent management (and exploitation) of interference. In particular,

consider the case of downlink transmission over a richly-scattered environment from

a base station with M antennas to K mobile stations, each with a single antenna,

in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise at the receivers. In such a system,

if the base station has perfect knowledge of the channels to the receivers, then the

sum of the ergodic achievable rates of coherent communication to the mobile users

grows as min{M,K} log(SNR) as the SNR increases (Caire and Shamai, 2003). When

M ≥ K this rate of growth can be achieved by employing a simple linear zero-forcing

transmission strategy (Caire and Shamai, 2003; Lee and Jindal, 2007). However, in

the absence of any information about the state of the channel, the sum rate grows

only as log(SNR) as the SNR increases (Caire and Shamai, 2003; Jafar and Goldsmith,

2005). In other words, the availability of perfect CSI at the transmitter enables a

min{M,K}-fold increase in the rate of growth of the achievable sum rate over that

of a system with a single antenna at the transmitter, whereas in the absence of CSI

at the transmitter the rate of growth is the same as that of a system with a single

transmit antenna. (See also, Jindal, 2006).

Seeing as coherent receivers obtain an estimate of the channel, typically through
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training, prior to processing their received signals, a natural approach to providing the

transmitter with information regarding the channel state would be for the receivers

to feed back these estimates (or some function thereof) to the transmitter. However,

account needs to be taken of the communication resources that are allocated to the

feedback. When the feedback is digital, the question of how the channel state infor-

mation should be quantized arises naturally (Love et al., 2008; Jindal, 2006; Caire

et al., 2010). In essence, this is a source coding problem (Gersho and Gray, 1991), in

which the channel (or some function thereof) is regarded as a source that needs to be

represented using a small number of bits while introducing only a small “distortion”.

In this application, the notion of distortion is associated with the degradation of a

chosen measure of the performance of the communication system with respect to the

perfect CSI case. Based on insight from the source coding literature, a number of

feedback strategies have been developed (Love et al., 2008), many of which are based

on the principles of memoryless vector quantization (Gersho and Gray, 1991). In

those schemes, the receiver compares its channel estimate (or some function thereof)

to “codewords” in a codebook and the index of the codeword that is closest to the

channel estimate, in some appropriate sense, is fed back to the transmitter. The

transmitter has a copy of the codebook and uses the index it receives to reconstruct

the codeword that the receiver selected.

Although generic techniques for the design of quantization codebooks (e.g., Gersho

and Gray, 1991) could be applied to the limited feedback problem, these techniques

tend to be rather cumbersome and the resulting codebooks can be rather awkward to

implement. As a result, in many scenarios, the quantization codebook is partitioned
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into a codebook that represents the directional information and a codebook that rep-

resents the gain (Love et al., 2008). In a number of important scenarios, the relevant

communication performance metric depends on the subspaces spanned by the direc-

tions, rather than the directions themselves. Since subspaces of a given dimension in

a given ambient space can be represented by points on the Grassmannian manifold of

the corresponding dimensions, in these scenarios the natural setting for the design of

the codebook that represents the directional information is the Grassmannian mani-

fold (Love et al., 2003; Love and Heath, Jr., 2005a,b; Roh and Rao, 2006; Shenouda

and Davidson, 2008; Dai et al., 2008).

Despite the insight provided by posing the codebook design problem on the man-

ifold, codebook design remains a rather intricate task, even when the scenario is such

that the codewords should be uniformly distributed on the manifold with respect to a

certain distance metric; a problem that is typically referred to as Grassmannian Sub-

space Packing (Conway et al., 1996). One reason for this intricacy is that, with the

exception of a few special cases (e.g., Pitaval et al., 2011a), the problem has proven

quite resistant to analysis of the structure of the optimal codebook. Furthermore,

numerical optimization procedures are complicated by the fact that the manifold it-

self is inherently non-convex, as are the objectives that are typically used to capture

the desired performance properties of the codebook. Some numerical design methods

have been proposed, including adaptations of Lloyd’s algorithm to the manifold (Roh

and Rao, 2006; Xia and Giannakis, 2006), an alternating projection method (Dhillon

et al., 2008), and an “expansion–compression” algorithm (Schober et al., 2009). In

addition, methods for the design of Grassmannian constellations for non-coherent

point-to-point MIMO communication (e.g., Agrawal et al., 2001; Hochwald et al.,
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2000; Kammoun et al., 2007; Gohary and Davidson, 2009) can be employed.

Numerical methods have been quite successful in designing codebooks in which

each codeword represents a subspace of dimension one; i.e., a single direction. Such

codebooks are often referred to as being “rank one” codebooks, and the subspace

packing problem is often referred to as the Grasssmannian Line Packing problem.

Some of these numerical methods have been also used to design “rank two” code-

books of codewords representing two-dimensional subspaces for systems with small

number of transmitter antennas. However, for larger problems, there are fewer results

available, especially in the case in which distances other than the chordal distance

are chosen as the metric on the manifold.

In addition to pure quantization performance, practical considerations suggest

that codebooks ought to possess additional properties that facilitate their implemen-

tation and storage (Clerckx et al., 2008). For example, (i) in the single-user case one

might seek to constrain the elements of the codewords to have constant modulus,

so as to avoid power imbalances at the transmitter; (ii) for reasons of storage and

computational cost, it may be desirable to have the elements of the codewords come

from a defined alphabet such as the phase-shift keying (PSK) alphabet (Ryan et al.,

2009); and (iii) in applications in which there is the option of multiple signalling

modes (e.g., Love and Heath Jr., 2005), it is desirable for the codebook to be nested,

in the sense that structure is imposed on the higher rank codewords so that they can

also be used to generate codewords for codebooks of lower rank. In that case, the

transmitter and the receiver need to store only a single codebook, and calculations

results for a lower rank codeword can be re-used for the calculation of a higher rank

one. A nested codebook also facilitates the transmitter’s use of “rank overriding”, in
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which the transmitter overrides the receiver’s decision on how many data streams to

transmit and uses lower-rank transmission (Clerckx et al., 2008).

The desire to obtain codebooks that possess additional properties significantly

complicates what is already quite a difficult problem. In the case of codebooks from

a defined alphabet, the problem becomes a combinational one. For certain alphabets,

codebooks of certain dimensions and sizes can be generated (Mondal et al., 2007; Inoue

and Heath Jr., 2009) using the concept of mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) from the

theory of quantum mechanics (Tselniker et al., 2009). By construction, codebooks

derived from MUBs exhibit large distances between each pair of codewords, but the

inherent restrictions on the technique limit the scenarios in which it can be applied.

Given the rather specialized nature of the existing approaches to structured Grass-

mannian codebook design, the goal of this chapter is to suggest a flexible design

approach based on smooth optimization on the Grassmannian manifold (Edelman

et al., 1998; Manton, 2002). In particular, to optimize the quantization performance

of otherwise unconstrained codebooks the insight from the technique of Gohary and

Davidson (2009) is used and a sequence of smooth approximations to the objective is

constructed. Since each approximation has continuous first and second order deriva-

tives, a codebook that (locally) optimizes the approximation can be obtained by

using adaptations of the conventional smooth optimization techniques, such as gra-

dient descent, conjugate gradient and Newton’s method, to the manifold (Edelman

et al., 1998; Manton, 2002). The optimization with respect to the next approximation

in the sequence is initialized with the codebook obtained by optimizing the current

approximation. In order to tackle problems with constraints on the codebook, the

use of a combination of smooth penalty functions, which enable the algorithms for
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unconstrained optimization on the manifold to be retained is suggested, along with

rounding techniques and low-dimensional searches.

Since both the original design problem and the smooth unconstrained approxi-

mations are not convex, the proposed approach does not necessarily yield optimal

codebooks. However, in a number of the examples for the unconstrained case the

codebooks that have been obtained achieve a known upper bound on the codebook

quantization performance and hence are optimal. In the case of the Fubini-Study

distance, for which a simple performance bound is not available, the unconstrained

codebooks that have been obtained exhibit larger minimum distances than the ex-

isting packings (Love, 2004). Furthermore, the proposed approach has been able to

generate codebooks with excellent properties for systems with a larger number of

transmit antennas, larger subspace dimensions and larger size than those currently

available. In the case of the chordal distance, the proposed approach has been able

to design unconstrained codebooks that have essentially the same minimum distances

as the codebooks of Dhillon et al. (2008). In the case of constrained codebooks, the

proposed approach has been able to design some codebooks that achieve an upper

bound on the performance and hence are optimal, and other codebooks with distance

properties that are close to those of the best unconstrained codebooks that we have

been able to generate.

In order to assess the impact of the obtained codebook designs on the performance

of practical limited feedback systems, the performance of existing and proposed code-

books is evaluated under three transmission schemes for the downlink of a wireless

system (from base station to mobile station) with limited feedback, namely Zero-

Forcing Beam Forming (ZFBF) (Jindal, 2006; Spencer et al., 2004b), the Per-User
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Unitary beamforming and Rate Control (PU2RC) system (Kim et al., 2006), and

zero-forcing block diagonalization (ZFBD) (Choi and Murch, 2004; Spencer et al.,

2004b; Ravindran and Jindal, 2008). In all three schemes, the transmitter employs

linear precoding of the symbols intended for each user. In the first two schemes, the

base station transmits a single data stream to each mobile station and hence rank-one

codebooks designed using Grassmannian line packing are employed. The difference

between those schemes lies in the way that precoding matrix is constructed from the

quantized feedback. In the third scheme, the base station transmits multiple streams

to each (multiple-antenna) mobile station, and higher rank subspace codebooks are

employed. The presented results show that the achievable rate can be increased and

the outage probability can be decreased by implementing well-designed codebooks.

These results also show that the proposed approach yields structured codebooks with

performance close to that of the unstructured codebooks.

2.2 System Model

Although the proposed approach to the design of structured Grassmannian quantiza-

tion codebooks is quite generic and can be applied in many applications, the approach

will be presented in the context of a multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-

MIMO) downlink communication system in which a base station with Mt antennas

communicates over narrow-band channels to K receivers, the kth of which is equipped

withMrk < Mt antennas. The case of a point-to-point MIMO link arises as the special

case in which K = 1. As in Section 1.2, at each channel use, the transmitter commu-

nicates simultaneously with all K receivers, sending Qk ≤ min{Mt,Mrk} symbols to

the kth receiver. The transmitter synthesizes the signal x =
√

Es

Q

∑
iTisi ∈ CMt×1
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for transmission, where Es is the total transmit power, Q is the total number of

symbols, si ∈ CQi×1 contains the symbols intended for the ith receiver, normalized

so that E{sisHi } = IQi
, and Ti ∈ CMt×Qi is a linear precoding matrix. The average

transmitted power per symbol for the ith receiver is trace(TiT
H
i )/Qi. The signal

observed at the kth receiver is

yk = Hkx+ nk =

√
Es

Q
HkTksk +

√
Es

Q
Hk

∑
i̸=k

Tisi + nk, (2.1)

where Hk ∈ CMrk
×Mt is the matrix of complex channel gains from the antenna inputs

at the transmitter to the antenna outputs at the kth receiver. The first term on

the right hand side of (2.1) denotes the desired signal term, the second denotes the

interference from signals transmitted to other receivers and the third term represents

the additive noise at the kth receiver. A more compact form of the model in (2.1)

can be obtained by concatenating the Q =
∑

i Qi symbols sent to the receivers into

a single vector s =
[
sT1 , s

T
2 , . . . , s

T
K

]T
, and concatenating the precoding matrices Ti

to form T =
[
T1,T2, . . . ,TK

]
∈ CMt×Q. In that case, the expression in (2.1) can be

rewritten as

yk =

√
Es

Q
HkTs+ nk. (2.2)

The scenarios that will be considered are those in which the channels can be mod-

elled as remaining (approximately) constant for long enough that it is viable for the

receiver(s) to feed back information regarding the channel state to the transmitter

over a dedicated channel of limited capacity, and for the transmitter to adapt its linear

precoding matrix T (and possibly the coding and modulation schemes that produce s)
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to the information that it receives. Though the channel may exhibit temporal correla-

tion between fading blocks, in this chapter, the focus will be on designing codebooks

for memoryless quantization schemes, while Chapter 3 studies quantization schemes

for channels with memory. Therefore, some examples of memoryless quantization

schemes are briefly reviewed before tackling the codebook design problem.

2.2.1 Single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO)

In the case of a point-to-point MIMO link, for which K = 1, a simplified limited

feedback strategy that has proven effective in practice is for the receiver to inform

the transmitter of the directions in which transmission should take place and for the

transmitter to allocate power uniformly over these directions. In that case, many

communication objectives depend on the subspace spanned by the directions and not

on the directions themselves, and hence quantization on the Grassmannian manifold

arises naturally. If the transmitter and the receiver are provided with a codebook

F = {Fi}Li=1 containing L = 2B tall matrices of size Mt × Q with orthonormal

columns, each of which is the Grassmannian representative of the subspace that it

spans, then the receiver selects the matrix (codeword) Fi⋆ that maximizes a chosen

performance metric and sends the index i⋆ to the transmitter so it can identify this

subspace (Love and Heath, Jr., 2005b). For example, if the performance metric is the

Gaussian mutual information, then the receiver selects a codeword Fi ∈ F according

to

Fi⋆ = argmax
Fi∈F

log det
(
IMr +

Es

Q
FH

i H
HHFi

)
. (2.3)
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The index of Fi⋆ is sent back to the transmitter which will use Fi⋆ as the current

preprocessing matrix, i.e, T = Fi⋆ . Therefore, the achievable rate is the optimal

value of the problem in (2.3). That rate, or the index of an appropriate coding and

modulation scheme, can be also fed back to the transmitter.

2.2.2 Single Receive Antenna Downlink (MU-MISO)

In a multi-user downlink scenario in which each user has a single receive antenna

(Mrk = 1 and hence Q = K), the feedback of the channel state information is often

partitioned into a channel direction vector and a scalar that represents the “quality”

of the channel. Similar to the single user case, the transmitter and the receivers are

provided with a codebook F = {fi}Li=1 of unit norm vectors and the kth receiver

selects the codeword (vector) that solves (Jindal, 2007)

fi⋆,k = argmax
fi∈F
|hkf

∗
i |, (2.4)

and transmits i⋆ back to the transmitter. The transmitter uses these indices to

reconstruct fi⋆,k for all k, and then uses these vectors to calculate the (normalized)

preprocessing matrix T in (2.1). A subsequent “dedicated training” step (e.g., Caire

et al., 2010) enables the kth receiver to determine hkT, and the achievable rate for

the kth user, which treats interference as noise, is given by

RBF
k = log

(
1 +

Es

K
|hktk|2

1 +
∑

j ̸=k
Es

K
|hktj|2

)
(2.5)

In the case that the transmitter performs Zero-Forcing Beamforming (ZFBF) with

equal power loading, a matrix T̃ is constructed by aggregating the quantized channel
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directions sent by the scheduled users according to:

T̃ =

[
fi⋆,1, fi⋆,2, . . . , fi⋆,K

]†
, (2.6)

where A† is the pseudo inverse of A. The precoding matrix TZFBF is then formed

by normalizing each column in T̃, and if tj denotes the jth column of T, then

fHi⋆,kt
ZFBF
j = 0 for all k ̸= j. It can be observed that if two users select the same

fi⋆ ∈ F , then the matrix T will have rank less than K. In practice, this scenario is

avoided by providing each user a uniquely rotated version of the codebook F . For

comparison, in the case of perfect channel state information at the transmitter ZFBF

results in tZFBF
j being orthogonal to hk for j ̸= k and hence in that case the achievable

rate simplifies to RZFBF−CSIT
k = log

(
1 + Es

K
|hkt

ZFBF
k |2

)
.

2.2.3 Multiple Receive Antenna Downlink (MU-MIMO)

In this scenario, each receiver has more than one antenna and hence can receive more

than one data stream. Similar to the single antenna downlink case, the feedback

strategy involves sending information about the channel direction information and

the quality of the channel. Assuming that a Grassmannian codebook F = {Fi}Li=1

is known to the transmitter and the receiver, the kth receiver selects the index of a

codeword according to (Ravindran and Jindal, 2008)

Fi⋆,k = argmax
Fi∈F
∥HkFi∥2F , (2.7)
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where ∥ · ∥F denotes the Frobenius norm, and sends i⋆ to the transmitter. The

transmitter reconstructs Fi⋆,k, for all k, from the received indices and then con-

structs the precoding matrix T =
[
T1,T2, . . . ,TK

]
, where Tk ∈ CMt×Qk and Qk ≤

min{Mt,Mrk} is the number of streams transmitted to the kth receiver. Following

the dedicated training step the kth receiver can determine HkT, and the achievable

rate for the kth user, which treats interference as noise, is given by

Rk = log
( det

(
IMrk

+
∑

j
Es

Qj
TH

j H
H
k HkTj

)
det

(
IMrk

+
∑

j ̸=k
Es

Qj
TH

j H
H
k HkTj

)) (2.8)

In the case that the transmitter performs Block Diagonalization (BD) with equal

power loading, each Tk is chosen such that Fi⋆,jT
BD
k = 0, for all j ̸= k, and so that

its columns have unit norm. This can be formed by finding an orthonormal basis for

the null space of the matrix constructed by stacking all the Fi⋆,j matrices, j ̸= k,

together. For comparison, in the case of perfect channel state information at the

transmitter, HjT
BD
k = 0, for all j ̸= k, and hence the achievable rate simplifies to

RBD−CSIT
k = log det

(
IMrk

+ Es

Qk
TBD

k
H
HH

k HkT
BD
k

)
.

2.3 Grassmannian Packings

Despite the prominent role that Grassmannian subspace packings play in point-to-

point and downlink communication schemes with limited feedback, the design of

good packings is widely regarded as a rather difficult problem (e.g., Conway et al.,

1996; Love and Heath, Jr., 2005b; Dhillon et al., 2008). The goal of this chapter

is to propose effective algorithms for finding good packings and for finding good

packings that are constrained to posses a structure that facilitates implementation.
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To formalize the discussion, note that for a given dimension M ≤ Mt, the complex

Grassmannian manifold GMt,M is the set of all subspaces of dimension M in CMt . In

order to perform quantization on the manifold, a subspace S of dimension M in CMt

can be expressed as the linear span of an orthonormal basis; i.e., S = {Fx|x ∈ CM},

where each column of the matrix F ∈ CMt×M is an element of the orthonormal basis.

Since the columns of F̃ = FQ, where Q is an M ×M unitary matrix, also form an

orthonormal basis for S, all such F̃ can be deemed to be equivalent in terms of the

description of S. If for each subspace S one such F̃ is selected as the representative

of the equivalence class, then each of these representatives specifies a point on GMt,M .

For the ease of exposition, with a mild abuse of terminology, the set of representatives

will be also referred to as a Grassmannian manifold, with the context making the

distinction (see also Edelman et al., 1998). The Grassmannian packing problem is

the problem of finding a codebook F = {F1,F2, . . . ,FN} of representatives of N

subspaces of dimension M in CMt . The codewords Fi ∈ CMt×M have orthonormal

columns, and hence such a codebook is often said to be a rank-M codebook. For

the case of an unconstrained uniform codebook, the codebook design problem can be

posed in terms of maximizing the minimum distance between codeword pairs. That

is, find a codebook F = {Fi}Ni=1 that solves:

max
{Fi},Fi∈GMt,M

min
i ̸=j

d(Fi,Fj), (2.9)

where d(Fi,Fj) is a measure of the distance between the subspaces spanned by its

arguments.

There are many valid distance metrics on the Grassmannian manifold that have

been used in the design of packings for a variety of limited feedback applications (e.g.,
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Love et al., 2003; Love and Heath, Jr., 2005b; Dai et al., 2008; Roh and Rao, 2006;

Shenouda and Davidson, 2008; Love and Heath, Jr., 2005a; Gohary and Davidson,

2009). Two of the more prominent metrics are the chordal distance,

dch(Fi,Fj) =
1√
2
∥FiF

H
i − FjF

H
j ∥F =

(
M − ∥FH

j Fi∥2F
)1/2

(2.10)

and the Fubini-Study distance,

dFS(Fi,Fj) = arccos
∣∣det (FH

j Fi)
∣∣. (2.11)

Consistent with the definition of the manifold, these metrics are invariant to the right

multiplication of any codeword matrix by a unitary matrix. The chordal distance

has been used to quantify the effect of quantization on the achievable rate in limited

feedback systems and to derive the bounds on the rate-distortion trade-off (Dai et al.,

2008). It has also been used to asses the impact of quantization in point-to-point links

that employ unitary precoding of orthogonal space-time block codes (Love and Heath,

Jr., 2005a). The Fubini-Study distance has been used to bound the degradation of

the achievable rate over an i.i.d. Rayleigh channel caused by quantization (Love and

Heath, Jr., 2005b).

In the case in which the subspaces are of dimension M = 1, the subspace packing

problem in (2.9) collapses to the problem of packing Grassmannian lines and, from

the perspective of that problem all the distances become equivalent. For that case,

the distance

dline(fi, fj) =
√(

1− |fHj fi|2
)
, (2.12)

will be used, where fi denotes the ith element of a rank-1 codebook.
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There are three aspects of the codebook design problem in (2.9) that make it

difficult to solve. First, the constraint that the codewords Fi lie on the manifold is

non-convex. Second, the min operator is not differentiable, and third, many distance

metrics for the manifold are both non-convex and non-differentiable. These aspects

suggest that the basic problem in (2.9) may be difficult to solve, even before seeking

to modify it to obtain codebooks with additional features. Given these difficulties, it

can be useful to have an upper bound on the optimal value of the problem in (2.9)

so that the quality of potentially suboptimal solutions can be assessed.

If δ(Mt,M,N) denotes the optimal value of the problem in (2.9) for a particular

distance metric, then for the case of the chordal distance in (2.10) the Rankin bounds

can be used, i.e., the simplex and the orthoplex bounds, to evaluate the quality of a

codebook (Conway et al., 1996; Barg and Nogin, 2002; Henkel, 2005; Pitaval et al.,

2011b). The simplex bound is defined as

δch(Mt,M,N) ≤

√
M(Mt −M)N

Mt(N − 1)
. (2.13)

This bound is attainable only if N ≤M2
t . For N > M2

t , the orthoplex bound

δch(Mt,M,N) ≤

√
M(Mt −M)

Mt

(2.14)

is a tighter bound, and this bound is attainable only if N ≤ 2(M2
t −1). These bounds

are also valid in the case of line packing; with mild abuse of notation, δline(Mt, N) ≤√
(Mt−1)N
Mt(N−1)

for N ≤ M2
t and δline(Mt, N) ≤

√
(Mt−1)

Mt
for N > M2

t . This chapter will

also consider codebooks that are constrained so that each element of each codeword

has the same modulus; i.e., for i = 1, 2, . . . , N, |[Fi]ℓm|2 = 1
Mt

for ℓ = 1, 2, . . . ,Mt,m =
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1, 2, . . . ,M . In this case, the ranges of the bounds can be refined (Pitaval et al.,

2011b). In particular for such constrained codebooks, the simplex bound is attainable

only if N ≤ M2
t − Mt + 1, while the orthoplex bound is attainable only if N ≤

2(M2
t −Mt).

2.4 Subspace Packing Design via Sequential Smooth

Optimization

The proposed strategy for constructing an effective technique for finding good so-

lutions to the codebook design problem in (2.9) is to use algorithms developed for

optimization of smooth functions on the Grassmannian manifold (Edelman et al.,

1998; Manton, 2002). These algorithms are adaptations to the manifold of conven-

tional algorithms for unconstrained optimization of smooth functions, such as gradi-

ent descent, conjugate gradient and Newton’s method, and so in order to use them

a smooth approximation of the objective needs to be constructed. Since the Grass-

mannian manifolds of interest lie in a complex-valued ambient space, the notion of

smooth approximation needs to be clarified. The notion that will be used herein is

that the approximation has continuous derivatives with respect to the real and imag-

inary parts of the variable (cf. Kreutz-Delgado, 2009). In the following discussions,

the Fubini-Study distance and the chordal distance will be considered as they often

arise in limited feedback systems. That said, the principles that underlie the sug-

gested procedures can be applied to any valid subspace distance or smoothed version

thereof.

As a first step, the proposed approach defines d̃FS(Fi,Fj) =
∣∣det (FH

j Fi)
∣∣ and
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d̃ch(Fi,Fj) = ∥FH
j Fi∥2F . With these metrics, the problem in (2.9) can be rewritten

as:

min
{Fi},Fi∈GMt,M

max
i̸=j

d̃(Fi,Fj). (2.15)

In the case of the chordal distance, d̃ch(Fi,Fj) is smooth and one can move directly

to dealing with the non-smoothness of the max operation in (2.15). In the Fubini-

Study case, the magnitude operator in d̃FS(Fi,Fj) is not smooth, and hence a smooth

approximation has to be developed. By employing some of the existing smooth ap-

proximations for the magnitude operator (e.g., Bertsekas 1999, Sec 5.4.5; Nesterov

2005), and by using X to denote FH
j Fi, the following approximations of | det(X)| are

obtained:

√
µ2 + det(XHX) − µ, (2.16)

µ log
(
2 cosh

(√
det (XHX)/µ

))
, (2.17)

2

π

√
det(XHX) tan−1

(
µ
√

det(XHX)
)
, (2.18)

where µ is an appropriate constant, and for a non-negative real number x the deriva-

tive of
√
x at x = 0 is defined as the limit of that derivative as x approaches zero

from above. Other approximations include the Huber penalty function (e.g., Boyd

and Vandenberghe, 2004) and

(
1 + det (XHX)

)
log

(
1 + det(XHX)

)
. (2.19)
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The choice among these approximations does not affect the principles of the pro-

posed approach, and hence, for simplicity, let ˆ̃dFS(·, ·) denotes a chosen smooth ap-

proximation of d̃FS(·, ·). For notational convince, set ˆ̃dch(·, ·) = d̃ch(·, ·). Having said

that, the different shapes of the approximations do have an impact in terms of the

convergence behavior of the proposed design approach. For instance, the approxima-

tion in (2.19) is quite flat around the origin and quite steep away from the origin.

As a result, in numerical experiments that are not reported here, the approximation

in (2.19) tended to generate good solutions in a few iterations, but the refinement

of those good solutions tended to be slow. The approximation in (2.17) has a rea-

sonably consistent slope and in the conducted experiments, it tended to refine good

codebooks more quickly than the approximation in (2.19). However in the absence

of a good initialization that approximation can become numerically unwieldy. Since

the goal is to develop techniques that yield good codebooks with a modest effort,

the approximation in (2.19) will be used in the designs, but techniques that switch

between approximations can be implemented in a straightforward manner.

There are numbers of ways in which the expression maxi̸=j
ˆ̃d(Fi,Fj) in (2.15)

can be smoothly approximated. One is to use the approximation max{a, b} ≈

log (ea + eb). (The reverse approximation is similar to the “max-log” approximation

that is often used in soft decoding algorithms.) This approximation was successfully

used by Gohary and Davidson (2009) for the construction of Grassmannian constella-

tions for non-coherent MIMO communication and is also applicable here. An alterna-

tive is to use the approximation maxi̸=j
ˆ̃d(Fi,Fj) ≈ µ log

(
1

N(N−1)

∑
i

∑
j ̸=i cosh

( ˆ̃d(Fi,Fj)/µ
))
,

for some µ > 0, (Nesterov, 2005). As in the case of the distance metric, the proposed
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approach can incorporate a number of different smooth approximations, and approx-

imations of maxi̸=j
ˆ̃d(Fi,Fj) of the form

J1
(
{Fi}

)
=

(∑
i ̸=j

ˆ̃d(Fi,Fj)
β
)1/β

, (2.20)

will be employed, where β ≥ 1. That is, the ∞–norm of the vector of pair-wise

metrics is approximated by its β–norm. (For some distances, the construction and

optimization of J1(·) can be simplified by restricting β to be even.)

Even though the problem

min
{Fi},Fi∈GMt,M

J1
(
{Fi}

)
(2.21)

is smooth, it remains non-convex, due, in part, to the nature of the manifold. Never-

theless, a straightforward approach for using (2.21) to obtain good solutions to (2.15),

and to the original problem in (2.9), would be to select a value for β and an initial

codebook, and seek a locally optimal solution by applying an adaptation of a conven-

tional smooth optimization technique, such as gradient descent, conjugate gradient

or Newton’s method, to the manifold (Edelman et al., 1998; Manton, 2002); see also

Gohary and Davidson (2011). The suggested approach enhances that approach by

solving a sequence of problems with increasing values of β. Once a good codebook

for the current problem has been found, that codebook is used to initialize the next

problem. This sequential procedure takes advantage of the better conditioning of

J1(·) for smaller values of β, and the improved approximation for larger values of β.

In particular, the basic procedure is as follows:

Basic Sequential Optimization Procedure
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1. Choose the initial value of β, denoted β0, and the increment δβ in β at each

iteration.

2. Set β = β0 and randomly select an initial codebook of matrices with orthonor-

mal columns.

3. Starting from the codebook obtained in the previous iteration, obtain a good

solution to (2.21) using an algorithm for smooth unconstrained optimization on

the manifold (Edelman et al., 1998; Manton, 2002).

4. Evaluate the quality of the codebook against a known bound (if any), and/or

evaluate the progress of the algorithm in terms of the increase in the minimum

distance.

5. Terminate if desired, else β ← β + δβ and return to step 3.

In the implementations, β is chosen to be β0 = 2, δβ = 1 or 2, and in step 3 the

gradient-based algorithm of Manton (2002) is employed. The numerical experiments

have provided good empirical evidence for monotonic convergence of the procedure,

but the question of whether convergence is guaranteed remains open.

There are several ways in which the cost function J1(·) can be modified to improve

the basic procedure. In the case that an upper bound on the minimum distance is

known, such as the Rankin bound on the chordal distance, J1(·) can be replaced by

J2
(
{Fi}

)
=

(∑
i̸=j

( ˆ̃d(Fi,Fj)− α
)β)1/β

, (2.22)

where the constant α is set to the known bound. For the case of the Fubini-Study

distance, and other metrics for which non-trivial bounds are not known, the value
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of the constant α can be adapted to the outcome of the previous iteration of the

sequential procedure. For example, the value of α can be set to the average of the

pair-wise distances obtained at the previous iteration. The numerical experiments

have suggested that employing J2(·) with α set to a known bound or adapted to the

previous iteration, tends to improve the convergence properties and the quality of the

generated packings. This idea is similar to idea presented by Conway et al. (1996)

for constructing packings in 4-dimensional space.

An important property of the Grassmannian manifold that simplifies the design

process for codebooks of different ranks is the isomorphism between the Grassmannian

manifolds GMt,M and GMt,Mt−M . Accordingly, an optimal codebook of rank M can be

used to synthesize an optimal codebook of rank Mt−M as follows: Given a codebook

F = {Fi}Ni=1,Fi ∈ GMt,M that is optimal for a given distance metric

1. For i = 1, 2, . . . N , find a matrix Ki whose columns form an orthonormal basis

for the null space of the codeword Fi.

2. Each Ki is an element of GMt,Mt−M , and the codebook F̄ = {Ki}Ni=1 is optimal

in the same distance metric sense.

One conclusion that can be inferred from this property is that all the optimal

codebooks on G3,M are equivalent under any distance metric. That is, an optimal

codebook on G3,1, which is the solution of a line packing problem, can be used to

generate an optimal codebook on G3,2. Hence optimal chordal distance and Fubini

Study distance based designs on G3,2 will result in codebooks with the same minimum

distance. More generally, this conclusion can be applied to codebook pairs on GMt,M

and GMt,Mt−M .
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Table 2.1: Minimum Fubini-Study distances of unconstrained codebooks.

Mt ×M N Designed Codebook Codebook of Love (2004)

4× 2 4 1.5708 1.2451
4× 2 8 1.3444 1.0414
4× 2 16 1.2309 0.8654
4× 2 64 0.9613 0.6059
6× 3 8 1.5594 N/A
6× 3 16 1.5261 1.1936
6× 3 32 1.4187 1.0724
6× 3 64 1.3514 0.9722
8× 2 8 1.5707 N/A
8× 2 16 1.5414 N/A
8× 2 32 1.4738 1.3153
8× 2 64 1.4084 N/A

In order to assess the basic design procedure, in Table 2.1 the minimum Fubini-

Study distances of some of the codebooks that have been designed are compared to

those of the corresponding codebooks of Love (2004). That comparison shows that the

designed codebooks have significantly larger minimum distances than those of Love

(2004). Indeed, in the case of the 4×2 codebook of size 4, the basic procedure achieves

the upper bound on the Fubini-Study distance of π/2; cf. (2.11). The results reported

in the first two rows of Table 2.1 can also be compared to the results for codebooks

designed using the method of Dhillon et al. (2008); see Table 6 in that paper. In those

cases, the basic procedure produces codebooks with the same minimum distances as

those of Dhillon et al. (2008). However, as evidenced by Table A.1 in Appendix

A, the basic procedure has enabled the design of codebooks for systems with larger

dimensions. The basic procedure has been also used to design codebooks for the

chordal distance, and in that case the minimum distances of the designed codebooks

are essentially the same as those of Dhillon et al. (2008).
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2.5 Line Packings with Constant Modulus

In scenarios in which at most one data stream is sent to each user, the generic code-

book design problem in (2.9) reduces to the line packing problem of finding a code-

book of vectors fi ∈ GMt,1, that are maximally separated with respect to the distance

metric dline(fi, fj) = (1 − |fHj fi|2)1/2. As in the previous section, the principle of se-

quential smooth approximation of the problem in (2.15) can be invoked in a number

of different ways. For reasons analogous to those that led to the selection of the ap-

proximation in (2.19), one way that has been found to be particularly effective is to

choose ˆ̃dline(fi, fj) =
(
1 + |fHj fi|2

)
log

(
1 + |fHj fi|2

)
, and to apply the basic sequential

design procedure to the problem of minimizing J2({fi}) in (2.22), where α is set to the

value of the corresponding Rankin bound. That procedure produces codebooks that

exhibit essentially the same distance properties as the best of the existing codebooks

(e.g., Dhillon et al., 2008). In this section the basic sequential procedure is used to ob-

tain codebooks with similar distance properties and the additional property that the

elements of the codewords have (essentially) constant modulus. In feedback schemes

for point-to-point links, this property ensures that the power transmitted from each

antenna is (almost) the same and hence mitigates the effects of power imbalances at

the transmitter.

For the line packing case, the constant modulus constraint is that the ℓth element

of each vector fi has modulus 1/
√
Mt; i.e.,

∣∣[fk]ℓ∣∣ = 1/
√
Mt. However, the basic design

procedure is based on unconstrained optimization on the manifold. In order to use

that procedure the smooth penalty term is defined as

Pcm

(
{fi}

)
=

(∑
k,ℓ

(∣∣[fk]ℓ∣∣2 − 1
Mt

)β)1/β

, (2.23)
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where β ≥ 1, and apply the basic sequential optimization procedure with the cost

function

J3
(
{fi}

)
= w1J2

(
{fi}

)
+ w2Pcm

(
{fi}

)
(2.24)

for appropriately chosen weights w1 and w2. Since there are only two weights, a

variety of line search strategies (e.g., ?) can be used to select an appropriate value for

the ratio of the weights. Perhaps the simplest strategy would be to augment the basic

sequential procedure with an additional loop in which w2 is initially set to zero and

then increased sequentially until a codebook whose elements are sufficiently close to

being constant modulus is obtained. As in the basic procedure, the optimization at

the current iteration would be initialized by the codebook obtained from the previous

iteration.

Table 2.2 compares the minimum distances of the unconstrained and constant-

modulus Grassmannian line packings that have been obtained with those of the un-

constrained line packings presented of Dhillon et al. (2008). For the unconstrained

case, the proposed technique generates line packings with approximately the same

minimum distances as those reported by Dhillon et al. (2008). In the constrained

case, the constructed packings have elements with almost constant modulus, and

have minimum distances that are very close to the unconstrained case.

2.6 Line Packings with PSK Alphabet

In this section, the focus is on the design of line packings with codeword elements that

are not only of constant modulus, but are also from a finite alphabet, such as a scaled

phase-shift keying (PSK) alphabet, A = 1/
√
Mt

{
ej(ϕ0+2π(ℓ−1)/L)

}L

ℓ=1
. This property
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Table 2.2: Minimum distances of unconstrained and constant modulus rank-1
codebooks, along with the Rankin bound. For the constant modulus packings
maxk,ℓ

∣∣|[fk]ℓ − 1/Mt|2
∣∣ ≤ 0.01/Mt.

Mt N Unconstrained Const. Mod.
Designed Codebook Rankin Designed
Codebook of Dhillon et al. (2008) Bound Codebook

4 5 0.9682 0.9682 0.9682 0.9680
4 6 0.9448 0.9448 0.9486 0.9441
4 7 0.9350 0.9353 0.9354 0.9188
4 8 0.9255 0.9257 0.9258 0.9114
4 9 0.9155 0.9150 0.9186 0.8969
4 10 0.9115 0.9114 0.9129 0.8977
4 16 0.8943 0.8943 0.8943 0.8656
4 20 0.8659 0.8458 0.8660 0.8240
5 6 0.9798 0.9798 0.9798 0.9797
5 7 0.9638 0.9637 0.9661 0.9522
5 8 0.9553 0.9553 0.9562 0.9444
5 9 0.9466 0.9468 0.9487 0.9350
5 10 0.9427 0.9427 0.9428 0.9354
5 16 0.9190 0.9183 0.9238 0.9145

significantly reduces the storage requirements of the codebook and may reduce the

computational effort required to select the codeword at the receiver. In particular,

in the case of the scaled 4–PSK alphabet, 1/
√
Mt {1,−1, j,−j}, the scaling can be

absorbed and the complex multiplications that are inherent in the selection process

are reduced to sign changes and swaps of the real and imaginary parts.

The restriction to a defined alphabet A offers the possibility to design codebooks

by exhaustively evaluating each admissible codebook. However, taking into account

the rotational invariance of the codewords into account, there are
(|A|Mt−1

N

)
admissible

codebooks and even for modestly sized codebooks the computational cost of this

approach exceeds the computational resources that could reasonably be applied to the
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problem. This section describes two simple approaches to obtaining good codebooks

with elements from a (scaled) PSK alphabet. In the first approach, the method of the

previous section is used to generate partial codebooks with (scaled) PSK elements and

good properties. These partial codebooks are then completed by exhaustive search,

but that exhaustive search is typically over a much smaller number of codewords

than the size of the codebook. In the second approach, an incremental construction

is employed in which the size of the codebook is doubled at each step. The new

codewords are Hadamard products of the existing vectors and a single vector that is

obtained using a smooth optimization and rounding procedure similar to that used in

the first approach. This incremental construction was motivated, in part, by some of

the principles used in the generation of mutually unbiased bases (MUB) with elements

from the (scaled) 4–PSK alphabet (Mondal et al., 2007; Inoue and Heath Jr., 2009;

Tselniker et al., 2009).

2.6.1 Relax-round-expurgate-replace Approach

The first of the proposed approaches begins with the application of a variant of

the method in Section 2.5 to design an initial codebook of codewords with constant

modulus elements. Those elements are then rounded to the given alphabet. The

“bad” codewords in this rounded codebook are expurgated and are replaced through

an exhaustive search procedure. The selection of the number of codewords to be

expurgated, and hence the size of the subsequent search is based on the notion of a

satisfactory codebook.

Given that Grassmannian line packings are being considered, one way in which

the quality of a finite alphabet codebook could be assessed would be to compare the
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achieved minimum distance to the Rankin bound. That approach can be refined by

observing that the distance spectrum of a finite alphabet codebook is discrete and the

set of distance values depends on the alphabet being used. A refined upper bound on

the minimum distance is the largest of these discrete values that is no larger than the

Rankin bound. As an example, the set of possible distances between pairs of code-

words of a codebook of size 8 that resides onG4,1 and whose elements are selected from

the (scaled) 4–PSK alphabet can be shown to be {1, 0.9354, 0.8660, 0.7071, 0.6123, 0}.

The Rankin bound for a codebook of size 8 on G4,1 is 0.92582. Comparing the Rankin

bound with the set of admissible distances, it can be deduced that the minimum dis-

tance of the (scaled) 4–PSK codebook is bounded above by 0.8660. A satisfactory

codebook would achieve a large fraction of this “quantized” Rankin bound.

A more detailed description of the proposed approach is as follows: The first

codeword of the codebook is chosen to be a randomly generated vector with elements

from the scaled PSK alphabet. Then the finite alphabet constraint is relaxed on the

remaining N − 1 codewords and the procedure in Section 2.5 is used to design those

(N − 1) codewords so that a good codebook of size N with (essentially) constant

modulus elements is obtained. The elements of the (N − 1) designed codewords in

that codebook are then rounded to the nearest point in the alphabet. This rounding

process could be done in a more sophisticated way, but element-wise rounding of each

codeword is simple to implement and has sufficed in the numerical examples. The

quantized codebook is then analyzed to determine whether its minimum distance

achieves a sufficiently large fraction of the quantized Rankin bound to be deemed

satisfactory. If not, the codeword that appears in the largest number of pairwise

distances that are deemed unsatisfactory is removed, and the resulting codebook is
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analyzed again. This process is repeated until a satisfactory codebook is found. If

N̄ denotes the number of codewords that are expurgated in this way, the satisfactory

partial codebook, which is of size N− N̄ , is completed by adding N̄ codewords via an

exhaustive search. Typically, N̄ ≪ N and this reduced-dimension exhaustive search

is often viable. In cases in which N̄ is deemed to be too large to attempt an exhaustive

search, the basic relaxation and rounding aspects of the proposed approach can be

recapitulated, but with the existing N − N̄ codewords being fixed, rather than the

single codeword that was fixed in the first stage.

The above procedure is used to generate 16 lines in the 4 dimensional complex

space using the (scaled) 4–PSK alphabet. The generated packings have a minimum

distance of 0.8660, while the corresponding codebook reported by Clerckx et al. (2008)

has a minimum distance of 0.7071. The codebooks generated incrementally using the

notion of mutually unbiased bases (Mondal et al., 2007; Inoue and Heath Jr., 2009)

also achieve a minimum distance of 0.8660. As noted above, the quantized Rankin

bound in this case is 0.8660. Hence the codebooks that have been obtained, and those

by Mondal et al. (2007) and Inoue and Heath Jr. (2009), are essentially optimal.

2.6.2 Incremental Construction

The good performance of the incremental construction based on mutually unbiased

bases (MUBs) (Mondal et al., 2007; Inoue and Heath Jr., 2009; Tselniker et al.,

2009) in the previous example suggests that the MUB construction might also be of

interest in other scenarios. While that is the case to some degree, in its raw form

the incremental MUB construction is only applicable to cases in which the number

of transmitter antennas, Mt, is a power of two. In this section, the earlier work is
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exploited to develop an incremental construction that is based on some of the ideas

that underlie the MUB construction, but is more flexible in that it can be applied

to systems with an arbitrary number of antennas. Furthermore, at each step the

proposed approach doubles the size of the codebook, whereas the MUB construction

only adds Mt codewords. Since the computational cost of each step is typically lower

in the proposed approach, this facilitates the construction of sizeable codebooks with

elements from (scaled) PSK alphabets.

In order to place the proposed approach in context, the existing MUB-based con-

struction is first briefly described (Mondal et al., 2007), which can be applied to

systems for which Mt is a power of two: To design a codebook of size N = (ň+1)Mt

in ň steps,

1. Let A(0) to be the normalized Hadamard matrix of size Mt ×Mt, and let a
(0)
i

denote its ith column. Set n = 0.

2. While n < ň, increment n and find a length-Mt vector u(n) with elements

A = 1/
√
Mt {±1,±j} such that all the elements of the vectors A(n−1)Hu(n),

A(n−2)Hu(n), . . . , A(0)Hu(n) lie in A.

3. Construct A(n) =
√
Mt

[
u(n) ⊙ a

(0)
1 ,u(n) ⊙ a

(0)
2 , . . . ,u(n) ⊙ a

(0)
Mt

]
, where ⊙ de-

notes the element-wize (Hadamard) product, and return to 2.

4. The desired codebook is the columns of the matrix
[
A(0),A(1), , . . . ,A(ň)

]
.

In conventional implementations, the vector u(n) in step 2) is found using an exhaus-

tive search.

In the proposed approach, a codebook of size N = 2q̌N0 is designed in q̌ steps,

where N0 is the number of codewords in the initial codebook. To do so, the above
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steps are modified in a number of ways:

• The proposed approach is initialized by a matrix B(0) of size Mt × N0 with

elements from the scaled PSK alphabet whose columns yield a satisfactory

codebook; cf. Section 2.6.1. In the implementations, when Mt is a power of

two B(0) is chosen to be the normalized Hadamard matrix of the appropriate

size, in which case, N0 = Mt. In other cases N0 = 1 and B(0) = (1/
√
Mt)1,

where 1 denotes the length-Mt vector with all elements equal to 1.

• Similar to step 2) in the existing method, at each iteration, starting from q = 1,

the proposed approach seeks a vector v(q) with elements in A such that the

vector B(q−1)Hv(q) has all its elements in A. This can be done using a variant

of the procedure in Section 2.6.1 in which the finite alphabet constraint is first

relaxed and the basic sequential optimization procedure in Section 2.4 is applied

to

J4(v) = ω1Pcm

(
B(q−1)Hv

)
+ ω2Pcm(v), (2.25)

where Pcm(·) was defined in (2.23). Once a good solution to that problem

has been obtained, the elements of the resulting v are rounded to the nearest

member of the alphabet to form a candidate for v(q). That candidate is then

used to generate a candidate for the incremented codebook, as described below.

• Distinct from the existing method, the candidate vector v(q) is used to generate

the vectors wi =
√
Mtv

(q) ⊙ b
(q−1)
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 2(q−1)N0, where b

(q−1)
i is the

ith column of B(q−1). A candidate codebook consisting of the union of these

2(q−1)N0 new vectors and the existing codebook is evaluated. If it is deemed

to be satisfactory (cf. Section 2.6.1), the candidate codebook becomes the
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incremented codebook and is represented by the columns of the matrix B(q) =[
B(q−1),w1,w2, . . . ,w2(q−1)N0

]
. Otherwise, the proposed approach seeks a new

candidate for v(q). One can be found by picking a vector with elements from A

that lies in the neighborhood of the existing candidate, or by returning to the

previous step and optimizing the expression in (2.25) from a different starting

point. (Obviously, the search for new candidates for v(q) must be controlled so

that all possibilities are eventually explored.)

In applications in which the space required to store the codewords is limited, incre-

mental constructions such as the MUB-based construction and that proposed above

have the advantage that when A(0), respectively B(0), can be generated determinis-

tically, one need only store the sequence of vectors u(n), n = 1, 2, . . . , ň, respectively

v(q), q = 1, 2, . . . , q̌. For a codebook of size N = (ň+1)Mt, the MUB approach needs

to store ň vectors, whereas for a codebook of size N = 2q̌N0, the proposed approach

need only store q̌ vectors. Furthermore, since the size of the codebook that has been

obtained doubles at each iteration, and since the relax-round approach typically finds

an appropriate v(q) quite quickly, for large codebooks the approach had a significant

computational advantage in the numerical experiments. As such the proposed ap-

proach has been able to design significantly larger codebooks than those that have

been previously obtained using the MUB approach.

Table 2.3 presents the minimum distances of some (scaled) 4-PSK line packings

designed with the proposed incremental approach. Many of these packings are op-

timal, in the sense that they achieve the “quantized” Rankin bound. In the case of

Mt = 4 and N = 32 the designed codebook does not achieve the quantized Rankin
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Table 2.3: Minimum distances of rank-1 codebooks with (scaled) 4–PSK alphabet,
along with the Rankin bound for constant modulus codebooks and an indication of
whether the designed codebook is known to be optimal.

Mt N Designed PSK Codebook Rankin Bound Optimal?

4 8 0.8660 0.9258 Yes
4 16 0.8660 0.8660 Yes
4 32 0.7071 0.8660 Yes
5 8 0.8944 0.9562 Yes
5 16 0.8944 0.9238 Yes
5 32 0.8000 0.8944 ?
6 8 0.9428 0.976 Yes
6 16 0.9428 0.9428 Yes
6 32 0.8819 0.9129 Yes
7 8 0.9897 0.9897 Yes
7 16 0.9035 0.9562 ?
7 32 0.9035 0.9406 Yes
8 16 0.9354 0.9661 Yes
8 32 0.9354 0.9504 Yes
8 64 0.9354 0.9354 Yes
16 32 0.9682 0.9837 ?
16 64 0.9682 0.9759 Yes
16 128 0.9682 0.9720 Yes
16 256 0.9682 0.9682 Yes

bound, but it can be shown to be optimal in the minimum distance sense via an ex-

haustive search. In the other three cases in Table 2.3 in which the designed codebook

does not achieve the “quantized” Rankin bound, the optimality, or otherwise, of the

obtained codebooks remains to be determined.

Interestingly, when Mt is a power of two, the codewords in the packings generated

by the proposed technique can be arranged into sets of mutually unbiased bases. In

particular, the union of the packing with Mt = 16 and N = 256 and an identity

matrix generates a complete set of mutually unbiased bases for dimension 16; a result

that may be of independent interest.
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2.7 Subspace Packings with Nested Structure

In a number of scenarios, substantial performance gains can be made by enabling

“multi-mode” precoding (Love and Heath Jr., 2005), in which the number of data

streams to be transmitted to a given receiver is adapted to the state of the channel,

in addition to the directions in which those streams are sent. To facilitate the imple-

mentation of a multi-mode system, it is desirable that the codebook have a nested

structure, in which a codebook of higher rank contains codebooks of lower rank. For

example, a nested rank-2 codebook, F2 = {Fi}Ni=1 = {[fi, f̌i]}
N

i=1 contains the rank-1

codebook F1 = {fi}Ni=1. The design of a nested codebook intrinsically involves mak-

ing trade-offs between the quality of the codebook of each rank. To capture that

trade-off without adding constraints, the design of a nested codebook is formulated

using a weighted sum of metrics. For the case of rank-2 nested codebooks, that design

problem can be written as

max
{Fi},Fi∈GMt,2

min
i̸=j

ω2d2
(
Fi,Fj

)
+ ω1d1(fi, fj), (2.26)

where fi denotes the first column of Fi, dm(·, ·) is any valid subspace distance on

GMt,m, and ωm is the weight assigned to the distance metric for the codebook of

rank m. (In practice, the distance metrics for the rank-1 and rank-2 codebooks

would likely be chosen to be of the same type, but the approach can also handle

metrics of different types.) The extension to nested codebooks of higher rank is

conceptually straightforward but somewhat awkward from a notational perspective.

By defining smooth functions ˆ̃d(Fi,Fj) and
ˆ̃dline(fi, fj) as in Section 2.4, good solutions

to (2.26) can be obtained by applying the basic sequential optimization procedure.
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In particular, if the dimensions of the argument of J2(·) in (2.22) implicitly define the

appropriate metric and if fi denotes the first column of Fi, then the basic sequential

optimization procedure can be applied to

J5
(
{Fi}

)
= ω2J2({Fi}) + ω1J2({fi}), (2.27)

where J2({Fi}) =
(∑

i̸=j

( ˆ̃d(Fi,Fj)− α2

)β)1/β
, J2({fi}) =

(∑
i ̸=j

( ˆ̃dline(fi, fj)− α1

)β)1/β
,

with α2 and α1 set or adapted as described in Section 2.4 and the Grassmannian op-

timization steps are over GMt,2. For simplicity, the same notation for the weights in

(2.26) and (2.27) have been used, but they may be adjusted if desired.

Table 2.4 presents some results from the application of this approach to the design

of nested codebooks of rank two in which the Fubini Study distance is chosen as the

subspace metric. The weights ω1 and ω2 were chosen so as to achieve a balance

between the properties of the rank-1 and rank-2 codebooks. The third and fourth

columns of the table contain the minimum distance achieved by the rank-1 component

of the nested codebook and the (unconstrained) Rankin bound for rank-1 codebooks,

respectively. The fifth column contains the minimum Fubini-Study distance of the

designed nested codebook, and the sixth column contains the best minimum Fubini-

Study distance that has been obtained for unstructured rank-2 codebooks. (Some

of those distances appear in Table 2.1.) Table 2.5 presents corresponding results for

nested codebooks with the chordal distance as the subspace metric. In that table,

the comparator for the quality of the rank-2 codebook is best of the corresponding

minimum distances reported by Dhillon et al. (2008), where corresponding results are

available.
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Table 2.4: Minimum distances achieved by designed nested codebooks with Fubini-
Study distance as the rank-2 distance. The Rankin bound of the rank-1 case and the
minimum Fubini-Study distance of the designed unstructured rank-2 codebooks are
provided for comparison.

Mt ×M N Rank 1 Rank 2, Fubini-Study dist.
Designed Rankin Designed Designed
Nested Bound Nested Unstructured

4× 2 8 0.9118 0.9258 1.3069 1.3444
4× 2 16 0.8594 0.8944 1.1659 1.2309
4× 2 32 0.7687 0.8660 0.9689 1.1159
6× 2 8 0.9740 0.9759 1.5245 1.5584
6× 2 16 0.9358 0.9428 1.3855 1.4812
6× 2 32 0.8980 0.9275 1.3258 1.3636
8× 2 8 1 1 1.5282 1.5642
8× 2 16 0.9629 0.9661 1.4829 1.5414
8× 2 32 0.9388 0.9504 1.4203 1.4738

Table 2.5: Minimum distances achieved by designed nested codebooks with chordal
distance as the rank-2 distance. The Rankin bound of the rank-1 case and the min-
imum chordal distance of the unstructured rank-2 codebooks reported by Dhillon
et al. (2008) are provided for comparison.

Mt ×M N Rank 1 Rank 2, chordal dist.
Designed Rankin Designed Unstructured, by
Nested Bound Nested Dhillon et al. (2008)

4× 2 8 0.9242 0.9258 1.0519 1.0690
4× 2 16 0.8660 0.8944 1 1.0323
4× 2 32 0.7512 0.8660 0.8925 N/A
6× 2 8 0.9744 0.9759 1.2311 1.2344
6× 2 16 0.9372 0.9428 1.1563 1.1925
6× 2 32 0.8895 0.9275 1.1073 N/A
8× 2 8 1 1 1.3093 N/A
8× 2 16 0.9645 0.9661 1.2352 N/A
8× 2 32 0.9372 0.9504 1.2024 N/A
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2.8 Subspace Packings with Nested Structure and

PSK Alphabet

In this section an effective design technique is developed for codebooks that not

only have the nested structure, but also have codeword elements from a (scaled)

PSK alphabet. One approach to developing such a technique would be to tackle the

problem directly, by applying discretization techniques to the method in the previous

section, perhaps employing an appropriate constant-modulus penalty along the way.

However, such techniques can become quite unwieldy as the rank of the codebook

and the number of antennas grow. As an alternative, in this section the line packing

technique developed in Section 2.6.1 is used to develop a layered method in which

the codebook is designed one rank at a time, in a greedy fashion. The greedy nature

of this method is reasonable, because in many wireless systems lower rank codebooks

will be employed more often.

To simplify the exposition of the proposed technique, the focus will be on the

case of nested codebooks of rank 2. A rank-1 codebook {fi}Ni=1 is first designed with

codeword elements from the (scaled) PSK alphabet, possibly designed using one of

the techniques in Section 2.6. Then vectors {f̌i}Ni=1 with elements from the PSK

alphabet are designed so that F =
{
[fi, f̌i]

}N

i=1
forms a good nested rank-2 codebook

with elements from the alphabet.

The proposed technique for designing the vectors {f̌i}Ni=1 is based on the principles

of the relax-round-expurgate-replace approach in Section 2.6.1. To employ those

principles, one needs to capture the desired properties of {f̌i}Ni=1 in the absence of the

PSK alphabet constraint. To that end, the first observation is that the matrices [fi, f̌i]
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should have orthonormal columns. Second, the rank-2 codebook should have a large

minimum distance in the chosen subspace distance metric. Third, to facilitate the

rounding procedure, the relaxed codewords should have elements of almost constant

modulus. The following smooth objective captures these properties

J6
(
{f̌i}

)
= ω1

(∑
i

∣∣fHi f̌i
∣∣β)1/β

+ ω2J2
({

[fi, f̌i]
})

+ ω3Pcm

(
{f̌i}

)
, (2.28)

where β is constrained to be even and the subspace metric is implicit in J2(·). Then

the basic sequential optimization procedure is applied using this objective. Next,

the principles of the approach in Section 2.6.1 are applied, and the elements of the

obtained vectors are rounded to the nearest point in the alphabet. Any rounded f̌i

that is not orthogonal to fi is immediately expurgated, and the remaining set of rank-2

codewords,
{
[fi, f̌i]

}
is examined. Any f̌i that induces a distance, or distances, in the

rank-2 codebook that is deemed unsatisfactory is also expurgated. The expurgated

vectors can be replaced using an exhaustive search, or through a recapitulation of the

relax-round-expurgate-replace method. However, in both cases the size of the new

problem is the number of codewords to be replaced, which is typically much smaller

than N .

Some of the distance results for codebooks designed using this technique have

been summarized in Table 2.6. In this case, the distance metric in the optimization

of the rank-2 codebook is the chordal distance. This table shows that in spite of

the nesting and alphabet constraints, the proposed approach can find codebooks that

come reasonably close to the Rankin bound at both ranks. The obtained minimum

distances are also quite close to those of the otherwise unconstrained nested codebooks

in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.6: Minimum distances achieved by designed nested codebooks with (scaled)
4–PSK alphabet and the chordal distance as the rank-2 distance. The Rankin bounds
for constant modulus codebooks for each rank are provided for comparison.

Mt ×M N Rank 1 Rank 2, chordal dist.
Designed Rankin Designed Rankin

Nested PSK Bound Nested PSK Bound

4× 2 8 0.8660 0.9258 1 1.0690
4× 2 16 0.8660 0.8660 1 1
4× 2 32 0.7071 0.8660 0.8660 1.0000
6× 2 8 0.9428 0.9759 1.0541 1.2344
6× 2 16 0.9428 0.9428 1 1.1926
6× 2 32 0.8819 0.9129 1 1.1547
8× 2 8 1 1 1.1456 1.3093
8× 2 16 0.9354 0.9661 1.0897 1.2649
8× 2 32 0.9354 0.9504 1.0607 1.2443

2.9 Performance Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of communication systems based on the code-

books obtained using the suggested approaches in the case of the MIMO downlink

with zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) (Jindal, 2006; Spencer et al., 2004b), per-user

unitary precoding and rate control (PU2RC) (Kim et al., 2006), and zero-forcing block

diagonalization (ZFBD) (Ravindran and Jindal, 2008) signalling under a Rayleigh

fading channel model. In that model, the channel gains are modelled as i.i.d. circu-

lar complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance, and each

receiver is assumed to know its channel realization. The kth receiver has a codebook

Fk that is a random rotation of the transmitter’s codebook F , (Ding et al., 2007).

(The transmitter knows the rotation.) For rank-1 codebooks used in the beamforming

cases, each receiver determines the codeword fi⋆ ∈ Fk that solves maxfi∈Fk
|hkf

∗
i |, (Jin-

dal, 2006), and for the higher-rank codebooks used in the ZFBD case, the receiver

determines the codeword Fi⋆ = argmaxFi∈Fk
∥HFi∥F , (Ravindran and Jindal, 2008).
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The index i⋆ is fed back to the transmitter, which collects all the quantized versions

of the channel estimates from the scheduled users in order to compute the beamform-

ing/precoding matrix according to the system architecture.

First, the ZFBF case is considered for a system with Mt = 4 transmitter anten-

nas, K = 4 receivers and rank-1 codebooks of size N = 16, and 64. In Figure 2.1

the cumulative distributions (cdf) of the sum of the rates that can be achieved us-

ing ZFBF and Gaussian signalling at an average SNR of 15 dB have been plot-

ted, where if σ2 denotes the variance of the noise at each receiver, then the SNR

is trace(THT)/(Kσ2). The considered codebooks are designed using the basic pro-

cedure, and Love’s codebooks (Love, 2004). The average performance of a set of

codebooks generated randomly using the uniform distribution on the manifold is also

provided. For the codebooks of size N = 16, the basic procedure generated a code-

book with a minimum distance of 0.8943, whereas the codebook of Love (2004) has

a minimum distance of 0.8670. For the codebooks of size N = 64, the corresponding

minimum distances are 0.7175 and 0.6035, respectively. Figure 2.1 demonstrates that

the improved minimum distances of the designed codebooks generate improved sum

rate statistics. For a given target rate, the designed codebooks yield a lower outage

probability, and for a given target outage probability, the designed codebooks yield a

larger rate. In Figure 2.2 the corresponding results for PU2RC signalling are plotted.

In that case, the tangible performance advantages of the designed codebooks extend

over a broader range of rates.

Figure 2.3 examines the performance of rank-1 codebooks of size N = 16 and 32

with elements from the (scaled) 4-PSK defined alphabet in the PU2RC scheme at an
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Figure 2.1: CDF of the sum rate for a ZFBF system with various unconstrained
codebooks at SNR=15 dB.

SNR of 15 dB. For the codebooks of size N = 16, the incremental construction gen-

erated a 4-PSK codebook with a minimum distance of 0.8660 (cf. Table 2.3), whereas

the unconstrained codebook has a minimum distance of 0.8943. For the codebooks

of size N = 32, the corresponding distances are 0.7071 and 0.8115. As suggested

by their good distance properties, the 4-PSK codebooks provide performance that is

close to that of the unconstrained codebooks and better than the average performance

of randomly generated codebooks (with unconstrained coefficients).

Finally, this section examines the performance of the proposed approach to the

design of nested codebooks with PSK elements in the context of a ZFBD system with

Mt = 4 transmit antennas, 2 users, and rank-2 codebooks of size N = 16. The CDF

of the sum rate at an SNR of 15 dB for a nested codebook with 4-PSK elements

designed using the approach in Section 2.8 with the chordal distance is plotted in

Figure 2.4. To provide benchmarks against which the performance can be assessed,
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Figure 2.2: CDF of the sum rate for a PU2RC system with various unconstrained
codebooks at SNR=15 dB.

the CDFs for the average of a set of randomly generated unconstrained codebooks,

for Love’s codebook (Love, 2004), and for unconstrained codebooks designed using

the technique in Section 2.4 with the Fubini-Study and the chordal distances have

been also plotted. For reference, the minimum distances of the designed codebooks

are provided in Table 2.7. The key feature of Figure 2.4 is that in this setting, the

memory and computational savings associated with the nested 4-PSK codebook that

has been designed, and the convenience of the nested structure, are obtained without

incurring a substantial reduction in performance. Figure 2.4 also shows that both the

unconstrained codebooks designed using the proposed technique provide improved

performance over the codebook of Love (2004). In a similar setting with Mt = 8, 2

users and rank-4 codebooks (not shown here) the unconstrained codebook that was

obtained using the proposed method with the chordal distance provided marginally

better performance than the codebook that was obtained using the Fubini-Study
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Figure 2.3: CDF of the sum rate for a PU2RC system with unconstrained, 4-PSK
and random codebooks at SNR=15 dB.

Table 2.7: Distance properties of the rank-2 codebooks used in Figure 2.4.

Type Design Metric Min. Ch. dist. Min. FS dist.

Nested 4-PSK Chordal dist. 1 1.0472
Unconstr. (Love, 2004) — 0.8188 0.8654
Unconstr. Chordal dist. 1.0309 1.0863
Unconstr. FS dist. 0.9428 1.2309

distance.

2.10 Conclusion

A flexible approach to the design of structured Grassmannian codebooks (packings)

for communication systems that employ limited feedback has been developed. The
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Figure 2.4: CDF of the sum rate for a rank-2 ZFBD system with unconstrained, and
nested 4-PSK codebooks at SNR=15 dB.

proposed approach is based on (otherwise) unconstrained optimization over the Grass-

mannian manifold of a sequence of smooth objective functions. In addition to gener-

ating unstructured subspace codebooks with better minimum Fubini-Study distances

than some existing codebooks, the proposed approach was also used to generate

structured codebooks with other desirable properties. In particular, one variant of

the approach was used to generate rank-2 codebooks with a nested structure and

elements from the (scaled) 4-PSK alphabet. An outcome of another variant was the

complete set of mutually unbiased bases of dimension 16; a result that may be of

independent interest. In the unstructured case, the designed codebooks were shown

to provide tangible performance gains when applied to a simple multiple antenna

downlink communication system with limited feedback. In was also shown that the

structured codebooks obtained using the proposed approaches do not incur a sub-

stantial degradation in performance.
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The design of unstructured Grassmannian codebooks is widely acknowledged as a

difficult problem, and the kinds of structure that have been imposed on the structured

codebooks do not make that problem easier. As a result, the focus has been on the

development of sound heuristics that guide us towards good codebooks. Inherently,

the development of heuristics involves choices, and the choices that have been made

herein could certainly be debated. However, the numerical results have shown that

with the choices that have been proposed the proposed techniques have been able to

obtain codebooks of considerable size that possess the desirable structural properties

and yet have a minimum distance that comes close to the bound on the minimum

distance of unstructured codebooks. Furthermore, the basic principles of the approach

can accommodate, in a straightforward way, a myriad of other choices for the smooth

objectives used to capture the desirable properties of the codebook.

In closing, attention should be drawn to a point that was implicit in step 3 of

the basic sequential optimization procedure in Section 2.4, namely that the proposed

approach can be extended in a straightforward way to certain other manifolds, includ-

ing the Stiefel manifold. The extension to that manifold may be of interest in some

related applications of limited feedback in wireless communications (e.g., Pitaval and

Tirkkonen, 2012).
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Chapter 3

Incremental Grassmannian

Feedback Schemes for Multi-User

MIMO Systems

In Chapter 2, optimization techniques were proposed for the design of codebooks

that can be utilized in channel quantization schemes that are based on memoryless

quantization techniques. While memoryless quantization techniques have been used

efficiently in quantization of temporally-uncorrelated channels, they neglect the tem-

poral correlation that often exists in the wireless channels. When such correlation

exists, incremental/differential schemes that exploit the correlation lead to more ac-

curate representation of the channel using the same feedback budget. Accordingly,

in this chapter an incremental feedback quantization scheme is proposed for tem-

porally correlated channels. The proposed scheme is based on the concept of the

geodesic between two points on the Grassmannian manifold and has a number of

interesting features. It requires only one codebook for initialization and updates.
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This codebook can be designed using the same techniques proposed in Chapter 2 for

memoryless quantization. Furthermore, the proposed scheme has an inherent ability

to autonomously recover from feedback errors. Two implementations are proposed

for the incremental scheme that differ in the way the feedback budget is partitioned

and the presumed channel model.

3.1 Introduction

For the uncorrelated i.i.d. block fading Rayleigh channel, memoryless uniform vector

quantization on the Grassmannian manifold is an effective strategy that can offer

substantial performance gain at the price of only a few feedback bits (Love et al., 2003;

Love and Heath, Jr., 2005b). As discussed in Chapter 2, a quantization codebook is

designed offline and known to all terminals (Clerckx et al., 2008; Dhillon et al., 2008;

Schober et al., 2009; Mondal et al., 2007; Inoue and Heath Jr., 2009). For each fading

block, the receiver sends to the transmitter the index of one element of the codebook,

which represents the quantized version of the subspace. Since it is memoryless, this

scheme neglects any correlation that may exist between fading blocks in practice, and

hence it may require a larger amount of feedback than necessary. However, neglecting

temporal correlation provides inherent robustness against mismatches in any model

for the temporal correlation.

Several methods have been proposed for developing limited feedback schemes

that take advantage of temporal correlation between fading blocks (e.g., Yang and

Williams, 2007; Heath et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2011a, 2008; El Ay-

ach and Heath, 2012; Liu and Jafarkhani, 2006; Inoue and Heath, 2011; Kim et al.,

2010, 2012). A number of these schemes are based on a differential quantization
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strategy in which the scheme seeks to incrementally update the current estimate of

the subspace. Typically, these schemes involve two codebooks, the first of which is

a conventional codebook designed for a memoryless quantization scheme and is used

to initialize the scheme. The second codebook (or family of codebooks) is used to

quantize local changes around the current subspace. A variety of approaches have

been proposed for designing the second codebook. One approach is to construct

a simple parameterized codebook for the neighborhood of a point on the manifold

(Heath et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2008, 2011a). Since the geometry

of the Grassmannian manifold is analogous to that of a sphere, these local codebooks

are often called spherical or polar cap codebooks. In a number of schemes of this

kind, the codebook consists of a set of points that are carefully distributed on a ring.

In some schemes, the radius of the ring is scaled according to the channel statistics,

while in others, the radius is successively shrunk. In some schemes, the spherical

cap codebook is rotated each time it is used. An alternative to the spherical/polar

cap approaches, is to employ a codebook of tangents to the Grassmannian manifold.

Once the transmitter receives the index of the tangent, it can construct the updated

version of the subspace by taking a step of a specified size on the manifold in a direc-

tion specified by the tangent (El Ayach and Heath, 2012; Liu and Jafarkhani, 2006).

The geometric constructions in these differential methods can be extended to develop

predictive quantization schemes (Inoue and Heath, 2011; Kim et al., 2012). Finally,

guidelines for selecting the feedback update period and the number of feedback bits

in differential quantization schemes for beamforming based systems were derived by

Kim et al. (2010)
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In this chapter, an incremental feedback approach to the Grassmannian quan-

tization problem is proposed that exploits the temporal correlation between fading

blocks and yet requires only a single codebook that is designed using conventional

techniques for memoryless Grassmannian quantization (such as those in Clerckx et al.,

2008; Dhillon et al., 2008; Schober et al., 2009; Mondal et al., 2007; Inoue and Heath

Jr., 2009) and the techniques presented in Chapter 2. Similar to the principles of

some existing methods (Yang and Williams, 2007; Inoue and Heath, 2011; El Ayach

and Heath, 2012), the current estimate of the subspace is updated by taking a step

along a specified geodesic on the manifold. The proposed approach differs in that the

direction is captured using a conventional Grassmannian codebook and the step size

along the geodesic can be quantized in a variety of ways. In order to implement the

principles of the proposed approach, two feedback schemes are developed that differ

in the way in which the step size is communicated. The first scheme is a specialization

of the incremental approach that is tailored to a first-order Gauss-Markov model with

a known correlation coefficient. In this model-based incremental scheme, the step size

is recursively updated in a manner that is dependent on the correlation coefficient.

As a result, no bits need to be assigned to feed back the step size and hence a con-

ventional Grassmannian codebook with higher resolution can be used. However, the

performance of the model-based scheme is dependent on the accuracy with which the

correlation coefficient is estimated and tracked.

In the second scheme, conventional Grassmannian codebooks of lower resolution

are used and the remainder of the bit budget is used to adapt the step size to the

channel realization (rather than to the channel statistics). Even with only one bit

allocated to the step size, this scheme provides substantial robustness to mismatches
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in the presumed statistical model and hence this scheme will be referred to as the

robust incremental scheme. An interesting feature of both of the proposed incremental

schemes is that they exhibit an intrinsic property that allows them to recover from

errors caused by the feedback channel. In the case of the robust scheme, this recovery

property can be considered to be a “self reseting” feature, in which the transmitter

and the receiver can perfectly re-synchronize to each other after a feedback error.

The performance of the proposed schemes will be compared to that of other ex-

isting schemes in the cases of single user (SU) and single-cell multi-user (MU) MIMO

systems. The authors of these existing schemes have kindly shared their codebooks

for the updates, and their willingness to do so is gratefully acknowledged. It is worth

mentioning that the proposed schemes can be also implemented in more complicated

scenarios, such as the multi-cell downlink, presented in Chapters 4-5 but the underly-

ing principles for channel quantization in that setting are similar to those for the case

of MU-MIMO systems. In the case of SU-MIMO systems, having CSI at the trans-

mitter side can improve the achievable rate, but it is not necessary to achieve the

multiplexing gain of the system. The case of MU-MIMO is quite different, in that the

multiplexing gain provided by the channel cannot be achieved in the absence of CSI

at the transmitter (Jindal, 2006). In the simulation section, the performance of the

proposed incremental schemes in several channel scenarios and system models is eval-

uated. For example, the achievable rate in the case of SU-MIMO is compared with

perfect channel estimation and with channel model mismatches. The results show

the improved performance of the proposed schemes in comparison with some existing

ones. In the case of MU-MIMO, the Zero-Forcing Beamforming (ZFBF) and Block-

diagonalization (BD) systems are adopted and the results show the performance gains
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in the sum rate achieved by the proposed schemes, especially with estimation errors

in the channel model. Finally, the performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated

in the case of feedback error and the results show that the proposed schemes have

an inherent ability to recover from feedback errors and provide performance gains, in

contrast to other existing schemes.

3.2 System Model

In order to focus on the principles of the proposed schemes, the results will be pre-

sented in case of SU and MU-MIMO systems, as in Chapter 2. As in Sections 1.2 and

2.2, a MU-MIMO downlink system is considered with a base station with Mt transmit

antennas communicating to K users, the kth of which has Mrk receive antennas. The

received signal for the kth user is given by:

yk =

√
Es

Q
HkTs+ zk (3.1)

where Hk ∈ CMrk×Mt is the channel matrix from the transmitter to the kth user,

Q ≤ min (Mt,
∑

k Mrk) is the number of transmitted data streams, and T ∈ CMt×Q is

the transmitter preprocessing matrix which is normalized so that trace(THT) = Q.

The transmitted symbols form the vector s, which is multiplied by the preprocessing

matrix T producing a signal vector x =
√

Es

Q
Ts, where Es is the total transmit

energy assuming that E{ssH} = IQ. Finally zk is the additive noise at user k which is

assumed to be zero-mean complex Gaussian with normalized covariance, E{zkzHk } =

IMrk
.
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The scenario under consideration is the one in which the channel changes in a

block fading manner with temporal correlation between blocks and each receiver is

assumed to have perfect knowledge of its channel matrix. The receiver seeks to

provide information about this channel to the base station. Furthermore, the receivers

employ partitioned quantization schemes in which one of the partitions involves the

quantization of a subspace.

3.3 Topology of the Grassmannian Manifold

Memoryless quantization schemes are effective schemes for block fading channel mod-

els in which the blocks are independent. In scenarios in which the blocks are corre-

lated, memoryless quantization schemes can still be employed, but schemes that seek

to exploit that correlation have the potential to reduce the quantization error (and

implicitly its impact on the system performance) or reduce the amount of feedback

that is required to achieve a given level of performance. The approach proposed in

this chapter for exploiting correlation between blocks is based on the topology of the

Grassmannian manifold (Edelman et al., 1998; Manton, 2002; Conway et al., 1996),

which will be briefly reviewed.

The Grassmannian manifold GMt,M is a representation of subspaces of dimension

M in CMt . Such a subspace can be described as the linear span of an orthonormal

basis, and that basis can be captured by the columns of a matrix X ∈ CMt×M that

satisfies XHX = IM . As there is a continuum of matrices that can represent a

given subspace, these matrices can be deemed to form an equivalence class in terms

of representing subspaces. Each “point” on the Grassmannian manifold GMt,M is a

single matrix X that represents this equivalence class for the given subspace.
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The intuition behind the proposed incremental schemes depends on the concept

of the geodesic (the shortest path) between two points on the manifold. To write

an equation for the geodesic from the point Fi on the manifold to the point Fj, the

notion of the tangent to the manifold at the point Fi in the direction of the point Fj

will be used, which can be written as

∆(Fi,Fj) = (I− FiF
H
i )Fj(F

H
i Fj)

−1. (3.2)

If ∆(Fi,Fj) = UΣVH denotes the compact singular value decomposition of ∆(Fi,Fj)

and Φ = tan−1(Σ), with tan−1(·) being defined elementwise, then the points on the

geodesic from Fi to Fj can be written as

F(t) = FiVcos(Φt)VH +Usin(Φt)VH (3.3)

where t ∈ [0, 1] tracks the progress along the geodesic from Fi to Fj. In the case of

beamforming, where the points on the manifold are elements of CMt , equation (3.3)

can be simplified to f(t) = −ficos(ϕt)+ ∆(fi,fj)

∥∆(fi,fj)∥sin(ϕt), where ϕ = tan−1
(
∥∆(fi, fj)∥

)
.

3.4 Principles of the Proposed Incremental Feed-

back Schemes

The proposed approach to incremental Grassmannian feedback is based on the ob-

servation from (3.3) that the current representative of the subspace can be updated

by taking a step of a specified size along the geodesic in the direction of a point

selected from a conventional Grassmannian codebook. To describe that approach, it
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Figure 3.1: A pictorial representation of the proposed technique. The points marked
P un,n denote the sequence of points on the manifold that would be chosen if the
feedback were unlimited. The circles denote the points Fi in the memoryless Grass-
mannian codebook (which do not have to be uniformly spaced), and the points P n

denote the points generated by the proposed technique. Note that the Grassman-
nian manifold is compact, and hence the edge effects that appear in this pictorial
representation do not arise in practice.

will be assumed that B bits that are available for feedback, and that those bits are

partitioned into two sets of size Bcb and Bstep, respectively. The set of Bcb bits is

used to index the elements of a Grassmannian codebook Fcb of size Lcb = 2Bcb from

a memoryless scheme, and the set of Bstep bits is used to index a quantization of the

interval [0, 1], T = {t̄1, . . . , t̄Lstep}, where Lstep = 2Bstep . The basic operation of the

proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In that figure, the points {Pun,n} denote

the sequence of points on the manifold that would be chosen in case of unlimited

feedback. That is, the true channel direction information (CDI) of the channel.1 The

1Consistent with the established terminology, the term channel direction information (CDI) will
be used, even though it is, strictly speaking, channel subspace information.
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point Pn denotes the quantized version of the CDI for block n under the proposed

limited feedback model and the points {Fi} denote the elements of the conventional

Grassmannian codebook Fcb. The initial quantized CDI P0 is determined using mem-

oryless quantization scheme using the codebook Fcb. The quantized CDI for the next

block (the (n+1)th block) is obtained by informing the transmitter to take a step of

size tn ∈ T along the geodesic in the direction of a specified element of Fcb. Accord-

ingly, in Fig. 3.1, P1 is obtained by taking a step from P0 in the direction of F5, and

P2 is obtained by taking a step from P1 in the direction of F10.

To formalize the procedure, let us consider the SU-MIMO case, in which the

receiver selects a unitary precoder P to maximize the Gaussian mutual information,

GMI(P) = log det
(
IMr +

Es

Q
PHHHHP

)
. (3.4)

The proposed incremental feedback approach proceeds as follows:

1. Initialization: As in memoryless quantization schemes, the receiver selects the

initial precoder P0 as P0 = argmaxFi∈Fcb
GMI(Fi), and feeds back the corre-

sponding index.

2. Incremental updates: Given the precoder for the nth fading block, Pn, the

receiver uses (3.2) to construct the tangent ∆(Pn,Fj) for each Fj ∈ Fcb. For

each tangent, the receiver considers steps along the corresponding geodesic of

size t̄i ∈ T , i = 1, . . . , Lstep. Using (3.3), this process generates LcbLstep = 2B

candidate precoders, denoted by Gi ∈ Gn. The receiver then determines

Pn+1 = arg max
Gi∈Gn

GMI(Gi), (3.5)
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and feeds back the indices that enable the transmitter to construct P n+1. Those

indices are the index of the direction Fi ∈ Fcb and the step size t̄i ∈ T that

generated Pn+1 in (3.5).

Although the basic principle of the incremental approach is based on a rather

simple concept, it has a number of interesting properties.

1. The codebook Fcb that is used for the directions of the incremental update can

be chosen to be a subset of the codebook F that is used in the memoryless quan-

tization process in the initialization step. As such, there is no additional storage

requirement. This enables a system designer to take advantage of existing code-

books for memoryless quantization (e.g., Love et al., 2008; Love and Heath, Jr.,

2005b; Clerckx et al., 2008), including codebooks with a subset structure (e.g.,

Gohary and Davidson, 2009) and the codebooks designed in Chapter 2. Doing

so alleviates some of the difficulties associated with constructing codebooks for

increments (e.g., Heath et al., 2009).

2. Since the proposed technique is based on updates along geodesics, the precoder

in (3.5) lies on the manifold. As a result, the additional projection step employed

in the method of Kim et al. (2011a) is not required.

3. Given its ability to interpolate between points in the codebook for memoryless

feedback (cf., Fig. 3.1), the performance of the proposed technique is less sen-

sitive to the quality of the codebook than conventional memoryless feedback

schemes. Indeed, if the channel is constant, this interpolation yields a feedback

scheme with higher resolution than the underlying memoryless scheme.
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In the following two sections two schemes that tailor the basic principles described

above to different scenarios will be developed:

1. The first scheme is a variant of the generic scheme that is specialized for a first-

order Gauss-Markov model for the temporal correlation of the channel. The

temporal correlation coefficient of the channel is assumed to be known to the

transmitter and the receiver and is assumed to be constant. In this model-based

scheme, the step size at channel use n can be adapted to the temporal corre-

lation of the channel, and hence all the feedback bits can be assigned to the

direction along the geodesic; i.e., Bstep = 0. This scheme provides substantial

performance gains over memoryless schemes when the temporal correlation of

the channel is significant. However, like some other existing schemes, the per-

formance degrades if the temporal correlation of the channel is only coarsely

estimated, or if the temporal correlation changes significantly.

2. If the temporal correlation of the channel is not accurately known, or if the

nature of the environment and the relative motion of the transmitter and the

receivers mean that the temporal correlation coefficient may change, a fraction

of the feedback budget should be reserved for the size of the geodesic step. This

enables the step size to be adapted to the channel realization rather than the

channel statistics. By doing so, the robust scheme exhibits robustness to the

uncertainty in the temporal channel statistics estimation or abrupt changes in

the channel conditions. This is in contrast to the first scheme and the methods

of (Heath et al., 2009), (Choi et al., 2012), and (Kim et al., 2011a), where the

corresponding notions of step size are adapted to the channel statistics. Further,

the quantization of the step size can be chosen so that this scheme exhibits an
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interesting self-reseting feature; see Section 3.6.

3.5 Model-Based Incremental Feedback Scheme

In this section, a model-based incremental feedback scheme on the Grassmannian

manifold in which the step size update for each block is determined according to the

temporal correlation of the channel is presented. In this scheme, all the feedback bits

B are used to represent the direction of the geodesic, i.e., Bcb = B and Bstep = 0, and

the step size is computed at each channel use based on a statistical analysis provided

below. The core assumption here is that the evolution of the channel matrix for a

generic user k, Hk,n, can be modelled by an independent first-order Gauss-Markov

process. For notational convenience, the user index k will be dropped and model the

channel at the nth block as

Hn = βHn−1 +
√

1− β2Θn (3.6)

where Θn has independent entries distributed according to CN (0, 1). The temporal

channel correlation coefficient β is modeled by Jakes model according to β = J0(2πfd),

where J0(·) is the zeroth order Bessel function and fd is the normalized Doppler

frequency. Let the singular value decomposition of Hn = UnΣnV
H
n and that of

Θn = QnΛnS
H
n , where the elements of the diagonal matrices Σn and Λn are arranged

in descending order. Generally, one is interested in tracking the dominant subspace

of a particular dimension. In the SU-MIMO case that dimension is Q, for the MU-

MISO case it is 1 and for the MU-MIMO case it is Qk. In order to keep the notation

generic, let M denote the dimension. Accordingly, Σ̄n denotes the upper-left M ×M
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block of Σn, and V̄n denotes the first M columns of Vn.

To develop a methodology for choosing the step size to be used at the nth in-

cremental step, first denote the previous quantized version of the CDI by Pn−1 and

second observe that the proposed model-based scheme has to move from Pn−1 to V̄n,

the current (true) CDI. The model-based scheme does not necessarily move precisely

in the direction of V̄n, as the geodesic is specified by a point in the Grassmannian

codebook, but, nevertheless, a reasonable guide for the choice of the step size can

be obtained by looking at the average value of the distance between Pn−1 and V̄n.

Unfortunately, the analysis of the average geodesic distance between Pn−1 and V̄n is

quite involved. Therefore, one may seek insight into that distance by examining the

average chordal distance between Pn−1 and V̄n,

dch
(
Pn−1, V̄n

)
=

√
M −

∥∥V̄H
n Pn−1

∥∥2

F
, (3.7)

and then making the observation that for small geodesic steps the step size can be

approximated by a linear function of the chordal distance. That is, given a point on

the manifold Fi and another point F(t) of the form in (3.3) the approximation

dch
(
Fi,F(t)

)
≈ γt, (3.8)

will be adopted, where the choice of γ depends on the intended range of the approx-

imation. As explained in Appendix B, it can be shown that for the model in (3.6)

with M chosen to be Mr, the expected value of the chordal distance between Pn−1
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and V̄n is

E{d2ch(Pn−1, V̄n)} = β2 E{d2ch(Pn−1, V̄n−1)} + (1 − β2) E{d2ch(Pn−1,Sn)}, (3.9)

where the expectation is taken over the channel model in (3.6), an i.i.d. Gaussian

model forH0, and random codebooks generated according to the isotropic distribution

on the manifold.

Using the above analysis, an appropriate choice for the step size for the nth

feedback interval would be to choose tn so that (γtn)
2 = E{d2ch(Pn−1, V̄n)}. Now an

analytical expression for such a tn has to be developed, or an approximation thereof.

Since Sn is isotropically distributed on GMt,M , and is independent of Pn−1, it can

be shown that (Kim et al., 2011a)

E{d2ch(Pn−1,Sn)} =
M(Mt −M)

Mt

. (3.10)

Furthermore, for the memoryless quantization at step n = 0, it has been shown that

(Dai et al., 2008)

E{d2ch(P0, V̄0)} ≈
1

2

( M(Mt −M)

M(Mt −M) + 1
+

Γ( 1
M(Mt−M)

)

M(Mt −M) + 1

)
×
(
CMt,M2B

) −1
M(Mt−M) ,

(3.11)

where

CMt,M =


1

(M(Mt−M))!
ΠM

i=1
(Mt−i)!
(M−i)!

0 < M ≤ Mt

2

1
(M(Mt−M))!

ΠMt−M
i=1

(Mt−i)!
(Mt−M−i)!

Mt

2
< M ≤Mt

(3.12)

and Γ(·) denotes the gamma function. Using these expressions, (γt1)
2 = E{d2ch(P0, V̄1)}
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if

t1 =
1

γ

√
γ2β2ξ20 +

(1− β2)M(Mt −M)

Mt

, (3.13)

where ξ20 denotes E{d2ch(P0, V̄0)} in (3.11).

Given the incremental nature of the proposed scheme, Pn−1 is correlated withPn−2

and this significantly complicates the evaluation of E{d2ch(Pn−1, V̄n−1)} for n > 1.

However, as shown in Appendix C, by (i) modelling the region that can be spanned

by a step of size tn−1 from Pn−2 by a spherical cap; (ii) partitioning that cap ac-

cording to a spherical cap approximation of the Voronoi cell of each element of the

underlying Grassmannian codebook; and (iii) analyzing the relative volumes of those

caps, a recursive approximation for E
{
d2ch(Pn−1, V̄n−1)

}
can be derived. Using that

approximation the following recursive approximation for tn can be obtained for n ≥ 2

which ensures that (γtn)
2 ≈ E{d2ch(Pn−1, V̄n)}

tn =
1

γ

√
µγ2β2t2n−12

−B
M(Mt−M) +

(1− β2)M(Mt −M)

Mt

, (3.14)

where µ is a correction factor due to the Voronoi region approximation and is depen-

dent on the number of feedback bits assigned to the codebook.

The evolution of the step size for several values of β is plotted in Fig. 3.2. From

that figure it can be seen that during the first few channel uses, the step size value is

large in order to mitigate the quantization errors and the channel evolution. As the

number of channel uses increases, the quantization error decreases and the step size

converges to a steady state value (i.e., a fixed point) dependent on β. Using (3.14),
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Figure 3.2: The evolution of the step size tn with respect to the channel use (n) for
various values of β.

that fixed point, which is denoted by t∞, can be found to be

t∞(β) =

√
(1− β2)M(Mt −M)

Mtγ2
(
1− µβ22

−B
M(Mt−M)

) . (3.15)

An important feature of the proposed incremental feedback scheme is its intrinsic

ability to recover, autonomously, from feedback errors. This feature is illustrated in

Fig. 3.3. In that figure, the points Pun,n denote the sequence of CDI’s that would be

chosen in case of unlimited feedback, while the point Pn denotes the quantized version

of the CDI for block n under the limited feedback model and the points {Fi} denote

the elements of the conventional Grassmannian codebook Fcb. The initial quantized

CDI P0 is determined using memoryless quantization scheme using the codebook Fcb.

Now, let’s assume that there were no feedback errors during the initialization phase

nor in the first update (n = 0 and n = 1). As a result, at channel use n = 1, both the
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Figure 3.3: A pictorial representation of how the incremental schemes can mitigate
error propagation in case of feedback errors. At the second channel use, P2 at the
transmitter and the receiver are different. With successive channel uses, new points
Pn at the transmitter and the receiver become closer to each other.

transmitter and receiver have the same P1. Now consider the case that at the second

channel use, the receiver decides to take a step in the direction of F8 and that errors in

feeding back the indices lead the transmitter to interpret the direction of the geodesic

as being that associated with F7. As can be seen by comparing the upper and the

lower parts of Fig. 3.3 the transmitter and the receiver assume totally different values

for the quantized CDI. Now, in the third channel use, the receiver chooses to take a

step of size t3 in the direction of F11. If there is no feedback error, the transmitter will

move from the previous point P2 (which, due to the feedback error, is in the wrong

place) with the a step size t3 in the direction of F11. Even though the points P2 at
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the transmitter and the receiver are not the same, the new points P3 become closer

to each other, and they will get closer still with successive channel uses. The main

reason behind this property is that the incremental scheme moves from the current

point to a fixed point determined by an element of the codebook Fcb.

The simulation section will show that the above model-based incremental tech-

nique can achieve performance gains in highly correlated channel and provides better

results, under a variety of channel conditions, than other similar schemes that employ

some sort of geodesic interpolation.

3.6 A More Robust Incremental Feedback Scheme

In the previous section, a model-based incremental scheme, in which the step size

is a function of the temporal correlation of the channel β was developed. Although

that scheme enables us to retain the full resolution of the memoryless codebook for

the directions of the updates, it is inherently sensitive to the accuracy of the channel

model. This section describes how the quantization scheme for the step size in the

generic form of the approach in Section 3.4 can be chosen so as to develop a more

robust incremental scheme.

Once the bit budget B has been partitioned into components for the directions,

Bcb, and the step size, Bstep, of the geodesic updates, there are a variety of ways in

which the scalar quantization scheme T = {t̄i} on [0, 1] for the step size t can be

chosen. A natural, if somewhat generic, approach would be to consider the Lloyd

algorithm (e.g., Gray and Neuhoff, 1998; and references therein). If the temporal

correlation of the channel model, β, is known and does not change in time, then

obtaining a good quantization of [0, 1] is quite straightforward. However, in practice
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the temporal correlation is likely to vary significantly in time, and a more sophisticated

approach would be to postulate a distribution for β, and to apply Lloyd’s algorithm

to the resulting family of models.

Having said that, as will be now explained, in the proposed application a case can

be made for choosing t̄Lstep = 1. (Recall that Lstep = 2Bstep .) First, it is observed

that when the channel is uncorrelated in time, the representatives V̄n (c.f. (3.6))

are isotropically distributed on the manifold. Since good codebooks Fcb are approx-

imately isotropically distributed, if the channel is likely to change rapidly, at least

at some points in time, including a step size of 1 in T is a natural choice, as it will

allow the algorithm to “track” the rapidly varying channel. This choice also imbues

the approach with a desirable “self-resetting” property, in the sense that whenever

the receiver chooses a step size of 1 (and there are no errors in the feedback at that

step), both the transmitter and receiver will move to the same point on the manifold

(i.e., the same codeword in the codebook), no matter where they were at the previous

step. This can be illustrated using Fig. 3.3, in which there is a feedback error at the

second channel use that results in the transmitter and receiver having different values

for P2. If the step size chosen at step n = 3 is t3 = 1 (and no feedback errors occur in

this step), then both the transmitter and receiver take a step of size 1 in the direction

of F11. Hence, even though they have different values for P2, both the receiver and

the transmitter have P3 = F11. As such, in just one step the incremental system has

recovered from the feedback error in step n = 2. Choosing a step-size quantization

that includes t̄Lstep = 1 also helps to develop insight into the choice of the codebook

size. When the receiver chooses a step size of 1, the system behaves like a memory-

less system with B − Bstep bits; i.e., a memoryless system with 2B−Bstep codewords.
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There are a number of guidelines for choosing the size of memoryless codebooks in

temporally-uncorrelated, spatially i.i.d. Gaussian channels (e.g., Jindal, 2006, 2007;

Ravindran and Jindal, 2008; Dai et al., 2008), and since the proposed robust incre-

mental scheme has 2Bstep − 1 choices for the step size other than 1, it will perform at

least as well as a memoryless system with a codebook of 2B−Bstep codewords.

As the above discussion suggests, the choice of Bstep involves trade-offs between

the performance in highly-correlated channels and the performance in rapidly-varying

channels. Given the possibility of significant changes in the channel correlation over

time, a reasonable approach would be to choose Bstep = 1, and to leave the remaining

B − 1 bits to index the directions of the update on the manifold. As will be demon-

strated in the simulations section, this choice results in a scheme that provides robust

performance in the presence of significant changes in the channel correlation.

If Bstep is chosen such that Bstep = 1, and if one of the points in the step-size

quantization should be 1, then T = {t̄1, 1} and the remaining design decision is to

choose t̄1. While a (constrained) Lloyd approach could be used, a simple alternative

is to consider first-order Gauss-Markov models of the form in (3.6) and to postulate

a distribution for the temporal correlation parameter β based on the scenarios that

are expected to be encountered. A reasonable choice for the remaining quantization

point for the step size is then

t̄1 = Eβ{t∞(β)}, (3.16)

where t∞(β) is the fixed point of the step-size iteration for the model-based scheme;

cf. (3.15). In the case of a finite number of choices, say Nβ, for β, each with equal

probability, this expression simplifies to t̄1 =
1
Nβ

∑
β t∞(β).
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3.7 Simulations

This section examines the performance of the proposed model-based and robust in-

cremental schemes in a variety of different communication configurations. In each

configuration, the channels are modelled using the first-order Gauss-Markov model in

(3.6), with different, and possibly time-varying, values for the correlation coefficient,

β. To provide context for the values of β, the relation β = J0(2πfd) will be used from

Jakes’ model, and the parameters from the IEEE 802.16m standard (IEEE, 2008), in

which the carrier frequency is 2.5 GHz and the feedback interval is 5 ms.

This section compares the performance of the proposed schemes against the con-

ventional memoryless quantization scheme, and the differential rotation feedback

scheme (Kim et al., 2011a). In the case of systems based on beamforming, it will

also compares against the polar-cap differential feedback scheme (Choi et al., 2012).

For the model-based and robust incremental schemes, the underlying Grassmannian

codebook is designed using the technique in Chapter 2.

For the other differential schemes, I would like to thank the authors of these

schemes for providing their codebooks for the updates. For the initialization of all

the differential schemes the same Grassmannian codebook will be adopted, and, there-

fore, all the schemes start from the same point on the manifold. The base station is

equipped with Mt = 4 antennas, while the number of receive antennas will be deter-

mined by the communication scheme. The SNR is fixed at 10 dB and the feedback

budget is B = 4 bits per channel use. For this number of feedback bits, setting the

Voronoi correction factor in the model-based scheme so that 0.9 < µ < 0.95 yields

the best performance.

The case of a single-user multiple-input single-output (SU-MISO) system is first
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Figure 3.4: Performance comparison for a SU-MISO system under a channel model
in which β = 0.997.

considered in which the transmitter uses the vector indexed by the feedback scheme

as the beamforming vector; c.f. (2.3). Fig. 3.4 illustrates the average achievable rate

over 1000 realizations of the channel model in (3.6) for different feedback schemes as

a function of the feedback interval. In the considered scenario, the channel is tem-

porally correlated with β = 0.997, which corresponds to a velocity of 1km/h. For

the implementation of the robust incremental scheme, the results are presented for

two different choices for the quantization of the step size, T . In the first case (de-

noted ‘Robust scheme-adp’), the step size quantization is T1 = {tn(0.997), 1}, where

tn(0.997) is the step size chosen for the model-based method with β = 0.997; cf. (3.14).

In the second case (denoted ‘Robust scheme-fix’), the step size quantization is con-

stant in time and is chosen to be T2 = {t̄1, 1}, where t̄1 is the average of the fixed

points of the model based scheme (cf. (3.16)) over equally likely correlation coefficients

β = {0.999, 0.997, 0.936, 0.872, 0.5}. From Fig. 3.4, one can see that the model-based
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Figure 3.5: Performance comparison for a SU-MISO system under a channel model
in which β drops from 0.997 to 0.5 at channel use 7.

incremental scheme provides better performance than the other schemes. The perfor-

mance of the robust incremental scheme with fixed step size quantization T2 is close

to that of the differential rotation scheme and approximately the same as that of the

polar-cap differential scheme, while the robust incremental scheme with time-varying

step size quantization, T1, provides improved performance compared to the differen-

tial rotation and polar-cap differential schemes. In the scenario of Fig. 3.4, all the

differential schemes perform significantly better than the 4-bit memoryless scheme,

but this scenario represents an ideal case in which the channel follows a first-order

Gauss-Markov model with significant temporal correlation, the receiver has perfect

knowledge of the temporal correlation, and that correlation remains unchanged during

the data transmission period.

In Fig. 3.5, a scenario is considered in which the channel is, initially, temporally

correlated with β = 0.997, and then, at channel use 7, the channel correlation drops to
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Figure 3.6: Performance comparison for a SU-MIMO system under a channel model
in which β drops from 0.872 to 0 at channel use 7

.

β = 0.5. This corresponds to a velocity change from 1 km/h to roughly 20 km/h. Prior

to the change in the channel correlation, all the schemes provide better performance

than the 4-bit memoryless scheme, as the results in Fig. 3.4 predict. However, their

performance is quite different after that change. As expected from the discussion

in Section 3.6, the performance of the proposed robust scheme remains better than

that of the memoryless scheme using 3 bits when the channel correlation changes.

(The 3-bit memoryless scheme is equivalent to always choosing a step size of 1 in

the proposed robust scheme.) In contrast, the performance of the other differential

feedback schemes drops quite a long way below that of the 3-bit memoryless scheme.

An additional observation from Fig. 3.5 is that the robust incremental scheme with

the fixed step size quantization T2 has better performance than the robust scheme

with the adaptive step-size quantization T1 when the channel correlation changes,

and that it does not require accurate estimation of the channel temporal coefficient
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Figure 3.7: Performance comparison for a SU-MIMO system under a channel model
in which β is constant, but underestimated (actual β = 0.997, but estimated to be
β = 0.872).

β. Accordingly, in the following simulations, only results for the robust scheme with

the fixed step-size quantization, T2 will be presented.

In Fig 3.6 a SU-MIMO system is considered in which the receiver has two antennas

and the (four-antenna) transmitter sends two symbols per channel use. The transmit-

ter performs linear precoding with equal power loading using the matrix specified by

the feedback scheme; c.f. (2.3). The channel follows the Gauss-Markov model in (3.6),

with the channel correlation changing from β = 0.872 to β = 0 at channel use 7. That

is, the channel suddenly becomes uncorrelated. (For the IEEE 802.16m parameters,

a correlation of β = 0.872 corresponds to a speed of 10 km/h.) Even though the

channel becomes completely uncorrelated, the proposed robust incremental scheme

still provides better performance than the 3-bit memoryless scheme. It also provides

significantly better performance than the other competing schemes when the channel

becomes uncorrelated. (The fact that the gain of all the schemes in the preliminary
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Figure 3.8: Performance comparison for a SU-MIMO system under a channel model
in which β is constant, but overestimated (actual β = 0.872, but estimated to be
β = 0.997).

stage in Fig 3.6 is less than the gain in Fig 3.5 is due, in large part, to the lower level

of correlation, i.e., the smaller value of β.)

In Figs 3.7 and 3.8, the performance of the considered feedback schemes is ex-

amined in the above four-input two-output SU-MIMO system in cases in which the

channel correlation β is constant, but is under- or over-estimated, respectively. In

Fig. 3.7 the actual channel correlation is β = 0.997, whereas it is estimated to be

0.872. In Fig. 3.8, the actual correlation is β = 0.872, but it is estimated as being

0.997. Figs 3.7 and 3.8 demonstrate the sensitivities of the existing techniques and

the sensitivity of the proposed model-based technique to misestimation of the channel

correlation coefficient. The sensitivity arises from the resulting misadaptation of the

step size in these techniques. The sensitivity is greater in the case of over-estimation

of the correlation coefficient, because that results in small step sizes that are unable
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Figure 3.9: Performance comparison for a MU-MISO system that employs ZFBF
under a channel model with β = 0.936.

to track the variation of the channel. Figs 3.7 and 3.8 also demonstrate the man-

ner in which the proposed robust scheme overcomes the sensitivity to misestimation

of the correlation coefficient. In both cases, the proposed robust scheme provides

significantly better performance than the other competing schemes. In the case of

over-estimation in Fig. 3.8, it provides better performance than the 4-bit memoryless

scheme, whereas the performance of the other competing schemes falls significantly

below that of the 3-bit memoryless scheme.

The performance of the considered feedback schemes in MU-MISO and MU-MIMO

systems is now examined. Fig. 3.9 presents results for a MU-MISO system with 4

users that employs zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) with uniform power loading;

c.f. (2.6). The correlation coefficient of the channel is β = 0.936, which corresponds

to a speed of 7 km/h, and is fixed and precisely known. From Fig. 3.9, it can be seen

that the model-based incremental scheme has the best tracking properties among
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Figure 3.10: Performance comparison of MU-MISO systems with ZFBF and varying
β (β drops from 0.997 to 0.5 at channel use 11).

the competing schemes. In many ways, the relative performance of the considered

schemes in this scenario is similar to that for the SU-MISO scenario in Fig. 3.4.

In order to illustrate the performance of the various schemes in a multiuser scenario

in which the channel correlation changes, in Fig. 3.10 the performance of the 4-user

MU-MISO system is considered. This system employs ZFBF in an environment in

which the channels are initially temporally correlated with β = 0.997 and then that

correlation drops to 0.5 at channel use 11. As can be seen from the figure, initially

all the competing methods provide better performance than the 4-bit memoryless

scheme, but when the channel correlation drops, only the proposed robust scheme is

able to maintain better performance than the 3-bit memoryless scheme.

In Fig. 3.11, a 2-user MU-MIMO system is considered in which each receiver has

two antennas and the transmitter sends two symbols to each receiver at each channel

use, using block-diagonalization (BD) with equal power loading; c.f. (2.8). The
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Figure 3.11: Performance comparison of MU-MIMO systems with BD and varying β
(β drops from 0.997 to 0.872 at channel use 11).

channels are initially temporally correlated with β = 0.997 and then that correlation

drops to 0.872 at channel use 11. In this scenario, the proposed robust scheme

maintains performance better than the 4-bit memoryless scheme, even after the drop

in correlation, whereas the performance of the other competing schemes drops below

that of the 3-bit memoryless scheme.

One of the inherent weaknesses in incremental quantization schemes is their sen-

sitivity to errors, and, in particular, the propagation of the effects of those errors. In

Fig. 3.12, the performance of the considered schemes in the presence of a feedback

error is examined, and in Fig. 3.13 the performance in the presence of both a feedback

error and errors in the estimation of the correlation coefficient, β is examined as well.

For simplicity, consider the case of an SU-MISO system. In the scenario considered in

Fig. 3.12, the correlation coefficient is β = 0.936, and a single feedback error occurs at

the 6th channel use. The error is modelled as a switch to another codeword, with each
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Figure 3.12: Performance comparison for a SU-MISO system under a channel model
with β = 0.936 in the presence of a feedback error at channel use 6.

other codeword having equal probability, 1/(2Bcb − 1). The figure shows how both

the proposed model-based scheme and the proposed robust scheme are able to recover

from the feedback error and return to the performance level that was achieved prior

to the error, whereas for the polar cap and differential rotation schemes, the error has

a lasting impact. To explore the combined impact of a feedback error and error in the

estimation of the correlation coefficient, the previous experiment has been repeated

for the case in which the actual correlation coefficient is β = 0.936, but it is estimated

as being 0.967. This corresponds to an error of about 3%. The results for this case

are provided in Fig. 3.13. In this scenario, the proposed robust scheme recovers more

quickly than the proposed model-based scheme. Perhaps more importantly, both are

able to recover from the feedback error, whereas for the existing competing schemes

the presence of the estimation error in the correlation coefficient appears to hinder

the ability to recover from the feedback error.
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Figure 3.13: Performance comparison for a SU-MISO system under a channel model
in which β is constant, but over-estimated, in the presence of a feedback error at
channel use 6. (Actual β = 0.936, but estimated to be 0.967)

3.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, two implementations of an incremental feedback method for tem-

porally correlated channels have been proposed. The first scheme is adapted to a

first-order Gauss-Markov channel model and uses all the available resources for di-

rection feedback, while the second scheme divides the resources between direction

information and step size feedback. From the simulations, one can conclude that

when the channel correlation coefficient β is perfectly estimated at the receiver side,

the model-based incremental scheme provides the best performance when compared

to other existing schemes. However, if the receiver does not have enough time or

resources to estimate the long-term channel statistics with sufficient accuracy, or if

those statistics change often, it may be desirable to use the robust incremental scheme.

A distinguishing feature of both of the proposed schemes is their intrinsic ability to
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recover from feedback errors and return to their steady state performance levels.
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Chapter 4

Interference Alignment for 2 and

3-cell MIMO Dowlink Networks

In Chapters 2 and 3 the problems of designing the quantization codebook for temporally-

uncorrelated channels and the quantization scheme for temporally-correlated channels

for SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO systems were studied. In those systems, the architec-

ture for CSI feedback has been well established, and the linear precoding schemes

for perfect CSI can be adapted to systems employing limited feedback for CSI in a

straightforward way. In this chapter the goal is to tackle the problem of designing

linear precoding schemes for MIMO downlink networks that are amenable to being

implemented in limited feedback systems. In these systems, the appropriate archi-

tecture has yet to be established, and the contribution of the remainder of the thesis

is to develop linear precoding schemes that induce feedback architectures that have

desirable properties, such as achieving improved DoF compared to conventional inter-

ference avoidance schemes and requiring only local feedback. Once this architecture

has been established, the underlying concepts for the codebook design procedures and
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the quantization schemes presented in Chapters 2 and 3 can be applied. Therefore,

in this chapter and the following ones, the focus will be on designing the linear pre-

coding schemes only. The implementation of these schemes has low computational

complexity and it has been shown that, in many settings, they are sufficient to achieve

the DoF of the network.

In this chapter, the basic concepts for linear precoding schemes for multi-cell

downlink networks will be introduced including interference alignment (IA) precoding

schemes, and the definition of the degrees of freedom (DoF) of a network. The

application of the underlying concepts in the case of 2-cell MIMO downlink network

is used in designing a linear IA scheme that can be implemented in a limited feedback

model.

4.1 Introduction

One of the major bottlenecks in the process of improving the performance of wireless

networks is interference. In the past, networks have been designed so that interference

is avoided, but the loss of spectral efficiency that those schemes incur, means that

interference will be actively managed in future networks. To provide more context

for that statement, some of the interference management approaches that have been

applied to multi-cell networks can be summarized as follows (Cadambe and Jafar,

2008):

• Decode: When the interfering signal power is much stronger than the desired

signal power, the interfering signal can be decoded then subtracted from the

desired signal, so long as the receiver has access to the codebook of the interferer

and can synchronize appropriately. The receiver then decodes the desired signal
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after the removal of the interference. This method is less common in practice due

to the complexity of sequential detection and the potential for error propagation.

• Treat as Noise: Treating interference as noise, combined with single user en-

coding and decoding often suffices when the interference is weak, and this has

been used in practice in frequency-reuse cellular networks.

• Orthogonalize: When the interfering signal power is comparable to the desired

signal power, interference can be avoided by orthogonalizing the access channel

in time or frequency or space.

One of the more intriguing of the recently proposed approaches for manging the

interference is Interference Alignment (IA) (Maddah-Ali et al., 2008; Cadambe and

Jafar, 2008; Jafar, 2011). The main principle that underlies IA is that the signalling

scheme is designed so that interference arriving at a particular user from many sources

is aligned in a way that it occupies only a portion of the received signal space. If

the desired signal has a component that lies outside the signal space spanned by the

interference, that component can be extracted using simple projection techniques. By

being able to null out interfering sources that have comparable power to the desired

signal power, without canceling the desired signal itself, the IA precoding scheme

can be classified as an “Orthogonalize” approach for interference management. The

development of IA schemes has helped characterize the fundamental limits on the

spectral efficiency behavior of certain wireless network at high SNRs, or what is

known as the “Degrees of Freedom” (DoF) of a network. The DoF can be interpreted

as the number of resolvable interference-free signal dimensions and it is the slope of

the achievable rate curve with respect to the logarithm of the SNR, at high SNRs

(e.g., Cadambe and Jafar, 2008, 2009).
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Figure 4.1: 3-user IC (adapted from Cadambe and Jafar, 2008)

The application of the concept of IA to wireless networks has shown that it is

possible to achieve multiplexing gains larger than the gains that can be realized using

the conventional techniques; i.e., higher slopes of the achievable rate curve at high

SNRs. A simple example that illustrates the IA precoding scheme is presented in the

next subsection.

4.1.1 3-user Interference Channel

Consider the 3-user interference channel (IC) shown in Figure 4.1, where each trans-

mitter has a message for its receiver. Cadambe and Jafar (2008) showed that for
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K = 3 it is possible to achieve 3n + 1 degrees of freedom using 2n + 1 dimensions.

These dimensions can be time or frequency extensions or spatial dimensions. In other

words, as n gets large, the DoF of the network approaches 3/2, which means that the

DoF per user is 1
2
. More generally, this result applies for any K. To gain some insight

into these statements, the following analysis shows how for n = 1 one can transmit

4 symbols using 3 dimensions. Assume that each terminal has 3 antennas and the

linear precoding scheme is designed in such a way so that receiver 1 can decode two

messages x
[1]
1 and x

[2]
1 while each of receivers 2 and 3 decodes a single message x[2]

and x[3], respectively, without interference. If H[ij] ∈ C3×3 is the channel matrix (of

full rank) between transmitter j and receiver i and v
[j]
ℓ is the transmit beamformer

used at transmitter j for data stream ℓ, then the received signal at receiver 1 can be

written as

y1 = H[11]
(
v
[1]
1 x

[1]
1 + v

[1]
2 x

[1]
2

)
+H[12]v[2]x[2] +H[13]v[3]x[3] + z[1], (4.1)

where z[1] is the additive white Gaussian noise. Now, if v[2] = [1 1 1]T and v[3] is

designed such that

H[13]v[3] = H[12]v[2], (4.2)

i.e., v[3] = H[13]−1
H[12]v[2], then the interference arriving at receiver 1 due to the trans-

mitted signals of transmitters 1 and 2 spans one dimensional space instead of 2, i.e.,

the interference aligned into reduced dimensional signal space at receiver 1. There-

fore, there exists a two dimensional signal space at receiver 1 that is interference-free

and the messages x
[1]
1 and x

[2]
1 can be extracted using linear projection techniques,

such as zero-forcing. Similarly, if v
[1]
1 is designed such that H[21]v

[1]
1 = H[23]v[3],
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i.e., v
[1]
1 = H[21]−1

H[23]v[3], then receiver 2 can project the interference arriving from

transmitters 1 and 3 in order to decode x[2]. Finally, if v
[1]
2 is designed such that

H[31]v
[1]
2 = H[32]v[2], i.e., v

[1]
2 = H[31]−1

H[32]v[2], then receiver 3 can project the inter-

ference arriving from transmitters 1 and 2 in order to decode x[3].

The application of the concept of IA to certain wireless network settings has

shown that it is possible to achieve multiplexing gains larger than the gains that

can be realized using the conventional interference avoidance techniques such as time

division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency division multiple access (FDMA). In

particular, for the 2-user multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) X channel, with

M antennas at each terminal, IA can achieve the degrees of freedom (DoF) of the

channel, namely 4M/3 (Jafar and Shamai, 2008). Furthermore, for the K-user fading

interference channel, a scheme that achieves K/2-DoF has been developed (Cadambe

and Jafar, 2008), although that scheme does require a number of linearly independent

channel realizations that increases exponentially with K.

In the development of IA schemes, the assumption of global and perfect instan-

taneous CSI is typically imposed, as seen in the previous example. Some of the

principles are being extended to certain other cases (e.g., Maddah-Ali and Tse, 2010;

Maleki et al., 2012; Jafar, 2012a). As the main target is to implement IA schemes

in practice, the challenge is to design IA schemes that are amenable to systems with

limitations on the rate of feedback of CSI, and to determine how the rate of feed-

back should scale with SNR in order to maintain desirable performance. In the next

section, the system model for the G-cell MIMO IBC is presented and the required

conditions for achieving interference-free reception and hence the DoF of the system.
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In the following sections, IA schemes are developed that are well suited to a lim-

ited feedback implementation in the K-user 2 and 3-cell MIMO interfering broadcast

channel (IBC).

4.2 System Model for the G-cell Network

The system model for theG-cell MIMO IBC consists ofG transmitters or base stations

(BSs), each of which has Mt transmit antennas and communicates to K users. Each

user has Mr receive antennas and the kth user in the ith cell, user (i, k), receives di,k

data streams. The received signal at user (i, k) is

ỹi,k =
G∑

j=1

H̃i,k
j x̃j + ñi,k, (4.3)

where ỹi,k ∈ CMr , H̃i,k
j ∈ CMr×Mt is the channel matrix between user (i, k) and BS j,

x̃j is the transmitted signal from BS j and is subject to the average power constraint

E
[
∥x̃j∥2

]
≤ P , and ñi,j is the zero-mean additive white circular Gaussian noise with

unit variance. The channel matrices H̃i,k
j are assumed to be arbitrary time-invariant

matrices with full rank. Since some of the linear precoding schemes presented in this

thesis are based on Tc channel uses, let yi,k =
[
ỹi,k[1], ỹi,k[2], . . . , ỹi,k[Tc]

]T
, where

ỹi,k[t] is the received signal at user (i, k) during the t-th channel use, and define xj

and ni,k analogously. With these definitions in place, the received signal at user (i, k)

over Tc channel uses can be expressed as

yi,k =
G∑

j=1

Hi,k
j xj + ni,k, (4.4)
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where Hi,k
j is a block diagonal matrix, with diagonal blocks H̃i,k

j , which can be ex-

pressed as:

Hi,k
j = ITc ⊗ H̃i,k

j , (4.5)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and ITc is the identity matrix of size Tc.

This thesis considers linear interference alignment schemes in which the signal

transmitted from BS j takes the form

xj = Tjsj = ΦjVjsj = Φj

K∑
k=1

Vk
j s

k
j , (4.6)

where Tj is a two-tier transmit precoder used at BS j in which Φj is a projection

matrix and is designed to eliminate the inter-cell interference (ICI), Vk
j is the matrix

of beamformers for user (j, k) and is designed to eliminate the intra-cell interference

inside cell j, and skj ∈ Cdj,k is the vector of data symbols for user (j, k). The details of

the construction of the matrices Φj and Vk
j will be discussed in the following sections.

One typical assumption here is that the CSI is perfectly estimated at the receiver

and that each receiver multiplies the received signal with a matrix of unit norm

beamformers, Wi,k ∈ CMr×di,k , so that scalar decoding can be employed. Accordingly,

the “equalized” signal at user (i, k) is

ŷi,k = Wi,k†
( G∑

j=1

Hi,k
j xj + ni,k

)
= Wi,k†Hi,k

i ΦiV
k
i s

k
i +Wi,k†Hi,k

i Φi

K∑
ℓ ̸=k

Vℓ
is

ℓ
i +Wi,k†

G∑
j ̸=i

Hi,k
j xj + ñi,k, (4.7)

where the first term represents the desired signal, the second term represents the inter-

ference term due to transmissions to users in the same cell, the third term represents
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the interference term due to transmissions to users in other cells, and ñi,k = Wi,k†ni,k

is the effective noise after combining.

In order to achieve interference-free transmission without removing the desired

signal term, {Wi,k}G,K
i=1,k=1,{Φi}Gi=1 and {Vi}Gi=1 must be designed so that:

rank
(
Wi,k†Hi,k

i ΦiV
k
i

)
= di,k, (4.8a)(

Wi,k†Hi,k
i ΦiV

ℓ
i

)
= 0 ∀ℓ ̸= k, (4.8b)(

Wi,k†Hi,k
j Φj

∑
k

Vk
j

)
= 0 ∀j ̸= i, ∀k. (4.8c)

The DoF of a system that satisfies these simultaneous equations is
∑G

i=1

∑K
k=1 d

i,k/Tc

and the average DoF per cell is
∑G

i=1

∑K
k=1 d

i,k

GTc
. The conventional TDMA approach to in-

terference avoidance corresponds to a solution to (4.8) in which Tc = GKmin (M,N),

each Fk
i has one non-zero block row (of height M) and di,k = min (M,N). As a result,

the (generic) DoF of that scheme is min (M,N), which is the same DoF per cell for

an isolated point-to-point MIMO link. One goal of IA is to obtain solutions to (4.8)

that result in higher DoF. Unfortunately, the polynomial nature of these simultaneous

equations tends to make them difficult to solve in the general case. Indeed, in the

absence of special structure in the channel matrices {Hi,k
j } it is NP-hard to determine

whether the set of equation in (4.8) has a solution, let alone finding a solution (Raza-

viyayn et al., 2012; Bresler et al., 2014). Fortunately, in certain settings involving a

small number of antennas or structured channel matrices, the problem becomes sim-

pler (Razaviyayn et al., 2012) and certain classes of solutions have been obtained (e.g.,

Suh et al., 2011; Suh and Tse, 2008; Shin et al., 2010; Medra and Davidson, 2013).

The linear precoding scheme for the isolated 2-cell network proposed in the following
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sections is another example. Further, in the next chapter general finite networks of

arbitrary structure will be considered, and linear precoding schemes that satisfy (4.8)

while only requiring local feedback will be developed. For unbounded networks with

typical architectures, the proposed schemes leverage the designed linear precoding

schemes for finite networks in order to develop linear precoding schemes that can

completely eliminate the intra-cell interference and the dominant sources of inter-cell

interference using only local feedback.

To obtain some insight into solutions for (4.8), it can be observed that for the

G-cell MIMO IBC with constant channel that seeks to provide one interference-free

dimension per user and hence provides GK DoF, the feasibility analysis in Liu and

Yang (2013) and Zhuang et al. (2011) shows that any linear precoding scheme requires

Mt +Mr ≥ GK + 1. (4.9)

If the total DoF of the G-cell network normalized by the dimensions at any user is

defined as

DoFn =
GK

min (Mt,Mr)
, (4.10)

then, when Mt = Mr, the DoFn is upper bounded by

DoFn < 2. (4.11)

One question of practical importance is how close can a precoding scheme come to

that bound under constraints on the available CSI. For the 2-cell case, several schemes

that achieve the DoF bound (4.11) using modest amounts of feedback, including the

case of only local feedback, have been proposed (e.g., Shin et al., 2010; Suh and Tse,
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2008). For the G-cell network with a special class of (G − 1)-level decomposable 1

channel matrices (e.g., line of sight (LOS) channels), Suh and Tse (2008) provided a

precoding scheme for the uplink case that requires ( G−1
√
K + 1)G−1 dimensions and

can achieve

GK

( G−1
√
K + 1)G−1

(4.12)

DoF. As the number of users per cell, K, increases, this scheme can achieve G DoF.

However, this scheme requires that the physical channel possess a specific structure

and that structure might not be realized in practice. In Section 4.3, a linear precoding

scheme will be proposed for the isolated 2-cell MIMO IBC for system with constant

channel that does not require time extensions and achieves the optimal spatial-DoF

for such a network; i.e., it achieves the bound in (4.9) with equality.

4.3 Linear Precoding Scheme for 2-cell MIMO IBC

In this section, a linear precoding scheme is proposed that achieves the optimal

spatial-DoF for the isolated 2-cell MIMO IBC with constant channels without time

extension, i.e., Tc = 1. In the model of the considered system, each BS hasMt = K+1

transmit antennas, where K is the number of users per cell. Each user has Mr = K

receive antennas. Further each BS sends one data stream to each of the K users in

its cell; i.e. di,k = 1. In order to simplify the presentation, the case of K = 2 users

per cell will be considered first and the extension to the case of K > 2 will then be

established. For the limited feedback implementation, the scaling laws for the num-

ber of feedback bits required to maintain the (optimal) DoF of the system will be

1The m level decomposable matrix is the matrix which can decomposed into the Kronecker
product of m matrices.
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provided. An observation from this analysis is that having an extra antenna at each

user greatly reduces the number of bits that need to be fed back to the base station.

As an alternative to providing that additional hardware, this reduction can also be

realized by allowing cooperation between users.

4.3.1 The Proposed Scheme, for K = 2

This subsection presents the proposed technique for achieving the DoF for 2-cell

MIMO IBC in the ideal case where global and perfect CSI is assumed, while the next

subsection shows how the scheme is suitable for limited feedback implementation. In

order to simplify the discussion, the two user case, K = 2, illustrated in Figure 4.2

will be considered. (The extension is discussed in Subection 4.3.3.) In the 2-user

case, the 4 DoF can be achieved if each BS has Mt = 3 transmit antennas and each

user has Mr = 2 receive antennas (Kim et al., 2011b). The principle that underlies

the proposed methods is the sequential determination of components of the solution

{wi,k,Φi,Vi} to (4.8), where the sequence in which the terms are designed is chosen

in such a way that when a limited feedback implementation is developed, the amount

of feedback to the base stations remains manageable.

The proposed scheme with K = 2 requires Mt = K + 1 = 3 and Mr = K = 2.

In the operation of the scheme, the first step is for the users in one cell to design the

projection matrix Φ to be used by the base station in the other cell. To do so, user 1

in cell 1, i.e. user (1, 1), estimates H1,1
2 ∈ C2×3, the channel matrix between BS 2 and

itself and then determines a column that lies in the null space of H1,1
2 . User (1, 2) can
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Figure 4.2: 2-cell 2-user MIMO IBC model

do the same. That is, the ith user in cell 1 designs ϕi
2 satisfying

H1,i
2 ϕi

2 = 0, i = 1, 2. (4.13)

The dimensions of H1,i
2 ensure that such a ϕi

2 exists. Now, users 1 and 2 in cell 1 feed

back ϕ1
2 and ϕ2

2 to BS 1, which sends a copy to BS 2 through a dedicated back-haul

for CSI exchange. The BSs allow their users to estimate Hi,k
1 Φ1 and Hi,k

2 Φ2 through

a “dedicated” training step akin to that of Caire et al. (2010) for the single cell case.

Since both H1,1
2 Φ2 and H1,2

2 Φ2 have rank (at most) one, the second step is for

users 1 and 2 in cell 1 to design their receive beamformers, w1,k, such that

w1,k†H1,k
2 Φ2 = 0T , k = 1, 2. (4.14)

Users 1 and 2 in cell 2 perform the analogous operation. Having determined Hi,k
1 Φ1
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and Hi,k
2 Φ2 so that the inter-cell interference can be removed by receive beamforming,

the final step is to design the transmit beamformers V to eliminate the intra-cell

interference. In this step, each user in cell 1 feeds back its effective channel heff =

w1,k†H1,k
1 Φ1 and BS 1 defines v1

1 and v2
1 to lie in the null space of the effective channels

of users 2 and 1 in cell 1 respectively, such that:

w1,1†H1,1
1 Φ1v

2
1 = 0 and w1,2†H1,2

1 Φ1v
1
1 = 0. (4.15)

The transmit beamformers for users 1 and 2 in cell 2 are defined in a similar way.

Being able to send 4 symbols without interference to their intended receivers, the

proposed scheme is able to achieve 4 DoF.

One important point to mention here is that if the number of receive antennas is

increased to Mr = 3 such that Mt = Mr = K + 1, then the 4 DoF can be achieved

without cooperation between users in different cells using an approach akin to the

subspace interference alignment (SIA) (Suh and Tse, 2008). To make this point clear,

let us focus on the users in cell 1, user 1 and 2 design their receive beamformers w1,1

and w1,2 such that:

w1,1†H1,1
2 ∈ N1 (4.16a)

w1,2†H1,2
2 ∈ N1 (4.16b)

where N1 is a predetermined one-dimensional subspace that is chosen independently

of the channels realizations, and hence can be made known to each user upon entry

into the cell. Now, if Φ2 is defined to lie in the orthogonal complement of N1, then the

inter-cell interference will be completely eliminated. Finally the transmit beamformer
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Figure 4.3: Sum rate comparison with perfect CSI for K = 2.

of each user is designed in the null space of the effective channel of the other users in

the same cell. (The effective channel for user (i, k) is wi,k†Hi,k
i Φi.)

Figure 4.3 compares the performance of the proposed schemes with the schemes

of Suh and Tse (2008) and Shin et al. (2010) in the case of unlimited feedback.

The figure shows that the proposed techniques achieve the maximum DoF of the

channel, namely, 4, and the proposed scheme with Mr = 2 receive antennas achieves

an improved power offset over the scheme of Shin et al. (2010), which also requires

Mr = 2 receive antennas.

Before presenting the limited feedback implementation of the proposed scheme, it

worth mentioning that the underlying principles for the proposed precoding scheme

can be linked to the principles of the design of the precoding scheme for the 2-

user X-channel developed by Maddah-Ali et al. (2008). In particular, both schemes

exploit the structure of the channel matrices and take advantage of the null space of

the communication links in order to cancel the interference and improve the system
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DoF. However, the scheme proposed in this chapter differs the proposed scheme by

Maddah-Ali et al. (2008) in three prominent ways. First, the proposed scheme is

designed for a 2-cell K-user MIMO IBC, with possibly K > 2, while the scheme

developed by Maddah-Ali et al. (2008) is only designed for the 2-user X-channel.

Second, the design of the projection matrix Φj is based on the interfering channel

matrices of the K users, while the corresponding aspect of thr design of Maddah-Ali

et al. (2008) exploits the null space one direct link and one cross link. Finally, the

proposed scheme develops a two-tier transmit precoder in order to cancel the intra-

cell and inter-cell interference, whereas the precoder of Maddah-Ali et al. (2008) does

not have this structure.

4.3.2 Limited Feedback Model

The limited feedback implementation of the proposed scheme is outlined in this

subsection. Since the information that is to be exchanged is in the form of one-

dimensional subspaces, Grassmannian quantization schemes, such as those discussed

in Chapters 2 and 3, will form the core of the feedback scheme. In these vector quan-

tization schemes, the receivers and the base station have copies of a codebook, F ,

of 2B representatives of one-dimensional subspaces. Given a representative, p of the

subspace that it wishes to quantize, the receiver selects the index of an element of

that codebook using a distortion metric, d(·, ·),

p̂ = argminfi∈F d(fi,p), (4.17)

and then transmits that index to the base station using B bits. The base station can

reconstruct p̂ using its own codebook.
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To apply this scheme to the proposed method forMr = 2, users in each cell have to

define the projection matrix Φ ∈ C3×2 that should be used at the other cell. Accord-

ingly, the following feedback procedures are suggested to design the transmit/receive

beamformers:

1. Users 1 and 2 in cell 1 define ϕ1
2 and ϕ2

2 ∈ C3×1 that lie in the null space of

H1,1
2 and H1,2

2 respectively. The receivers broadcast the indexes of the quantized

versions of ϕ1
2 and ϕ2

2 by selecting the codewords according to:

ϕ̂i
2 = argminfℓ∈F1

√
1− |f †ℓϕ

i
2|

2
, (4.18)

where F1 is the codebook. Each user assign B1 feedback bits to do so. Sim-

ilarly, users in cell 2 define ϕ̂i
1, i ∈ {1, 2} and broadcast the indexes of the

corresponding codewords. Note that the BSs can retransmit the indexes of the

codewords selected by users in the other cell if their users cannot access the

feedback channel of the users in the other cell.

2. Knowing Φ̂1 and Φ̂2, users in each cell design their receive beamformers in order

to remove ICI. For example, user 1 in cell 1 selects w1,1 to be in the null space

of H1,1
2 ϕ̂

2

2.

3. Each user feeds back the index of a codeword representing the quantized version

of its effective channel hi,k
eff = wi,k†Hi,k

i Φ̂i. Since hi,k
eff ∈ C2, a second codebook

F2 is needed for the current quantization process where B2 bits are assigned for

feedback. Accordingly, each user feeds back a total number of bits B = B1+B2.

Now, the number of feedback bits B1 and B2 should scale with the operating SNR ρ to

maintain the DoF (Jindal, 2006; Lee and Ko, 2012). In order to derive a lower bound
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on the number of feedback bits B1 and B2, the rate loss, ∆R, due to quantization, will

be expressed as a function of B1 and B2. Using this expression and taking expectation

over different channel realizations and random codebooks, the rate loss can be upper

bounded such that it is kept constant, E{∆R} ≤ log2 b; (see Jindal, 2006; Lee and

Ko, 2012; for related ideas in other contexts). Accordingly, the scaling laws of B1 and

B2 are expressed as:

B1 ≥ (Mt − 1)
( log10 ρ

3
+ log2

3λ̄max

2(b− 1)(Mt − 1)

)
(4.19a)

B2 ≥ µB1 − (Mt − 2) log2 µ (4.19b)

where µ = Mt−2
Mt−1

, and λ̄max = MtMr(Mt+Mr)
(2/3)

MtMr+1
.

WhenMr = 3, the previous procedures can be greatly simplified as no cooperation

is required between terminals to achieve the DoF. For Mr = 3, the transmit/receive

beamformer design can be summarized as follows:

1. Users in cell i design their receive beamformers wi,k such that wi,k†Hi,k
j ̸=i ∈ Ni

where Ni is orthogonal to the projection matrix used by the BS in the other

cell Nj ̸=i. Note that the projection matrices Ni are predefined and are known

to each terminal.

2. Each user feeds back the B bits of the index of a codeword representing the

quantized version of its effective channel hi,k
eff = wi,k†Hi,k

i Φi. In this case, the

effective channel is quantized by the aid of a codebook F whose codewords are

vectors of dimension 2.
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The scaling law of the number of feedback bits B in step 2 can be expressed as:

B ≥ (Mt − 2)

[
log10 ρ

3
+ log2

λ̄max

2(Mt − 2)(b− 1)

]
(4.20)

Figure 4.4 compares the number of total number of feedback bits for Mr = 2

and Mr = 3 for the case of E{∆R} ≤ log2 4, where it is clear that there is a large

reduction in the number of the feedback bits by adding one additional receive antenna

at each user.

Even though the reduction in the feedback requirements is achieved by increasing

the spatial dimensions at receivers, this reduction can be also achieved without any

additional antennas by allowing users’ cooperation. Shin et al. (2010) showed that

the DoF for the 2-cell MIMO network can be achieved by assuming that users can

cooperate using a Wi-Fi link. Users can also cooperate using cognitive radio tech-

niques. Under these assumptions, the users can design the projection matrices Φi

and perform the quantization process with sufficiently high accuracy. The remaining

step of quantizing the effective channel for each user can be performed by using one

codebook and requires only B bits of feedback that scale with the same rule as in

(4.20).

4.3.3 Generalization for K > 2

The extension of the proposed scheme for K > 2 users per cell is straightforward.

For the case where Mt = K+1 transmit antennas and Mr = K receive antennas, the

design process can be summarized as:

1. Users in cell i define the column space of the projection matrix Φj ̸=i ∈ CM×K
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Figure 4.4: Number of feedback bits required to maintain a constant rate loss for the
proposed schemes.

that will be used in the other cell. As explained before, each user defines ϕk
j ̸=i

that lie in the null space of the channel matrix between this user and the BS in

the other cell.

2. Based on a quantization codebook F1, each user broadcasts the index of the

codeword representing the quantized version of ϕk
j ̸=i. Each user assigns B1

feedback bits for this quantization process.

3. Given Φ̂1 and Φ̂2, the users design their receive beamformers to remove the ICI.

4. Finally, each user feeds back the index of the codeword from a codebook F2 that

represents the quantized version of its effective channel. This process requires

B2 bits. The total number of feedback bits per data stream is B = B1 +B2.

In the case of Mr = K+1, the design process of the transmit/receive beamformers

is exactly the same process described in the previous section with one exception, which
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Figure 4.5: Sum rate comparison of various schemes under the limited feedback model

is the codebook F consists of unit norm vectors fℓ of size K.

To conclude this subsection it is pointed out that the proposed scheme and the

precoding scheme developed by Shin et al. (2010) achieve the optimal spatial DoF

of 2K. This observation illustrates the fact that, in general, there is more than one

precoding scheme that can achieve the DoF of the channel. However, among these

schemes that achieve the DoF of the channel, some may provide higher achievable

rates than others, some may be able to achieve the DoF with a smaller feedback

budget and some may offer other desirable characteristics.

4.3.4 Simulation Results

This subsection compares the performance of limited-feedback implementations of the

proposed schemes with analogous implementations of the existing schemes (Suh and

Tse, 2008; Shin et al., 2010). In Figure 4.5, the average sum rate of these schemes
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is compared when each cell communicates with K = 2 users. Each BS has Mt = 3

antennas, and the users are equipped with Mr = 2 or Mr = 3 antennas. For the

method of Shin et al. (2010) an assumption that the receivers cooperate through

a cognitive radio (CR) is imposed. The performance of the proposed scheme with

Mr = 2 will also be evaluated under that assumption. The number of feedback bits

scales according to (4.19) and (4.20). From Figure 4.4, it can be deduced that adding

an additional antenna at each receiver enables a substantial reduction in the number

of feedback bits, especially at high SNR. Moreover, Figure 4.5 shows that the proposed

scheme with Mr = 2 gives comparable performance with the scheme presented of Suh

and Tse (2008), which requires 3 antennas at receiver, and provides a large power

offset when compared to the scheme of Shin et al. (2010). That said, the proposed

scheme with Mr = 2, and that of Shin et al. (2010), require more feedback than the

scheme of Suh and Tse (2008) and the proposed scheme with Mr = 3, or cooperation

between the receivers.

4.3.5 Discussion and Extensions

Although the scheme presented in this section achieves the optimal spatial-DoF of

the isolated 2-cell MIMO network for systems that do not allow precoding over mul-

tiple channel uses, when Mr = K, the elimination of the inter-cell interference is

dependent on the coordination between the BSs (to exchange the Φj’s.) This re-

quires the presence of a dedicated back-haul between the BSs for CSI exchange. The

proposed scheme also requires several rounds of dedicated training for the users. On

the other hand, when the number of receive antennas is increased from Mr = K to

Mr = K + 1, the feedback requirements have been greatly reduced. In particular,
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with Mt = Mr = K + 1, the proposed scheme for the isolated 2-cell MIMO network

in this section and also the subspace interference alignment scheme (SIA) of Suh and

Tse (2008) have many interesting features:

1. Each user need only feed back its effective channel with the scheduling BS. It

does not need to feed back channels to the other BSs. The inter-cell interference

can be totally eliminated at the user side.

2. No cooperation between BSs is required. Therefore, there is no need for a

dedicated back-haul for CSI exchange.

3. The (normalized) DoF is

DoFn =
2K

K + 1
, (4.21)

which approaches 2 as K increases; cf. (4.11).

The extension of these techniques to the 3-cell case is quite straightforward. One way

that it can be done is that each BS constructs a projection matrix Φ ∈ CM̄t×K , where

M̄t = 2K + 1 in this case, and the users feed back their effective channels. Though

this extension possesses the first two features of the 2-cell case, it results in a DoF

loss. The (normalized) DoF in this case is

DoFn =
3K

2K + 1
, (4.22)

which approaches 1.5 as K increases. Fortunately, this scheme can be modified in

such a way to achieve the 2 DoF in the 3-cell case, but it requires more feedback

from users. Let us consider a modified version of the SIA (Mod-SIA), which works as

follows:
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1. BS 3 chooses Φ ∈ C(2K+1)×2K .

2. Users in cell 1 design a receive beamforming vector to cancel the interference

resulting from BS 3 and feed back their effective channel to their BS (i.e., BS

1) and the effective channel between them and BS 2.

3. Given the previous information, BS 1 can design the projection matrix Φ2 to lie

in the null space of the concatenated matrix of the effective channels between

users in cell 1 and BS 2. Using a dedicated back-haul, BS 1 sends Φ2 to BS 2,

which will be used at cell 2.

4. Similar procedures apply for users in cell 2.

5. Users in cell 3 can design their receive beamformers to cancel the inter-cell

interference from BS 1 and 2 as it spans 2K dimensions out of the 2K + 1

dimensional signal space.

6. As in the 2-cell case, the BSs use the effective channels feedback between them

and their scheduled users to design the transmit beamformers to cancel the

intra-cell interference.

In the next chapter, structured linear precoding schemes that can be implemented

for a G-cell MIMO IBC and require only local feedback for operation are proposed.

As one example, a precoding scheme is proposed with Mt = Mr for the isolated 3-cell

MIMO IBC that can achieve the normalized 2-DoF using only local feedback within

the same cell. This removes the need for a back-haul for the CSI exchange between

base stations in different cells, in addition to the reduced feedback requirements.
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Chapter 5

Spatial Reuse Precoding for

Scalable Downlink Networks

In Chapter 4, a linear precoding scheme for the isolated 2-cell MIMO downlink net-

work was developed that can achieve the optimal spatial-DoF of the network. One

important conclusion from that development is that schemes that require only local

feedback are quite attractive for implementation in limited feedback systems. Other

conclusions were that the extension of the proposed isolated 2-cell scheme to the 3-cell

case requires more feedback, otherwise the DoF will drop, and that it is not quite

clear whether or not the proposed scheme can be extended to the general G-cell case.

In this chapter, linear precoding schemes are developed for MIMO downlink net-

works with slowly-varying channels that are scalable in the sense that they can be

implemented with moderate complexity in networks with increasing numbers of cells

and users. Further, a class of precoders that can be implemented in unbounded

networks with typical architectures and in heterogeneous networks is developed.
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5.1 Introduction

As has been stated several times in this thesis, one of the fundamental limitations on

the communication efficiency of wireless networks is interference. Several approaches

have been proposed to reduce the interference experienced by the users in a cellular

network. The simplest are based on sending the signals orthogonally in time (TDMA)

or frequency (FDMA). Although such interference avoidance approaches are simple,

it may be possible to make better use of the available spectrum if interference is ac-

tively managed rather than being avoided (Gesbert et al., 2007, 2010). An intriguing

approach to doing so is that of interference alignment (IA) (Maddah-Ali et al., 2008;

Cadambe and Jafar, 2008; Jafar, 2011), which have been reviewed in Chapter 4. In

Chapter 4, it was stated that the basic principle that underlies (linear) IA is to design

the signalling in such a way that the interference components arriving at a particular

receiver lie in a reduced dimensional subspace of the space spanned by the received sig-

nal. The potential spectral efficiency gains suggested by these schemes, and schemes

developed for small networks as the isolated 2-cell MIMO IBC scheme in Chapter 4,

have stimulated substantial research interest in the understanding of the performance

of such schemes and their limitations, and in the development of pragmatic schemes

that facilitate implementation in practice, (e.g., Gesbert et al., 2010; Yetis et al., 2010;

Liu and Yang, 2013; Jindal, 2006; Cadambe et al., 2010; Maddah-Ali and Tse, 2012;

Maleki et al., 2012; Suh et al., 2011; Medra and Davidson, 2013; Lozano et al., 2013).

The focus of the work presented herein is on developing pragmatic schemes based on

the principles of IA that are scalable as the size of the network grows. The proposed

schemes mitigate the dominant sources of interference and can be implemented with-

out requiring significantly more feedback or coordination between cells than current
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systems that manage interference on a cell-by-cell basis.

For small isolated networks (i.e., small values of G), the application of IA leads to

substantial performance gains compared to the conventional interference avoidance

techniques (Suh et al., 2011; Gomadam et al., 2011; Suh and Tse, 2008; Shin et al.,

2010; Medra and Davidson, 2013). For example, the subspace interference alignment

(SIA) scheme of Suh et al. (2011) for the isolated 2-cell network permits the can-

cellation of the inter-cell interference, achieving interference-free transmission as the

number of users increase. The application of a variant of the SIA for the isolated 3-cell

network leads to 300% gain in the cell-edge user rate when compared with existing

schemes (Suh et al., 2011).

The linear precoding scheme in Section 4.3 and other related schemes (Suh et al.,

2011; Gomadam et al., 2011; Suh and Tse, 2008; Shin et al., 2010; Medra and David-

son, 2013) seek to design the precoding schemes in such a way that the fundamental

DoF limits on the chosen networks are achieved. However, the extension from small

scale isolated networks to a large scale network tends to result in schemes that are

rather complicated to implement. One of the fundamental issues is the requirement of

a central processing unit for channel state information (CSI) collection and precoder

design. For a small scale network, the amount of resources that must be allocated for

CSI exchange is sometimes out-weighed by the performance improvement that is ob-

tained, but as the number of cooperating base stations increases, the mechanisms for

CSI exchange process become rather involved and may consume a significant fraction

of the available resources. As an example, the SIA scheme (Suh et al., 2011) is capa-

ble of achieving the DoF of the isolated 2-cell downlink network by using only local

“in-cell” feedback, but the extension of that scheme to the G-cell network appears
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to be difficult. Moreover, the problem of exchanging side information becomes more

complicated in the case of heterogeneous networks that consists of different tiers of

cells, e.g., macro and pico cells.

Although the extension to an arbitrary network remains intricate, the extension

to many practical cellular networks presents an opportunity, namely that of partial

connectivity in the network (Guillaud and Gesbert, 2011; Liu and Yang, 2014). In

networks with a small number of cells, the receivers are often presumed to be close

enough to all the transmitters for the interference to be deemed to be significant.

In that scenario, examining the DoF and the high-SNR performance of the network

generates considerable insight. However, as the size of the network grows, at moderate

SNRs the power of interference from distant transmitters in the network may fall

significantly below the noise level, and practical precoding schemes (and CSI feedback

schemes) for such SNRs ought to take advantage of this partial connectivity; see also

(Jafar, 2012b). A related perspective, albeit in a somewhat different context, arises

in the development of the notion of a “DoF regime” in wireless networks (Lozano

et al., 2013).

With those perspectives in mind, the goal of this chapter is to develop linear pre-

coding schemes for large downlink networks that provide improved performance over

conventional interference avoidance schemes. The designed schemes can achieve this

improved performance without requiring a significant increase in the fraction of the

communication resources that must be allocated to the exchange of side information.

In particular, it would be desirable if this could be achieved using only local feedback

within each cell. If that is possible, there is no need for a dedicated back-haul for CSI

exchange, nor for a central processing unit for precoder design. Further, approaches
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that can exploit the inherent path loss in the wireless networks that leads to partial

connectivity of the network need to be developed. Finally, it would be desirable if the

proposed precoding schemes were able to integrate some smaller cells, e.g. pico-cells,

with low overhead and without affecting the performance of the original network.

The main contribution of this chapter is to develop precoding schemes that realize

these goals in the case of quasi-static channels. The proposed precoders are designed

to enable a concept that will be called Spatial Reuse Precoding (SRP). SRP describes

a network precoding scheme that can be designed so that the signals from the domi-

nant interfering sources at each receiver align in a reduced dimensional subspace. This

enables the receiver to eliminate the interference using a simple projection operation.

This interference alignment is designed to be achieved regardless of the exact values

of the channel matrices between the interfering sources and the user experiencing that

interference. The key observation that enables this property is that while a channel

matrix can change the direction of a signal vector, it cannot change the subspace that

it spans. Hence, if the subspaces spanned by the interference are aligned, interfer-

ence alignment can be achieved irrespective of the channel. The notion of subspace

alignment was also discussed by Suh et al. (2011). This subspace alignment property

enables the possibility of network extension without any cooperation between existing

cells and new cells. In other words, precoding schemes that are designed to exhibit

the SRP property for a particular isolated 2 or 3-cell arrangement, can be used, with

simple modification, in larger networks in which the BSs are deployed in certain sorts

of site arrangements. In those cases, the SRP scheme is designed to eliminate the

dominant sources of interference so that rates higher than those of conventional in-

terference avoidance schemes can be achieved, and to do so using a finite number of
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channel uses with only local feedback.

In order to present the underlying concepts of the proposed schemes, this chapter

begins by proposing precoding schemes for the isolated 2-cell and 3-cell networks.

Here, the chapter focuses on the basic features of the proposed structured precoding

schemes that facilitate the SRP property. In particular, a Kronecker structured IA

precoding scheme (Kron-IA) is developed that, in those isolated networks, can achieve

greater DoFs than the conventional interference avoidance techniques. The remainder

of this chapter then explains how these schemes can be used to construct spatial

reuse precoding schemes for unbounded cellular networks with linear or hexagonal

architecture. Further, an example is provided of how such SRP schemes can lead to

substantial performance gains in the sum achievable rate of a heterogeneous network

that consists of linear arrangement of macro and micro-BSs in addition to hot-spots.

5.2 Principles of Proposed Approach for Arbitrary

Networks of a Specified Size

This chapter relies on the system model for the G-cell MIMO IBC presented in Section

4.2. Further, the linear precoding schemes developed in this chapter are designed

for systems that employ blocks of Tc channel uses over which the channel remains

constant. As a result, the channel matrices Hi,k
j have the Kronecker structure in (4.5).

Here, a class of two-tier precoders is considered,

Tk
j = ΦjV

k
j , (5.1)
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where Φj is a projection matrix designed so that the receivers can eliminate the

inter-cell interference and Vk
j is the matrix of beamformers designed to eliminate the

intra-cell interference inside cell j. This class of precoders has already proven effective

in a number of settings (e.g., Chen and Lau, 2014; Medra and Davidson, 2013). For

example, for the 2-cell MIMO interference broadcast channel, it was shown in Chapter

4 how the sets {Φj}j, {Wi,k}i,k and {Vk
j }j,k could be chosen to achieve interference

alignment for systems that restrict precoding over a single channel use (i.e., Tc = 1),

and to achieve the optimal (spatial) DoF in this setting (cf. Liu and Yang, 2013).

However, like many related schemes, that scheme involves the exchange of certain

forms of channel state information (CSI) between the BSs, requires several rounds of

“dedicated” training (in the sense of Caire et al. (2010)), and appears to be difficult

to extend to the general setting of G > 2 cells.

In the proposed approach, the design of the system components is performed

sequentially. First, each transmitter constructs its projection matrix Φj so that inter-

cell interference can be eliminated by the users. A feature of the proposed approach

is that construction of Φj is performed without the need for the CSI. Next, each user

designs its linear receive beamformer Wi,k to eliminate the inter-cell interference.

(Variations on the choice of Wi,k are discussed in Section 5.6.6.) With Φj and Wi,k

designed in this way, the operation of each cell resembles that of an isolated single-cell

downlink with effective channels

Hi,k
eff = Wi,k†Hi,k

i Φi. (5.2)

Therefore, each receiver feeds back (a quantized version of) Hi,k
eff to its serving BS

and that BS designs the matrices Vk
i as if it were serving a single-cell downlink;
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e.g., block diagonalization (Ravindran and Jindal, 2008), zero-forcing beamforming

(Spencer et al., 2004b), a quality of service design (Rashid-Farrokhi et al., 1998;

Bengtsson and Ottersten, 2001), or one of many other choices. Finally, there is a

dedicated training phase within each cell so that each receiver (i, k) can determine

Hi,k
effV

k
i and hence can perform coherent detection (e.g., Caire et al., 2010). It is clear

from (5.2) that the choice of {Φj}j, and in particular its column rank, will affect the

number of users that each BS can serve in each cell. This will play an important role

in the proposed designs.

In the initial designs in Sections 5.3–5.5 for isolated fully-connected networks with

a specified number of cells, the goal of the proposed schemes is to achieve more DoF

than classical interference avoidance schemes while requiring only local feedback and

also enabling spatial reuse precoding. To achieve these goals, the projection matrices

Φj in (5.1) will be designed independently of the channels, but will be designed so that

with knowledge of the subspace spanned by {Hi,k
j Φj}j ̸=i, user (i, k) can designWi,k in

such a way that the inter-cell interference is removed, i.e.,Wi,k†Hi,k
j Φj = 0, ∀j. Users

in cell i can determine the subspace spanned by {Hi,k
j Φj}j ̸=i from the signal received

when BS i is turned off and all other BSs are transmitting (e.g., Krim and Viberg,

1996). That approach has the advantage that it does not require explicit training

to determine each Hi,k
j Φj for j ̸= i. Further, it lends itself naturally to a scheme in

which each user (i, k) only attempts to project out the “dominant” interfering signals

and hence need only estimate the dominant subspace of the signal received when BS

i is not transmitting; see also Section 5.6.6.

To begin the development of the proposed spatial reuse precoding schemes, and in

particular the choices for the set of projection matrices {Φj}j, isolated 2-cell and 3-cell
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networks will be considered and linear interference alignment schemes will be devel-

oped for these networks that do not require BS cooperation. These schemes involve

only a modest number of channel extensions, but are not necessarily DoF optimal for

the networks that they are designed for. However, they provide better performance

than conventional interference avoidance techniques, they have a number of features

that facilitate their implementation, and they enable spatial reuse precoding.

5.3 Kronecker Structured Linear Precoding for 2-

cell MISO-IBC

5.3.1 Basic Kronecker Structured Scheme

Let us consider an isolated 2-cell MISO downlink network with Mt transmit antennas

and K receivers per cell, each with Mr = 1 receive antenna, that each receive a

single data stream; i.e., di,k = 1. For a system that does not allow time extensions,

it is optimal, from the DoF perspective, to turn off one BS, and have the other BS

communicate to K = Mt users. The resulting system has Mt DoF and achieves them

without the need for CSI exchange between the BSs.

Now, let us consider the case in which a block of Tc channel uses is permitted,

rather than just a single channel use (and the channels remain constant over that

block). In that case, the equivalent channel matrices have the Kronecker structure in

(4.5). Motivated by that structure, a scheme in which each BS transmits (up to) βMt

symbols in those Tc channel uses, with β < Tc, is proposed. The linear projection

matrix Φj at BS j will be constructed as the Kronecker product of two matrices.
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That is,

Φj = Γ1
j ⊗ Γ2

j , (5.3)

where the matrices Γ1
j ∈ CTc×β and Γ2

j ∈ CMt×Mt are randomly and independently

generated from a continuous distribution. By construction, the generic rank of Φj is

βMt.

To examine the performance of this precoder, the interference that BS 2 imposes

on a user (1, k) in cell 1 is first considered. Since V2 will be a matrix of full column

rank, the subspace spanned by the interference from BS 2 is the column span of the

“interference matrix”

Z1,k = H1,k
2 Φ2 ∈ CTc×βMt . (5.4)

The generic rank of H1,k
2 is Tc and that of Φ2 is βMt, but H1,k

2 has the Kronecker

structure in (4.5) and Φ2 has the Kronecker structure in (5.3). As a result, Z1,1 can

be written as

Z1,k = Γ1
2 ⊗ (h̃1,k

2 Γ2
2), (5.5)

where h̃1,k
2 ∈ C1×Mt . Therefore,

rank(Z1,k) = rank(Γ1
2) rank(h̃

1,k
2 Γ2

2)

≤ βmin(rank(h̃1,k
2 ), rank(Γ2

2)) = β. (5.6)

That is, the structure of the components of Z1,k results in Z1,k being rank deficient,

with rank at most β. That means that the dimension of the subspace spanned by the

interference at user (1, k) is at most β. Since β was chosen to be less than Tc, there

is a signal subspace in which receivers in cell 1 can receive signals from their serving
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BS 1, free from interference from BS 2. This result has the interesting interpretation

that allowing precoding over Tc uses of a channel that remains constant enables for

time-interference alignment. That is, by choosing Φj in the form of (5.3), the received

interference dimension collapses as the result of the alignment of the interfering signal

subspaces in the time domain.

The fact that the interference matrix Z1,k is rank deficient for every user (1, k)

in cell 1 is promising, in the sense that with the knowledge of the space spanned

by H1,k
2 Φ2 each of these users can design a unit norm receive vector w1,k to cancel

the intra-cell interference, while leaving dimensions available for communication with

assigned BS. Closer study of (5.5) reveals that at each user the interfering subspace

is the column span of Γ1
2 and hence is independent of the realization of the channel

between BS 2 and user (1, k), h̃1,k
2 . That has the advantage that each user user (1, k)

can eliminate the inter-cell interference using only the knowledge of Γ1
2; knowledge of

the realization of the interfering channel h̃1,k
2 is not required. However, the generic

dimension of the null space of Γ1
2 is only Tc − β and hence BS 1 can serve at most

(Tc − β)Mt users in an interference-free manner. The general form of that result is

stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. For an isolated 2-cell MISO-IBC operating in a quasi-static environment

and implementing the precoding scheme in (5.1) with Φj chosen according to (5.3),

the number of users per cell K that can be served in an interference-free manner is

upper bounded by K ≤ (Tc − β)Mt. As a result, the DoF of the network is upper

bounded by Mt.

Proof. The design of the precoding scheme in (5.3) enables each user to cancel the

inter-cell interference using a linear receive beamformer Wi,k. The receivers feed back
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their “in-cell” effective channels for their assigned BS, where Hi,k
eff = Wi,k†Hi,k

i Φi;

cf. (5.2). The number of users K that BS i can serve is the rank of the matrix

Hi
eff = [Hi,1

eff

T
,Hi,2

eff

T
, . . . ,Hi,K

eff

T
]T . The structure of the channel matrix Hi,k

i in (4.5)

implies that the channel matrix of the (Mt + 1)th user can be written as a linear

combination of the effective channel matrices of the previous Mt users. Further, since

Wi,k is designed to eliminate the inter-cell interference, it lies in the null space of

Zi,k, i.e., rank(Wi) = N (Zi,k) = N (Γ1
j), i ̸= j, where N (A) is the dimension of the

null space of A. Since Γ1
j ∈ CTc×β, then its null space has a dimension of Tc − β.

Therefore, K ≤ (Tc − β)Mt.

The result in Theorem 1 is somewhat disappointing in the sense that using the

basic Kron-IA precoding scheme in (5.3) in a generic isolated 2-cell network does not

provide any DoF improvement when compared to systems that employ only a single

channel use nor systems utilizing conventional interference avoidance schemes, such

as TDMA. Fortunately, this basic scheme can be modified so that it can achieve more

DoF, as will be shown in Subsection 5.3.3, and it enables SRP, as will be shown in

Section 5.6. Before doing so, it is important to point out that there are scenarios in

which the basic scheme in (5.3) does offer improved performance.

5.3.2 Two Case studies

One case where the physical channel between any user and the interfering BS is

constant while the physical channel between any user and its scheduling BS is time-

varying. In that case, the basic scheme in (5.3) can achieve the optimal 2βMt

β+1
DoF,

which approaches 2Mt as β, and hence Tc, increases (Park and Lee, 2009). Interest-

ingly, not only does it achieve the optimal-DoF of the network, but it does so without
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Figure 5.1: Partially connected 2-cell MISO IBC. Users in the shaded brown area
suffer from significant inter-cell interference, while other users do not.

any cooperation between cells and using only local feedback. Although this channel

model may appear to be quite abstract, it is a useful limiting case for scenarios in

which the users in each cell are distant from the interfering BS and close enough to

their BS. Accordingly, any small movements by the users will significantly affect the

direct links with the scheduling BS and will have negligible effects on the links to the

interfering BS.

A second case, which may be of more interest, is the partially-connected 2-cell

MISO network illustrated in Figure 5.1. In this model, some users in each cell suffer

from significant inter-cell interference (those in the brown shaded area in Figure 5.1),

while the interference incurred by the other users is modeled as being negligible (with

respect to the noise). In order to discuss a tangible case, let us assume that 50%

of the users in each cell experience significant inter-cell interference from the other

cell, while the remaining users can be modelled as having interference-free reception

(regardless of the transmit power). Those users that do not suffer from interference

can design their receive beamformers wi,k in order to improve the desired signal

power. Due to the partial connections between users and BSs, if the basic scheme in

(5.3) is implemented with Tc = 3β
2

for any (even) value of β, each BS is capable of

communicating to K = βMt users per cell and the DoF of this network is 2K
Tc

= 4M
3
.

In this partially connected network, the proposed basic scheme achieves 4Mt/3 DoF,
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which is larger than the Mt DoF that can be achieved using time or frequency division

between the cells, and it does so without any additional feedback requirements.

One might ask what happens if the percentage of users that suffer from interference

decreased to 25%? In that case, setting Tc =
5β
4
for any value of β (that is a multiple of

4) will produce an increase in the DoF to 8Mt/5. In other words, in the proposed basic

scheme, the number of channel uses Tc can be adapted to the number of users that

suffer from significant interference, and as this number decreases, Tc also decreases.

However, one has to keep in mind that in this setting partial connectivity is assumed,

where a fraction of users suffer from interference while the remaining fraction do not.

In case of a fully connected network, it would be desirable to implement the modified

version of the basic scheme that is described in the next subsection.

5.3.3 Modified Kronecker Structured Scheme

The weakness of the basic Kronecker structured scheme in Section 5.3.1 in the case

of fully connected network arises from the fact that although that scheme enables the

receivers to eliminate the inter-cell interference, without the need for coordination

between BSs, it does not leave many dimensions available for intra-cell communi-

cations. In particular, in each cell i, the matrix formed by stacking the row vectors

hi,k
eff = wi,k†Hi,k

i Φi in (5.2) is not full row rank. This precludes BS i from being able to

communicate to all its users using linear precoding without (intra-cell) interference.

To modify the basic Kronecker structured scheme the proposed scheme seeks a set

of matrices {Φj}j that have more (linearly independent) columns than the matrices

generated by (5.3), and yet still enable the receivers to remove the inter-cell inter-

ference without the need for BS coordination or inter-cell feedback. One way to do
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this is to augment the projection matrices in (5.3) with randomly generated matrices

(from a continuous distribution) Θj ∈ CTcMt×α, where α is a parameter of the design.

That is, Φj ∈ CTcMt×βMt in (5.3) is replaced by

Φj =
[
Γ1

j ⊗ Γ2
j Θj

]
(5.7)

with Γ1
j , Γ

2
j as defined after (5.3). The generic rank of Φj in (5.7) is βMt + α. The

following theorem shows that for a particular class of triples (Tc, β, α), parametrized

by β, this modified Kronecker scheme can achieve an improved DoF (without the

need for BS cooperation or inter-cell feedback).

Theorem 2. For a fully-connected isolated 2-cell MISO-IBC operating in a quasi-

static environment, a scheme that implements the precoders in (5.1) with Φj chosen

according to (5.7), Tc chosen to be ⌈2βMt−β−1
Mt−1

⌉ and α chosen to be Tc − β − 1, can

achieve 2(1 + (Mt−1)2

2Mt−1
) DoF as β, and hence Tc, increases.

Proof. Using the fact that the number of scheduled users per cell cannot exceed the

rank of Φj, rank(Φj) = βMt + α. Now, the interference matrix Z1,k can be written

as

Z1,k = (ITc ⊗ h̃1,k
2 )Φj,=

[
Z1,k

1 Z1,k
2

]
(5.8)

where Z1,k
1 = Γ2

1 ⊗ ĥ1,k
2 and Z1,k

2 = (ITc ⊗ h̃1,k
2 )Θ2. Since rank(Z1,k) ≤ rank(Z1,k

1 ) +

rank(Z1,k
2 ) ≤ β + α, in order to have a rank deficient Z1,k that would enable a linear

receiver to project out the interference, the number of channel uses Tc is lower bounded

by Tc ≥ β + α + 1. Further, to have a full rank matrix of effective channels for

the design of the transmit beamformers, vi,k, the number of users cannot exceed
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K ≤ (Tc − β)Mt. By setting α = Tc − β − 1 and using the fact that K ≤ βMt + α,

then (Tc − β)Mt = βMt + α = βMt + Tc − β − 1 which implies that

Tc =
⌈2βMt − β − 1

Mt − 1

⌉
. (5.9)

Therefore, the DoF of the proposed scheme is 2K/Tc, i.e.,

DoF = 2
(
1 +

(βMt − β − 1)

Tc

)
. (5.10)

As Tc increases, the DoF approaches 2(1 + (Mt−1)2

2Mt−1
).

To provide some numerical context for that result, let us consider the case of

Mt = 3 transmit antennas and Mr = 1 receive antenna. If attention is restricted to

schemes that involve a single channel use (i.e., Tc = 1), no linear precoding scheme

can achieve more than 3 DoF, no matter which signaling scheme we use. However,

using the modified Kronecker scheme proposed above, it can achieve up to 3.6 DoF,

even though the channel remains constant over the signaling interval. Moreover, that

result is achieved without BS cooperation and using only local feedback.

5.4 Kronecker Structured Linear Precoding For G-

cell MIMO-IBC with Mt > Mr Antennas

This section briefly outlines the natural extension of the modified Kronecker struc-

tured scheme in Section 5.3.3 to the general case of an arbitrary G-cell MIMO IBC

with Mr antennas at each user and Mt > Mr antennas at each BS. In this setting,
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projection matrices of the form in (5.7) can be employed directly. The following the-

orem shows that for a particular choice of the triple (Tc, β, α) that is dependent on

Mt, Mr, and G, an improved DoF can be achieved, again without BS cooperation

and using only local feedback.

Theorem 3. For a fully connected G-cell MIMO-IBC with Mt ≥ 1 receive antennas

and Mt > Mr transmit antennas operating in a quasi-static environment, a scheme

that implements the precoders in (5.1) with Φj chosen according to (5.7), Tc chosen

to be ⌈β(G−1)(GMt−N)−1
(G−1)Mt−N

⌉ and α chosen to be ⌊TcMr−(G−1)βMr−1
G−1

⌋ can achieve G
(

Mr

G−1
+

((G−1)Mt−Mr)(Mt−Mr)
(G−1)(GMt−Mr)

)
DoF as β, and hence Tc, increases.

Proof. See Appendix D.

For the isolated 2-cell MIMO-IBC with Mt = 3 transmit antennas and Mr = 2

receive antennas, Theorem 3 reveals that this system can achieve up to 4.5 DoF as Tc

increases, which is substantially larger than the 3 DoF achieved using conventional

interference avoidance and is larger than the 4 DoF of the system discussed in Chapter

4. (The system in Chapter 4 also requires cooperation between BSs.) Furthermore, a

large fraction of this DoF can be achieved using only few channel uses. For example,

with β = 2, then α = 9, Tc = 7. In that case, the analysis in Appendix D shows that

the DoF = 4.28. When β = 3, then α = 15 and Tc = 11 and the DoF is 4.36.

5.5 Kronecker Structured Linear Precoding for MIMO

IBC with Mt = Mr Antennas

In this section, some specialized choices for the projection matrices Φj are developed

for the case of Mt = Mr antennas and isolated 2 and 3-cell cases.
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5.5.1 G = 2 and Mt = Mr Antennas

In this setting, the subspace interference alignment (SIA) precoding scheme in (Suh

et al., 2011) can be easily extended to include the case of block based signaling with

blocks of Tc channel uses. That extension corresponds to using the precoding scheme

in (5.7) with β = 0 and Tc = (α + 1)/Mr. Using the analysis of Suh et al. (2011), it

can be shown that the DoF of that scheme is 2(TcMr−1)
Tc

which approaches 2Mr as Tc

increases and is achieved without cooperation between BSs.

5.5.2 G = 3 and Mt = Mr Antennas

For the isolated 3-cell MIMO IBC with Mt = Mr antennas, a linear precoding scheme

is considered in which the projection matrices Φj takes a similar structure to that in

(5.3), but with slightly different dimensions:

Φj = Γ1
j ⊗ Γ2

j , (5.11)

where Γ1
j ∈ CTc×β and Γ2

j ∈ CMt×(Mt−1) are independently generated random matrices

from continuous distributions and β < Tc. By construction, the generic rank of Φj

(5.11) is β(Mt − 1). Using the analysis in Appendix E, it can be shown that with

Tc = ⌈3β2 ⌉ this scheme can achieve a DoF of 2(Mt − 1) without BS cooperation and

using only local feedback for any finite extension of channel uses Tc. In Section 5.6,

it will be shown that it gives rise a particularly straightforward implementation of

spatial reuse precoding in the case of a hexagonal cell layout.
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Figure 5.2: Cell-arrangement in a linear model. Users at the cell edge (brown area)
suffer from significant inter-cell interference, while other users do not. Micro-BSs and
hot spots can be deployed in this model, and an example is given in cells 2(L − 1)
and 2L− 1.

5.6 Spatial Reuse Precoding for Structured Net-

works of Unspecified Size

In this section, the proposed schemes leverage insights into the basic properties of the

Kronecker structured precoding schemes for isolated 2-cell and 3-cell networks to ex-

tend them to unbounded networks in which the structure and operation of the network

result in the neighboring connections being dominant. The proposed schemes scale

to networks of arbitrary size, do not require BS cooperation, and employ only local

feedback. In the conceptual development in this section abstract partially-connected

models for the networks will be used. In those models weak connections are modelled

as being absent. The design process is guided by the goal of achieving an improved

DoF on those partially-connected network models over the DoF of conventional in-

terference avoidance schemes (which also scale to networks of arbitrary size, without

BS cooperation and using only local feedback).

5.6.1 A Motivating Example
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Consider a simple example based on the linear downlink network illustrated in Figure

5.2, in the absence of the micro-BS and the hotspot. If the power transmitted by each

BS is controlled so that users that are close to their BSs (i.e., in the green area) do

not suffer from significant interference, then the abstract partially-connected network

model is rather sparse, with only cell-edge users suffering significant interference. One

way to improve the performance of these users is to structure the transmissions in

such a way that each user can cancel one source of interference at its side. As one

example, the precoders designed for the isolated 2-cell case in Section 5.3 provide this

structure.

Now, if the BSs increase their transmit power in an attempt to provide better

levels of service to their assigned users, the size of the green areas in Figure 5.2

will shrink and more users will suffer from significant interference. Let us consider

the case in which each user receives non-negligible interference from both of the

neighboring cells and the interference from all other cells is negligible. The abstract

partially-connected network model for this scenario is considerably more dense than

in the previous scenario. In particular, it appears that in order to apply signaling

techniques from the isolated 2-cell model to this case, every third cell should be turned

off. Unfortunately, doing so results in the same DoF (and in some cases even worse)

as that achieved using conventional interference avoidance techniques.

To examine this scenario more closely, let us consider the case in which each BS

has Mt antennas, each receiver has a single antenna, and signaling is performed in

blocks of Tc channel uses. Now, let us examine cell 2L in Figure 5.2, in which the

users experience interference from BSs 2L − 1 and 2L + 1. If each BS uses a linear

precoding scheme with two-tier precoders of the form of (5.1), then the subspace
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spanned by the interference at user (2L, k) is the column span of

Z2L,k =
[
H2L,k

2L−1Φ2L−1 H2L,k
2L+1Φ2L+1

]
. (5.12)

However, if BSs 2L−1 and 2L+1 use the same precoder, Φodd, and if Φodd = Γ1
o⊗Γ2

o

is designed according to (5.3), then Z2L,k takes the form

Z2L,k =
[
Γ1

o ⊗ ĥ2L,k
2L−1 Γ1

o ⊗ ĥ2L,k
2L+1

]
, (5.13)

where ĥ2L,k
2L±1 = h̃2L,k

2L±1Γ
2
o. Interestingly, since BSs 2L − 1 and 2L + 1 use the same

projection matrix Φodd, the subspace spanned by Z2L,k depends only on Γ1
o; i.e., the

interfering signals arriving from BSs 2L− 1 and 2L+ 1 arrive in the same subspace,

regardless of the channel realization. Generically, that subspace is of dimension β.

Since β is chosen to be less than Tc, this enables each receiver to remove the inter-

cell interference, without cooperation between the BSs, and leaves interference-free

dimensions available for BS 2L to transmit to its desired users. Choosing the same

precoder Φeven for all even-indexed BSs provides the users in the odd-indexed cells

with analogous ability to remove the inter-cell interference.

5.6.2 Definitions

The above example conjures a notion of “Spatial Reuse Precoding” (SRP), a precod-

ing scheme designed in such a way that the signals transmitted by all the interfering

sources that use the same precoder align together into a reduced dimensional sub-

space of the signals received at the unintended receivers. This enables the alignment

of the inter-cell interference without requiring the knowledge of the inter-cell channels
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at the interfering BSs. In a complementary way, one can define the notion of “Spatial

Reuse Factor” (SRF) as the rate at which the same precoder is used in the network.

In the previous example, the SRF is 2.

The following sections will show below that the structured precoding schemes

presented in the previous sections can be modified in such a way to allow SRP in un-

bounded downlink cellular networks that are either linear or approximately hexagonal

in structure.

5.6.3 Unbounded Linear Network

This subsection considers an unbounded MIMO downlink network with cells that are

deployed in a linear manner analogous to the deployment in Figure 5.2. The proposed

structured precoding scheme is akin to that in (5.7), but with a slight modification.

Let us define the projection matrix Φj as

Φj =


[
Γ1

o ⊗ Γ2
o Θj

]
if j is odd[

Γ1
e ⊗ Γ2

e Θj

]
if j is even

(5.14)

where Γ1 ∈ CTc×β, Γ2 ∈ CMt×Mt and Θj ∈ CTcMt×α are independent randomly

generated matrices from continuous distributions. This scheme assigns the same

structured matrix Γ1
o ⊗ Γ2

o to every odd-indexed BS and Γ1
e ⊗ Γ2

e to every even-

indexed BS. If each user experiences interference from the two adjacent BSs, this

kind of implementation permits IA regardless of the exact channel matrix between the

user and each intefering BS, under the condition that the channel remains constant

for Tc channel uses. Indeed, for the kth user in cell 2L, the interference matrix
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Z2L,k =
[
H2L,k

2L−1Φ2L−1 H2L,k
2L+1Φ2L+1

]
can be written as

Z2L,k =
[
Γ1

o ⊗ (H̃2L,k
2L−1Γ

2
o) H2L,k

2L−1Θ2L−1 Γ1
o ⊗ (H̃2L,k

2L+1Γ
2
o) H2L,k

2L+1Θ2L+1

]
. (5.15)

Since Span
[
Γ1

o ⊗ (H̃2,k
1 Γ2

o)
]
= Span

[
Γ1

o ⊗ (H̃2,k
3 Γ2

o)
]
, if the number of channel uses Tc

satisfies

Tc ≥ (βMr + 2α + 1)/Mr (5.16)

then Z2L,k is rank-deficient and each user is capable of removing the inter-cell inter-

ference at its side. Theorem 4 determines the DoF of the proposed precoding scheme

for the unbounded linear model with interference only from neighboring cells.

Theorem 4. For a partially-connected unbounded linear MIMO-IBC operating in a

quasi-static environment, in which each user suffers from interfering signals from the

neighbor cells only, a scheme that implements the precoders in (5.1) with Φj chosen

according to (5.14), Tc chosen to be ⌈β(4Mt−Mr)−1
2Mt−Mr

⌉ and α chosen to be ⌊TcMr−βMr−1
2

⌋

can achieve
(
Mr

2
+ (2Mt−Mr)2

2(4Mt−Mr)

)
DoF per cell as β, and hence Tc, increases.

Proof. See Appendix F.

To gain some insight into the achievable DoF (under the abstract partially-connected

model) of this scheme and to compare it to conventional methods, let us assume that

each BS has Mt = 3 transmit antennas. The following observations hold

1. Using the conventional TDMA technique, eliminating the interference at any

user requires that half the BSs are transmitting and the other half are turned

off. Therefore, the average DoF of each cell is Mt/2 = 1.5 symbols per channel

use. This 1.5 DoF/cell can be achieved without any cooperation between cells,
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other than synchronization of the activation of the BSs.

2. Now, let us consider the scheme developed by Suh et al. (2011) and the scheme

developed in Chapter 4 for the isolated 2-cell MIMO-IBC in which each receiver

has N = 3 and N = 2 receive antennas respectively. In order to eliminate the

inter-cell interference, every third BS must be off. For example, when BS 1

and 2 cooperate together in designing the precoding scheme, BS 3 is turned off.

Since these scheme can achieve 4 DoF for the isolated 2-cell system, the average

DoF/cell in this case is 4/3 = 1.33. Surprisingly TDMA achieves a larger DoF

than pairing neighboring cells as isolated 2-cell networks and turning every third

BS off. This is despite the fact that the scheme of Suh et al. (2011) and the

scheme in Chapter 4 achieve more DoF than TDMA in the case of an isolated

2-cell network. Furthermore, the scheme in Chapter 4 for the isolated 2-cell

model requires coordination between BSs in order to eliminate the inter-cell

interference.

3. Theorem 4 shows that by using the precoding scheme in (5.14), as Tc increases,

the DoF/cell approaches 1.64 when there isMr = 1 receive antenna at each user,

approaches 1.8 when Mr = 2, and approaches 2 when Mr = 3. Furthermore, a

large fraction of these DoF can be achieved in only a few channel uses; when

Mr = 3, a DoF of 1.9 in 9 channel uses can be achieved. Moreover, the proposed

precoding scheme does not require BS cooperation and uses only local feedback.

To illustrate the impact of the improved DoF of the proposed scheme, in Figure

5.3 the achievable sum rates of various schemes have been plotted for nodes with

Mt = Mr = 3 antennas under an abstract partially-connected model for the linear

cell arrangement with interference only from the neighboring cells. For the proposed
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the performance of the proposed schemes in an abstract
partially-connected model for the linear cell arrangement in which each user suffers
from interference from the neighboring cells only

schemes, three different values for β have been chosen, namely β = 1, which results

in α = 2, Tc = 3 and K = 5 active users per cell; β = 2, which results in (α, Tc, K) =

(5, 6, 11), and β = 3 which results in (α, Tc, K) = (8, 9, 17). These schemes are

compared against the TDMA and “isolated 2-cell+TDMA” (with Mr = 3, (Suh

et al., 2011)) schemes in items 1) and 2) above, respectively. Figure 5.3 illustrates

how the improved DoF of the proposed schemes manifests itself in steeper slopes for

the achievable rate curves at high SNRs.

5.6.4 Hot-Spots or Micro-cells in a Linear Arrangement Set-

ting

The network that was considered in the previous section was a single-tier homogeneous

linear network. This subsection describes how the proposed precoding scheme can
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effectively accommodate certain heterogeneous elements. In particular, we will discuss

the case of micro-BSs inserted at the edge of the macro cells and the case of the

addition of a “hot spot”; see Figure 5.2.

In Figure 5.2, a hot-spot is installed close to the BS in cell 2(L−1) and a micro-cell

is deployed at the cell edge between cell 2(L−1) and 2L−1. The micro-BS is assumed

to be equipped with 2-sector antennas that ensure that the radiation pattern of each

sector is directed towards one cell. Now, if the hot-spot and the sector of the micro-BS

that is directed towards cell 2(L−1) use a precoder Φs1 = Φhs = Γ1
o⊗Γ2

o, the users in

cell 2(L−1) will not suffer from any additional interference due to the implementation

of the hot spot or the micro-BS. This is due to the fact that the interfering signals

will arrive in the same subspace as the interference arriving from the two macro-BSs

adjacent to cell 2(L− 1) due to the interference alignment properties of the proposed

scheme. The interference that the users associated with the hot-spot or the micro-BS

receive from BS 2(L− 1) lies in a proper subspace of their received signals and hence

can be projected out. These users will, however, suffer from interference from the odd

indexed BS. That said, those BSs are often quite distant from the users associated

with the hot-spot or the micro-BS and hence, as will be illustrated in Section 5.7,

there will often be a significant range of SNRs over which these users can achieve

performance gains before the performance saturates as a result of the interference.

5.6.5 Unbounded Hexagonal Network

This subsection examines the hexagonal arrangement of cells illustrated in Figure 5.4.

In contrast to the linear case, each user can be viewed as suffering from 2 or 3 dominant

sources of interference. A scenario with Mr = Mt receive antennas is considered and
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Figure 5.4: A spatial reuse precoding scheme for a hexagonal cell arrangement Cells
are divided into three groupsA,B andC. Each group implements the same structured
precoder.

an SRP scheme is developed based on the Kronecker structured precoding scheme

in (5.11), which was developed for the isolated 3-cell network. In particular, three

inter-cell precoders, denoted ΦA, ΦB, and ΦC, are designed according to (5.11) and

assign them to the BSs according to the pattern in Figure 5.4, which has an SRF of

3. The claim is that this precoding scheme enables users in a given cell to project out

the interference from the 2 or 3 dominant sources of interference arriving from the

neighboring cells, while preserving dimensions for communication with the assigned

BS.

To verify that claim, consider the interference matrix for users in the shaded cell

marked A in Figure 5.4 under an abstract partially-connected model in which only

interference from the 3 neighboring cells. Further, consider a user whose dominant

interferers are two BSs using B and one BS using C. If HA,k
B,i denotes the channel

from the ith BS that uses ΦB to this user, and if HA,k
C,i is defined analogously, the

interference matrix can be written as

ZA,k =
[
HA,k

B,1ΦB HA,k
B,2ΦB HA,k

C,1ΦC

]
, (5.17)
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where HA,k
B,mΦB = Γ1

B⊗H̃
A,k
B,mΓ

2
B and HA,k

C,mΦC = Γ1
C⊗H̃

A,k
C,mΓ

2
C. If the receiver designs

a vector q1 to lie in the null space of Γ1
B, and q2 to lie in the null space of H̃A,k

C,1Γ
2
C,

then the receive beamformer wA,k† = q†
1 ⊗ q†

2 eliminates the inter-cell interference,

i.e., wA,k†ZA,k = 0. This is achieved without BS cooperation, and the users perform

only local feedback so that the in-cell beamforming matrices Vj can be designed;

see Section 5.2. (In the more densely connected networks, the other BSs will cause

interference to users in this cell.) As was the case for the linear arrangement, the

precoding scheme described in this section can also effectively accommodate certain

heterogeneous network arrangements.

5.6.6 Variations on the Theme

The simple SRP schemes for unbounded networks that have been described in the

subsections above have been based on direct extensions of the interference alignment

schemes for small networks that were presented in Section 5.3 and 5.5.2. As outlined

in Section 5.2, one of the basic principles of the schemes for these small networks

was for each transmitter to select its projection matrix Φj in such a way that each

receiver can cancel the inter-cell interference using a receive beamforming matrix,

Wi,k. By doing so, the receivers convert the network into isolated single cells with

effective channel gains given by (5.2), and each BS designs its transmit beamformers

Vj using conventional single-cell techniques. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, in the

presence of significant interference from all interfering sources, these straightforward

techniques provide tangible gains over conventional interference avoidance techniques,

while maintaining essentially the same feedback and coordination requirements.

The choice to select the receive beamforming matrix so that all the interfering
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sources are projected out is based on insight from the analysis of the DoF of small

networks, and is an appropriate strategy when all interfering sources generate signif-

icant interference. In typical cellular architectures the dynamic range of the powers

of the interfering signals at a given receiver can be large, and at a typical operating

SNR the requirement that the receivers eliminate all the inter-cell interference may

not be necessary, or even desirable. As will be demonstrated in the simulations, the

proposed approach can accommodate other receive beamforming strategies that seek

a balance between inter-cell interference cancellation and the gain of the desired sig-

nal. A natural choice is the receive beamforming matrix that maximizes the SINR

(e.g., Gomadam et al., 2011),

Wi,k ∝ (Qi,k)−1Hi,k
i ΦiV

k
i , (5.18)

where Qi,k is the interference plus noise covariance matrix at user (i, k). In the

proposed system, the in-cell beamforming matrices Vk
j are designed after the effective

channels are fed back to the assigned BSs and hence are not available when Wi,k is

designed. Although an iterative design scheme along the lines of Gomadam et al.

(2011) can be envisioned, the simulations suggest that a substantial performance

gains can be obtained by determining Wi,k in (5.18) as if Vj was an identity matrix.

5.7 Simulation Results

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed schemes in the case of the

homogeneous network with hexagonal arrangement of cells shown in Figure 5.4 and

in the case of the heterogeneous network with linear arrangement of cells shown in
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Table 5.1: Break points in piece-wise linear path loss model

Distance αloss

≤ 200m 2
500m 3
2km 4
10km 5

Figure 5.2. The effect of the distance between any transmitter and any receiver is

captured by a piece-wise linear path loss model (McCune and Feher, 1997; Oda et al.,

2000), where the path loss exponent αloss varies with distance according to linear

interpolation between points in Table 5.1.

5.7.1 Hexagonal Cell Arrangement Model

The first experiment examines the performance of the hexagonal arrangement of

cells shown in Figure 5.4, with a cell radius of 500m. A model of 19 cells that wraps

around itself is considered. The BSs and terminals each have four antennas, i.e.,

Mt = Mr = 4, and each receiver is sent a single data stream; i.e., di,k = 1, ∀i, k.

In all the schemes that will be considered the BSs allocate the same power to each

data stream; i.e., with the data symbols normalized so that they have unit average

energy, the single column “matrices” in (4.6) have norm ∥Tk
j∥2 =

√
γj/K. To ensure

that the average power transmitted by each BS, E{xH
j xj}/Tc, is the same for all the

considered schemes, the parameter γj is chosen to be PTc. The achievable rate of

users will be evaluated at different positions within their cells, as a function of P ,

where, as in (4.3), the receiver noise variance is normalized to 1.

The current experiment will compare the performance of the proposed scheme

(prop), against schemes based on designs for isolated single cell (Gesbert et al., 2010),
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2-cell (Suh et al., 2011) and 3-cell (Medra and Davidson, 2014) networks. In all of

the considered networks, there is no cooperation between BSs and only local feedback

is employed. In each cell, K = 9 users are served. In all of the considered schemes,

intra-cell interference is cancelled by having the receivers feed back their effective

channels (cf. (5.2)) and then choosing Vj to be the zero-forcing beamforming matrix

(Spencer et al., 2004b). (A subsequent “dedicated” training step enables receiver

(i, k) to estimate Hi,k
j Γk

j Caire et al. (cf. 2010). In the proposed SRP scheme, the

precoding matrix Φj is chosen according to (5.11), with β = 3 and the SRP pattern

in Figure 5.4. This results in a block length of Tc = 4. For the reasons outlined in

Section 5.6.6, each receiver will employ the Max-SINR receive beamforming in (5.18).

As its name suggests, the scheme based on insight from the isolated single-cell case

(1-cell) ignores (inter-cell) interference. The precoder Φ is a random matrix of size

MTc,1-cell ×K and hence, a block length Tc,1-cell = 3 is chosen to enable K = 9 users

to be served in each cell. Here, there is no spatial reuse; each BS (randomly) chooses

its precoder Φ individually. Since the 1-cell design ignores the inter-cell interference,

the receive beamformer wi,k is chosen to be the matched filter, i.e., wi,k is aligned

with the left singular vector of Hi,k
i Φi that corresponds to the largest singular value.

In the scheme based on the isolated 2-cell case (2-cell), the precoding matrix

Φ at each BS is chosen using the subspace interference alignment technique (Suh

et al., 2011); which was described in Section 5.5.1. For K = 9 users per cell, this

results in block length Tc,2-cell = 3. In an isolated 2-cell network, this choice of Φ

enables each receiver to project out the interference that it receives from the other

BS. To extend that notion to the case of an unbounded network, each receiver chooses

its receive beamformer wi,k to project out the dominant interference source, i.e.,
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wi,k ∈ N (Hi,k
j∗ Φj∗), where j∗ is the index of the dominant interfering BS, and N (·)

denotes the null-space. In practice this null-space can be obtained using principal

component analysis of the signals received when BS i is turned off (cf. Krim and

Viberg, 1996).

The scheme based on the isolated 3-cell case (3-cell) is developed in a similar way.

The precoders are chosen using the subspace interference alignment scheme of Medra

and Davidson (2014) with Tc,3-cell = 5. In an isolated 3-cell network, this choice of Φ

enables each receiver to project out the interference from both the interfering BSs.

Analogous to the 2-cell case, when bringing this design into an unbounded network,

each receiver projects out the two dominant sources of interference.

In Figure 5.5, the achievable rates of three users in the network are compared

under the four schemes described above. The first user (Ucenter) is located close to

its serving base station, the second user (Umid) is located half way to the cell edge, and

the third user (Uedge) is located at the cell edge (at the center of a face of a hexagon).

Figure 5.5 shows that at high SNRs the proposed SRP scheme has a significant impact

on the rates that can be achieved by the cell edge user. In particular, it provides 110%

and 65% increases over the achievable rates of the schemes based on the 2-cell and

3-cell schemes, respectively, and more than a 10 fold increase over the 1-cell scheme

(which does not manage interference). For the users at the cell center interference

has a smaller impact, and the interference cancellation properties of the proposed

SRP, which requires a block length of 4, are outweighed by the increased symbol rate

enabled by the schemes based on the 1-cell and 2-cell designs. Those schemes are able

to serve the 9 users per cell in a block of 3 channel uses. The isolated 2-cell design has

a slight advantage over the 1-cell design in that it enables some interference mitigation
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Figure 5.5: Achievable rates of various users in a hexagonal cellular network under
four different signalling schemes.

and that scheme provides a 17% increase in the achievable rate of users close to the

center over that provided by the proposed SRP scheme. That said, even for central

users the proposed SRP scheme provides 32% increase over the scheme based on the

3-cell design.

5.7.2 A Heterogeneous Network Model

This subsection considers the heterogeneous network based on the linear arrangement

of cells depicted in Figure 5.2. The network consists of macro-cells of radius 1.5km,

plus micro-cells that are deployed mid-way between each pair of macro-cell BSs to

provide service to the cell-edge users of the macro-cells. The micro-cell is modelled

as having a radius of 400m and the micro BS is equipped with 2-sector antennas,

where each radiation pattern is directed towards one cell. The transmitting power

of each sector is 15 dB lower than the transmitting power of the macro-BS. Finally,
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a hot-spot is installed near BS 2(L − 1) and its transmitting power is 30 dB lower

than the transmitting power of the macro-BS. The hot-spot is assumed to serve users

within a radius of 50m. The BSs and the hot-spot implement the precoding scheme

in (5.14), as explained in Section 5.6.4. β = 2 is chosen, and, using Theorem 4, α = 5

and Tc = 6. The number of users in the macro-cell is 11 users per cell, while the

number of users per sector in the micro-cell is 6. Another modelling assumption is

that the hot-spot serves up to 6 users.

In order to demonstrate the potential performance gains in terms of the achievable

rates of users in the network, the current experiment simulates the performance of

three users associated with each transmitting source, i.e., the macro-BS, the micro-BS

and the hot-spot. These three users are located in the center, mid-way and boundary

locations in the cell or covering area of each transmitting source, analogous to what

was done in the hexagonal arrangement setting. The result of this experiment is

illustrated in Figure 5.6

As can be seen from Figure 5.6, the users in the macro-cell are capable of re-

moving the interference from the two adjacent BSs, the hot-spot and the micro-cell.

They achieve improved performance as the transmitting power increases, until the

interference from the next macro-BSs with the same precoder becomes significant,

which is at powers beyond the scope of the graph. Although the users associated

with the micro-cell or the hot-spot cannot remove all the interfering signals and their

achievable rates saturate with increasing transmitting power, there is a wide range of

transmitting powers before saturation takes place. The rate gains achieved over this

range of powers are achieved without any sort of coordination between the existing

macro-cell network and the micro-cell or the hot-spot and using only local feedback.
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Figure 5.6: Achievable rates of various users in the heterogeneous linear model in
Figure 5.2 under the proposed signalling scheme. The heterogeneous network consists
of macro-cells, micro-cells and a hot-spot.

A key observation from Figure 5.6 is that the performance of the original macro-

cells network was not altered as a result of the introduction of the micro-cells or the

hot-spot, and these additional users can achieve substantial performance gains for a

wide range of operating SNRs. Moreover, the presence of a micro-cell can provide

improved performance for cell-edge users of the corresponding macro-cell. As seen

in Figure 5.6, the achievable rate of any user associated with the micro-cell is higher

than that of the cell-edge user of the macro-cell for a large range of transmitting

powers before saturation.
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5.8 Conclusion

In this chapter an approach to interference management in large structured networks

has been developed. The approach is based on the observation that a linear time-

invariant channel cannot expand the subspace spanned by a transmitted signal. This

observation inspired the development of a notion of spatial reuse precoding in which

the arrangement of the signal subspaces occupied by transmitters in a structured

network is managed so that the dominant interfering subspaces align at each receiver.

It has been shown that the alignment of the inter-cell interference provided by such

a “spatial reuse precoding” scheme can be achieved without the need for inter-cell

channel state information at the base stations, and it requires only a modest number

of channel uses. By employing a two-level precoder structure in which the “inter-

cell” precoder has a Kronecker structure, it has been shown how the receivers could

eliminate the dominant components of the interference. By doing so they reduce the

problem of designing the “intra-cell” precoder to the well-studied problem of downlink

precoding for a single isolated cell. In addition to demonstrating the substantially

increased rates that the proposed scheme can provide to cell edge users in single-tier

homogeneous networks, it has also been illustrated how the principles that underlie

spatial reuse precoding can be extended to certain classes of multi-tier heterogeneous

networks.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Future Work

6.1 Summary

This thesis developed approaches to problems that arise in the design and implemen-

tation of linear precoding schemes for linear downlink MIMO networks. As described

in Chapter 1, these systems consist of a (quantized) feedback mechanism by which the

transmitter or transmitters are informed of some of the properties of the channels to

the receivers, and the linear precoding scheme. In point-to-point links and in single-

cell downlink networks, the architecture of the feedback network is well established

and the focus was on the design of the quantization scheme, and, in particular, on the

design of the codebook for memoryless quantization and the design of an incremental

quantization scheme that leverages codebooks design for the memoryless case. In

multi-cell downlink networks, the design of the linear precoding scheme can reshape

the architecture of the feedback network. The second half of the thesis focused on the

development of precoding schemes for multi-cell downlink networks that provide im-

proved performance over conventional schemes and yet requires only “local” feedback
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networks of the form considered in the first half of the thesis.

Chapter 2 discussed the problem of constructing quantization codebooks that can

be used in memoryless quantization systems. In particular, smooth optimization

objectives were developed that can be minimized using optimization techniques on

the Grassmannian manifold. Chapter 2 started the presentation by designing uncon-

strained codebooks according to the chordal distance or the Fubini-Study distance.

In several settings, it was shown that the designed codebooks are optimal when com-

pared to a known bound on the minimum distance between any codewords in the

codebook. Using the insights from the developed optimization objectives for the un-

constrained codebooks, other objective functions were proposed in order to design

more complicated codebooks that possess attractive features for practical implemen-

tation as constant modulus codebooks and finite alphabet codebooks. Further, an

incremental method was proposed, inspired by the generation of mutually unbiased

bases, to construct larger codebooks with elements selected from defined alphabet.

The performance gains that can be achieved using the designed codebooks when im-

plemented in limited feedback systems were shown to be significant in the simulations

under different system models.

While the codebooks in Chapter 2 were designed to be used in memoryless quan-

tization schemes, in Chapter 3 an incremental feedback scheme was proposed for

temporally-correlated channels that utilizes these codebooks. The basic concept of

the incremental scheme depends on moving from one point on the manifold to another

point along the geodesic. Despite of the rather simple concept, the proposed incre-

mental scheme exhibits many attractive features, one of which is the requirement of

only one codebook for initialization and updates and this codebook can be designed
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by the methods described in Chapter 2. Furthermore, this scheme can recover au-

tonomously from errors in the feedback path. In order to implement the incremental

feedback scheme, two different approaches were proposed that differ in the way that

the feedback budget is partitioned and the underlying channel model. In particular,

the robust incremental scheme provided improved performance compared to some

existing schemes in a variety of channel settings.

In Chapter 4, the thesis moved to the study of linear precoding schemes for multi-

cell downlink networks. That chapter reviewed an intriguing approach to actively

manage interference instead of avoiding it, namely Interference Alignment (IA). Then

it proposed an IA linear precoding scheme that achieves the optimal spatial DoF for

the isolated 2-cell MIMO downlink network. Although that scheme is suitable for

feedback implementation, it requires several rounds of dedicated training. Further,

it was concluded that increasing the spatial dimensions at the users resulted in a

substantial reduction in the feedback requirements by enabling the use of a linear

precoding scheme that requires only local feedback for operation. This suggested

that it is preferable to design linear precoding schemes that can achieve improved

DoF using only local feedback.

The extension from the isolated 2-cell downlink network to the general case of

a G-cell MIMO interference broadcast channel (IBC) was presented in Chapter 5.

In particular, Kronecker structured linear precoding schemes were designed that can

achieve improved DoF when compared to the conventional interference avoidance

schemes such as TDMA, while requiring only local feedback. Based on the insight

from the developed schemes, the notion of spatial reuse precoding SRP was intro-

duced. Using two different arrangements of cells, it was shown that precoding schemes
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Figure 6.1: Achievable DoF for different values of G.

that exhibit the SRP can provide improved achievable rates compared to some ex-

isting schemes. Moreover, a case study was presented in which the precoders with

SRP property can be implemented effectively in a heterogeneous network. The main

outcome of this study is that users associated with different transmitting sources can

achieve good performance in terms of achievable rate for a wide range of operating

SNRs.

6.2 Future Work

This thesis has focused on designing linear precoding schemes that require only lo-

cal feedback for operation. Although the structured precoding schemes in Chapter 5

may be sub-optimal in terms of DoF, they still achieve improved performance when

compared to conventional interference avoidance schemes (which also require only

local feedback). Further, those schemes highlighted the potential gains that can be
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achieved by precoding over multiple channel uses over which the channel is constant.

In particular, the notion of spatial reuse precoding was introduced in which the same

precoder can be used by multiple BSs in certain site arrangement of cells. A re-

search direction that appears to be worthy of investigation is the implementation of

a Kronecker-structured precoding schemes for different channel models and different

assumptions. As one example, let us consider an OFDM based system model such as

the one presented by Suh and Tse (2008) and a hexagonal arrangement of cells. For

further simplification, let us assume that the physical channel between any transmit-

ter and receiver consists only of one path, i.e., LOS channel, and the bandwidth is

large enough to achieve the DoF of the network. Suh and Tse (2008) developed a

precoding scheme for the uplink network that can achieve

DoF =
Gβ(G−1)

(β + 1)(G−1)
=

GK

( G−1
√
K + 1)(G−1)

(6.1)

which approaches G as the number of users per cell K increases. Figure 6.1 illustrates

the achievable DoF of the network for different values of G. Using the uplink-downlink

network duality (Yu, 2006), let us assume that there exists a precoding scheme for

the downlink network that can achieve the DoF in (6.1). Though it is clear that the

precoding scheme can achieve the G-DoF of the network as the number of dimen-

sions increases, the rate of convergence of the DoF to the optimal value significantly

decreases by increasing G. For example, in the isolated 2-cell case, the precoding

scheme can achieve a large fraction of the optimal 2-DoF using fewer dimensions

when compared to the isolated 3-cell case. Now, for a hexagonal network with G = 7

cells, a question that may arise is that whether it is desirable to design the linear

precoder assuming that G = 7 or not. In fact, if such a precoding scheme exists,
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it can designed for the isolated 7-cell, which is capable of providing interference free

reception for every user in the entire network. However, as seen in Figure 6.1, this

requires a very large number of dimensions, which may not be available. This is in

addition to the required bandwidth scaling in order to achieve the target DoF.

An alternative approach that uses the insights from Chapter 5 is to design a

Kronecker-structured linear precoder based on the assumption of G = 3 cells for an

OFDM based system, then allow multiple BSs to reuse the same precoder, with a

spatial reuse factor of 3, as had been done in the hexagonal arrangement of cells in

Chapter 5. Several other factors should be also taken into account in that design,

including

• Number of users per cell: A point that is worthy of investigation is the effect of

a multi-user scheduler on the performance in terms of DoF and achievable sum

rate.

• Network connectivity: In Chapters 5, the losses due to signal propagation were

modelled using a piece-wise linear path loss model. Indeed, there are other

models that need to be examined and may result in different conclusions on

the amount of connectivity in the network. As one example, one may need to

consider a model for an indoor path losses and examine how many dominant

interfering sources are realized by a user.

• Effect of receive beamforming: In the case of point to point network, a user

designs its receive beamformer in order to maximize the received signal power.

In contrast, in a fully connected network at high SNRs, the user designs the

receive beamformer in such a way to cancel the interference. A more practical

case can be made when a user suffers from dominant sources of interference, but
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not all of them. This is the case of partially connected network, where it may

be advantageous to design the receive beamformer to cancel only the dominant

interfering sources while aiming at improving the received signal power.

• The site arrangement of cells: The topology of the cellular network need not to

be hexagonal or linear, and, accordingly, some insights regarding the effect of

the BS arrangement on the system performance have to be discussed.

• Heterogeneous networks: As demonstrated in Chapter 5, designing precoding

schemes that allow the implementation of multi-tier networks without requiring

significant resource exchange can provide better quality of service and coverage

for cell-edge users. This is a topic that will likely require significant investiga-

tion.

• Power allocation: In the discussions and simulations in Chapters 5, one as-

sumption is that uniform power loading is performed across all data streams.

However, in practice, the power allocated for a user close to the base stations is

likely to be smaller than the power allocated for a cell-edge user. Accordingly,

applying different power assignment techniques can result in different perfor-

mance gains for users located at different places in the cell and in the sum

achievable rate of the network. Further, the interference pattern experienced

by each user will be quite different compared to the uniform power loading case.

This may allow for further improvement of the performance of cell-edge users.

• Fractional SRP: In an analogous way to fractional frequency reuse (Novlan

et al., 2011; Rahman and Yanikomeroglu, 2010), SRP can be designed in such

a way that different structured precoders with different power loading can be
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assigned to users in different locations in the cell. This enables the base stations

in the network in assigning higher power levels to cell-edge users, and, at the

same time, the structure of the linear precoders enables these users to eliminate

the dominant sources of interference.
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Appendix A

Further Results for the Minimum

Fubini-Study Distance of

Unconstrained Codebooks

Table A.1 provides the minimum Fubini-Study distances of unconstrained codebooks

that have been designed for dimensions for which there is no corresponding codebook

in the catalogue of Love (2004).
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Table A.1: Minimum Fubini-Study distances of unconstrained codebooks (continued
from Table 2.1).

Mt ×M N Designed Codebook

4× 3 8 1.1820
4× 3 16 1.1070
4× 3 32 0.8805
4× 3 64 0.7413
6× 2 8 1.5691
6× 2 16 1.4812
6× 2 32 1.3636
6× 2 64 1.2986
8× 3 8 1.5652
8× 3 16 1.5420
8× 3 32 1.5080
8× 3 64 1.4628
8× 4 8 1.5679
8× 4 16 1.5410
8× 4 32 1.5109
8× 4 64 1.4703
10× 2 8 1.5707
10× 2 16 1.5468
10× 2 32 1.5277
10× 2 64 1.4708
10× 3 8 1.5706
10× 3 16 1.5624
10× 3 32 1.5230
10× 3 64 1.5002
12× 2 8 1.5708
12× 2 16 1.5600
12× 2 32 1.5247
12× 2 64 1.4945
16× 2 8 1.5708
16× 2 16 1.5684
16× 2 32 1.5254
16× 2 64 1.4979
16× 3 8 1.5708
16× 3 16 1.5704
16× 3 32 1.5580
16× 3 64 1.5394
16× 4 8 1.5708
16× 4 16 1.5708
16× 4 32 1.5652
16× 4 64 1.5546
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Appendix B

Derivation of (3.9)

The derivation begins with the channel model in (3.6), Hn = βHn−1 +
√
1− β2Θn,

and the singular value decompositions Hn = UnΣnV
H
n and Θn = QnΛnS

H
n . Using

the analysis in the Appendix of Kim et al. (2011a), it can be shown that when M is

chosen to be equal to Mr,

E{||HnPn−1||2F}

= E{β2||Hn−1Pn−1||2F + (1− β2)||ΘnPn−1||2F} (B.1a)

= E{β2||Σn−1V
H
n−1Pn−1||

2

F
+ (1− β2)||ΛnS

H
n Pn−1||

2

F}. (B.1b)

Furthermore, using the unitary invariance of the Frobenius norm

E{||HnVn||2F} = E{||UnΣnV
H
n Vn||

2

F} = E{tr(Σ2
n)} (B.2)
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Using the fact that (Kim et al., 2011a)

E{tr(Σ2
n)} = E{tr(Σ2

n−1)} = E{tr(Λ2
n)}, (B.3)

it can then be deduced that

E{||HnVn||2F} − E{||HnPn−1||2F}

= E{tr(Σ2
n)} − E{β2||Σn−1V

H
n−1Pn−1||

2

F
+ (1− β2)||ΛnS

H
n Pn−1||

2

F} (B.4a)

= E{tr
(
β2Σ2

n−1(IM −VH
n−1Pn−1P

H
n−1Vn−1) + (1− β2)Λ2

n(IM − SH
n Pn−1P

H
n−1Sn)

)
}.

(B.4b)

Using the properties of the trace operator and the fact that ||X||2F = tr(XHX) , it

can be shown that

E{||HnVn||2F} − E{||HnPn−1||2F}

= E{tr(Σ2
n)} − E{||ΣnV

H
n Pn−1||

2

F} (B.5a)

= E{tr
(
Σ2

n(IM −VH
n Pn−1P

H
n−1Vn)

)
}. (B.5b)

Using the fact that the expectation and the trace operations are linear, by equating

(B.4b) and (B.5b), then

tr
(
E{Σ2

n(IM −VH
n Pn−1P

H
n−1Vn)}

)
= tr

(
E{β2Σ2

n−1(IM −VH
n−1Pn−1P

H
n−1Vn−1) + (1− β2)Λ2

n(IM − SH
n Pn−1P

H
n−1Sn)}

)
.

(B.6)
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Furthermore, using the fact that the channel gains and directions are independent

and by using (B.3), the relation in (B.6) can be rewritten as

tr
(
E{Σ2

n}E{IM −VH
n Pn−1P

H
n−1Vn}

)
= tr

(
E{Σ2

n−1}E{β2(IM −VH
n−1Pn−1P

H
n−1Vn−1)}

+ (1− β2) E{Λ2
n}E{IM − SH

n Pn−1P
H
n−1Sn}

)
(B.7a)

= tr
(
E{Σ2

n}E{β2
(
IM −VH

n−1Pn−1P
H
n−1Vn−1

)
+ (1− β2)

(
IM − SH

n Pn−1P
H
n−1Sn

)
}
)
.

(B.7b)

By defining

A = E{Σ2
n} (B.8)

and

B = E{β2
(
IM −VH

n−1Pn−1P
H
n−1Vn−1

)
+ (1− β2)

(
IM − SH

n Pn−1P
H
n−1Sn

)
−

(
IM −VH

n Pn−1P
H
n−1Vn

)
}, (B.9)

and by moving the right hand side of (B.7) to the left hand side, the relation in (B.7)

can be rewritten as tr(AB) = 0. Since A and B are symmetric, the quantity tr(AB)

can be bounded by (Fang et al., 1994)

λmin(A) tr(B) ≤ tr(AB) ≤ λmax(A) tr(B) (B.10)

where λmax(A) is the greatest eigenvalue of the matrix A and λmin(A) is the least

eigenvalue. Under channel models in which E{Σ2
n} has full rank, such as the case of

the model in (3.6), λmin(A) > 0, and therefore the condition tr(AB) = 0 implies that
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tr(B) = 0. Therefore,

tr(B) = tr
(
E
{
β2

(
IM −VH

n−1Pn−1P
H
n−1Vn−1

)
+ (1− β2)

(
IM − SH

n Pn−1P
H
n−1Sn

)
−

(
IM −VH

n Pn−1P
H
n−1Vn

)})
(B.11a)

= E
{
tr
(
β2

(
IM −VH

n−1Pn−1P
H
n−1Vn−1

)
+ (1− β2)

(
IM − SH

n Pn−1P
H
n−1Sn

)
−

(
IM −VH

n Pn−1P
H
n−1Vn

))}
(B.11b)

= β2 E
{
d2ch(Pn−1,Vn−1)

}
+ (1− β2) E

{
d2ch(Pn−1,Sn)

}
− E

{
d2ch(Pn−1,Vn)

}
= 0

(B.11c)

This concludes the derivation of (3.9).

For the case in which M is chosen to be less than Mr, the corresponding steps

yield an inequality in the form of tr(ĀB̄) ≥ 0, where Ā = E{Σ̄2
n} and B̄ takes

the form in (B.11) with Vn replaced by V̄n. That implies that E{d2ch(Pn−1,Vn)} ≤

β2 E{d2ch(Pn−1,Vn−1)}+ (1− β2) E{d2ch(Pn−1,Sn)}. Accordingly, the step size in the

model-based scheme is designed based on the upper bound on the expected chordal

distance between (Pn−1,Vn).
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Appendix C

Approximation of

E
{
d2ch(Pn−1, V̄n−1)

}
In order to find an expression for E

{
d2ch(Pn−1, V̄n−1)

}
, a Voronoi region approxima-

tion akin to that of Choi et al. (2012) is employed. To do so, first define the spherical

cap centered at U with radius r to be (Dai et al., 2008):

SU(r) = {V : dch(U,V) < r;V ∈ GMt,M}. (C.12)

The volume of that spherical cap is:

Vol
(
SU(r)

)
= CMt,Mr2M(Mt−M), (C.13)

where CMt,M was defined in (3.12).

The analysis begins with the point Pn−2 on the manifold, and the set of all points

on the manifold that can be obtained by taking a step of size tn−1 along a geodesic from
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that point. Using the approximate relationship between the geodesic and chordal dis-

tances in (3.8), one can represent that set of points by the spherical cap SPn−2(γtn−1).

When updating Pn−2 to Pn−1 a step of size tn−1 is taken in the direction of one of the

2B elements of the codebook F . If those elements are modelled as being isotropically

distributed, then implicitly SPn−2(γtn−1) can be partitioned into 2B spherical caps

of equal radii. If the (high-resolution) Voronoi approximation is employed such that

those 2B spherical caps cover SPn−2(γtn−1) without overlap, then each has a volume

that is 1/2B of the volume of SPn−2(γtn−1). Using (C.13), this means that the radius,

rn of each of the 2B spherical caps is such that

2BCMt,Mr2M(Mt−M)
n = CMt,M(γtn−1)

2M(Mt−M). (C.14)

That is,

r2n = (γtn−1)
22

−B
M(Mt−M) . (C.15)

Now, when actually taking the step from Pn−2 the proposed scheme moves in the

direction of Pn−1, which is the centre of the one of the 2B spherical caps that contains

V̄n−1. That is, V̄n−1 lies in SPn−1(rn). Therefore, up to the accuracy of the above

approximations, E
{
d2ch(Pn−1, V̄n−1)

}
= r2n = (γtn−1)

22
−B

M(Mt−M) . In order to account

for the errors incurred in those approximations, and in particular the errors incurred

in the Voronoi approximation, a correction factor µ ∈ [0, 1] is applied to that result

and the approximation is refined to

E
{
d2ch(Pn, V̄n)

}
≈ µ(γtn)

22
−B

M(Mt−M) . (C.16)

Although it appears to be difficult to obtain an analytic expression for µ, it depends
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on the number of codewords in the codebook and the dimension of the manifold

and can be determined, off-line, using straightforward numerical techniques. In the

simulations, it was found that for a codebook of 24 codewords, setting 0.9 < µ < 0.95

gives good performance. As the number of feedback bits increases, the accuracy of

the Voronoi region approximation also increases, and hence µ approaches 1.
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Appendix D

Achievable DoF for N ≥ 1 Case,

M > N

The number of scheduled users per cell cannot exceed the rank of the matrix Φj,

which is βMt + α. The interference matrix for the kth user in cell 1, Z1,k can be

written as

Z1,k =

[
Z1,k

2 Z1,k
3 . . . Z1,k

G

]
(D.17)

where Z1,k
j is the interference matrix between user k in cell 1 and BS j. Further Z1,k

2

can expressed as

Z1,k
2 =

[
(ITc ⊗ H̃1,k

2 )(Γ2
1 ⊗ Γ2

2) (ITc ⊗ H̃1,k
2 )Θ2

]
=

[
Z1,k

21 Z1,k
22

]
(D.18)

where Z1,k
21 = Γ2

1⊗Ĥ1,k
2 , Ĥ1,k

2 = H̃1,k
2 Γ2

2 and Z1,k
22 = (ITc⊗H̃1,k

2 )Θ2. Since rank(Z
1,k
2 ) ≤

rank(Z1,k
21 ) + rank(Z1,k

22 ) ≤ rank(Γ2
1) rank(Ĥ

1,k
2 ) + α ≤ βMr + α, and the rank of Z1,k

g
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can be bounded in an analogous way, the rank of Z1,k is upper bounded by

rank(Z1,k) ≤ (G− 1)(βMr + α). (D.19)

In order to allow each user to cancel the inter-cell interference, Z1,k should be rank-

deficient. Therefore, the number of channel uses Tc is lower bounded by

Tc ≥
(
(G− 1)(βMr + α) + 1

)
/Mr (D.20)

If α is set to be α = ⌊TcMr−(G−1)βMr−1
G−1

⌋ and account is taken of the fact that the

number of users cannot exceed
(
Tc− (G− 1)β

)
Mt in order to have full rank effective

channels (which is required to enable the design of the transmit beamformers vi,k),

then

(
Tc − (G− 1)β

)
Mt = βMt + α (D.21)

Therefore, the smallest Tc that can be chosen is

Tc =
⌈β(G− 1)(GMt −Mr)− 1

(G− 1)Mt −Mr

⌉
. (D.22)

The DoF of the proposed scheme can then be calculated as GK
Tc

. As Tc increases, the

DoF approaches G
(

Mr

G−1
+ ((G−1)Mt−Mr)(Mt−Mr)

(G−1)(GMt−Mr)

)
.
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Appendix E

Achievable DoF of the 3-cell

MIMO IBC Scheme

The interference matrix at the kth user in cell 1 is

Z1,k =
[
H1,k

2 Φ2 H1,k
3 Φ3

]
(E.23)

and it can be shown that Z1,k is rank deficient as follows. The transpose of Z1,k can

be written as

Z1,kT =

Γ1
2

T ⊗ (H̃1,k
2 Γ2

2)
T

Γ1
3

T ⊗ (H̃1,k
3 Γ2

3)
T

 . (E.24)

Let Γ1
2

T
= U1S1V

†
1 and (H̃1,1

2 Γ2
2)

T = U2S2V
†
2 be the singular value decomposi-

tions (SVDs) of Γ1
2

T
and (H̃1,1

2 Γ2
2)

T , respectively. The matrices U1, U2, V1 and

V2 are unitary matrices of dimensions β × β, (Mt − 1) × (Mt − 1), Tc × Tc and

Mt × Mt, respectively. The matrix S1 is β × Tc “diagonal” matrix, of the form

of S = [diag(s1, s2, . . . sβ) 0β×(Tc−β)], where diag(s1, s2, . . . sβ) is a diagonal matrix
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with (s1, s2, . . . sβ) on its diagonal and 0β×(Tc−β) is a β × (Tc − β) zero matrix.

Similarly, the matrix is (Mt − 1) × Mt “diagonal” matrix, of the form of S2 =

[diag(s1, s2, . . . s(Mt−1)) 0(Mt−1)×1].

Define Γ1
3

T
V1 = Q3R3 and (H̃1,k

3 Γ2
3)

TV2 = Q4R4 to be the QR decompositions of

Γ1
3

T
V1 and (H̃1,k

3 Γ2
3)

TV2, respectively. The matrices Q3 and Q4 are unitary matrices

of dimensions β × β and (Mt − 1)× (Mt − 1) respectively. The matrices R3 and R4

are upper triangular matrices of dimensions β × Tc and (Mt − 1)×Mt, respectively.

The matrix Z1,kT in (E.24) can be rewritten as

Z1,kT =

U1S1V
†
1 ⊗U2S2V

†
2

Q3R3V
†
1 ⊗Q4R4V

†
2

 (E.25)

=

 (U1 ⊗U2)(S1 ⊗ S2)(V
†
1 ⊗V†

2)

(Q3 ⊗Q4)(R3 ⊗R4)(V
†
1 ⊗V†

2)

 (E.26)

=

U1 ⊗U2 0

0 Q3 ⊗Q4


 S1 ⊗ S2

R3 ⊗R4

V†
1 ⊗V†

2 (E.27)

= UΣV† (E.28)

where

U =

U1 ⊗U2 0

0 Q3 ⊗Q4

 , Σ =

 S1 ⊗ S2

R3 ⊗R4


and V† = V†

1 ⊗V†
2. The matrix U has full rank since it is a block diagonal matrix

whose diagonal entry is the Kronecker product of two unitary matrices. A simi-

lar argument can be made for the matrix V. If R3 = W3 + Y3, where W3 =

[0β×β L3] and L3 is a matrix consisting of the (Tc − β) right most columns of
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the matrix R3, then Y3 = [Rβ×β 0Tc×(Tc−β)]. Further, if R4 = W4 + Y4, where

W4 = [0(Mt−1)×(Mt−1) L4] and L4 is the right most column of the matrix R4, then

Y4 = [R(Mt−1)×(Mt−1) 0(Mt−1)×1]. Since augmenting zeros to any matrix does not

change its rank, zeros can be added to R3 and by definition to W3, L3, and Y3 to

match the dimensions of R4 or vise versa. Now

Σ =

 S1 ⊗ S2

R3 ⊗R4

 =

 S1 ⊗ S2

Y3 ⊗Y4

+

 0

Σ2

 (E.29)

= Σ1 +

 0

Σ2

 (E.30)

where Σ2 = W3 ⊗Y4 +Y3 ⊗W4 +W3 ⊗W4. Due to the specific structure of the

matrices S1, S2, Y3 and Y4, the matrix Σ1 has (TcMt − β(Mt − 1)) zero columns

and its rank rank(Σ1) ≤ β(Mt − 1). Since W3 ⊗R4 = W3 ⊗Y4 +W3 ⊗W4, but

rank(W3 ⊗R4) = rank(W3 ⊗Y4) = (Tc − β)(Mt − 1), this implies that

Span(W3 ⊗W4) ⊂ Span(W3 ⊗Y4). (E.31)

By using similar argument, Span(W3 ⊗W4) ⊂ Span(Y3 ⊗W4) and the rank of the

matrix Σ2 cannot exceed (Tc − β)(Mt − 1) + β − (Tc − β). Since

rank(Σ) ≤ rank(Σ1) + rank(Σ2), (E.32)
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then

rank(Σ) ≤ β(Mt − 1) + (Tc − β)(Mt − 1) + β − (Tc − β) (E.33)

= TcMt − 2(Tc − β). (E.34)

Finally, the rank of the interference matrix Z1,kT

rank(Z1,kT ) ≤ min
(
rank(U), rank(Σ), rank(V)

)
(E.35)

≤ rank(Σ) (E.36)

≤ TcMt − 2(Tc − β). (E.37)

For any Tc > β, Z1,k is rank deficient. For example, if Tc is chosen such that Tc = β+1,

the rank of Zi,k is TcMt − 2 and hence, it has a null space of dimension 2. Since Zi,k

is rank deficient, user (i, k) designs each receive beamformer wi,k to lie in the null

space of Z1,k such that wi,k†Zi,k = 0.

Following the design of the equalizers, each user feeds back its effective channel to

its BS in order for the BS to design the transmit beamformers vi,k that will eliminate

the intra-cell interference. In order to characterize the DoF of the 3-cell MIMO-

IBC with Mt = Mr antennas, consider the fact that the number of scheduled users

per cell cannot exceed the rank of the matrix Φj, which is β(Mt − 1). Further,

the interference matrix at any user Zi,k is rank deficient and has a null space of

dimension 2(Tc − β). Hence to have a full rank effective channels from the users in

order to design the transmit beamformers vi,k, the number of scheduled users cannot
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exceed 2(Tc − β)(Mt − 1). Therefore, one can simply deduce that

K = β(Mt − 1) = 2(Tc − β)(Mt − 1), (E.38)

and Tc =
3β
2
. The DoF of the proposed scheme is

DoF =
3K

Tc

=
3(β(Mt − 1))

Tc

= 2(Mt − 1) (E.39)

This scheme can achieve 2(Mt − 1) DoF using any finite number of channel uses Tc.
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Appendix F

Achievable DoF for Linear G-cell

Model

To determine the DoF of the proposed precoding scheme for the linear G-cell MIMO

IBC as in Figure 5.2, where each user experiences interference from the two adjacent

BSs and assuming that the BSs implement the precoding scheme in (5.14), it can

shown that for each user to be able to cancel the inter-cell interference, the number

of channel uses Tc is lower bounded by Tc ≥ (βMr + 2α + 1)/Mr. Now, if α is

chosento be α = ⌊TcMr−βMr−1
2

⌋ and by using the fact that the number of users cannot

exceed
(
Tc − β

)
Mt in order that the matrix of effective channels has full rank, then(

Tc − β
)
Mt = βMt + α, which implies that

Tc =
⌈β(4Mt −Mr)− 1

2Mt −Mr

⌉
. (F.40)
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The DoF/cell of the proposed scheme can be calculated by

DoF/cell =
K

Tc

=
(βMt + α)

Tc

. (F.41a)

As Tc increases, the DoF/cell approaches
(
Mr

2
+ (2Mt−Mr)2

2(4Mt−Mr)

)
.
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